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Introduction: The Modern Desire for Sexual Satisfaction 

This project developed out of a feeling of frustration with a character in an Anglo-

Irish Big House novel, Molly Keane’s The Rising Tide (1937). Diana is not the central 

character, but she stands out from the rest; as she ages, she grows in strength and self-

possession and, at the end of the novel, she is granted her wish to live with the woman 

she desires in the house that she loves. In order to reach that happy ending, however, 

Diana has to sublimate her desire for her sister-in-law into gardening. This may not have 

frustrated Diana but it frustrated me. Why go to the trouble of writing her as a desiring 

character, just to deny her any sex? I felt that there was a connection between this 

contradictory character (rebellious, subservient, masculine, passive, desiring, asexual) 

and Keane's satire on and apparent nostalgia for the final days of the Irish Ascendancy. 

My impulse was grounded in a belief that our national and sexual identities are deeply 

and intimately intertwined, but it was also rooted in a twenty-first century perspective on 

sexual desire and the importance of sexual satisfaction. While I have retained the former 

notion, I have had to question the latter, or at least complicate it. As I went looking for 

positive representations of women’s sexual desire (homosexual or heterosexual) in 

women’s Inter-war novels in both England and Ireland what I repeatedly found instead 

was a resistance to the idea that sexual satisfaction was necessary for women’s happiness.  

Both the existence of and the resistance to this notion of sexuality is illustrated in 

the story “Delicate Monster” published in a collection of short novellas entitled Women 

Against Men (1933) by the popular and prolific Inter-war author Storm Jameson. 

Annoyed at her sexually promiscuous friend Victoria, the narrator discusses the 

“philosophy!which was coming into repute in 1910” that “the only way to live a full life 

[...] is to have as many love affairs as possible and to yield to the most causal impulse 
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rather than run the risk of being taken for a puritan” (15). The narrator explains she has 

no problem in general with this way of life, but she dislikes “the move to make a new 

religion of it.” She claims Victoria “wants to persuade us that no other life has value. 

Health, happiness, civilization itself, depend on all able-bodied persons leading ‘full’ or 

as it may be, ‘dark and sacral’ lives.” Jameson’s narrator is satirically describing a shift in 

opinions about sex that took place in the early twentieth century, in part because of the 

dissemination of psychoanalytic and other sexological theories.1  

These new theories of sexuality coincided with changing attitudes about 

traditional gender-roles that resulted from the First World War—spurred in part by 

women filling in for absent men in what had been considered masculine work. At the 

same time women were gaining ground politically. While full enfranchisement would 

wait until 1928, in 1918 women over thirty were granted the vote in England. This was 

followed in 1919 by legislation that opened up previously prohibited professions to 

unmarried women, and in 1923 and 1925 women gained equal terms in divorce and equal 

guardianship over their children, respectively. Seen in light of women’s continued 

emancipation, the new “sex philosophy” might be understood as an acknowledgement of 

women’s “positive desire” (Haste 62) and their right to sexual fulfillment. For some, 

scientific acceptance of the existence of women’s sexual desires was an empowering 

platform from which to advocate for social change. 

Women such as Stella Browne and Dora Russell went so far as to critique the 

traditional institution of marriage while still claiming women’s right to sexual 

satisfaction, but for many marriage was the only acceptable condition for sexual 

                                                
1 For a discussion of the changes in sexual ideology in the Inter-war years see Jeffrey Weeks, Sex Politics 
and Society 199-224. 
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pleasure.2 In Rules of Desire: Sex in Britain: World War I to the Present Cate Haste notes 

that while sex outside of marriage may have been increasing during this time, “powerful 

constraints, frequently backed by punitive sanctions, were used to control sexual 

behaviour” (70). The enthusiasm for non-monogamous experiments waned by the 

thirties, and Haste argues that by that decade “feminist ideals of equality in personal 

relationships” were channeled by “countervailing social pressure” “to fit the ideal of a 

marriage ‘partnership’” based on traditional sex roles (63). In Banishing the Beast Lucy 

Bland also argues the that the “recognition” of “female sexual desire” ultimately led to 

women’s sexuality being “channeled into pleasurable, reproductive and marital 

heterosexuality" (309).3  

Issues of motherhood and its role in the future of the nation were also at the head 

of the “women's agenda” in the Inter-war years. Lucy Bland attributes this focus on 

motherhood in part to eugenics’ rise in popularity. As European nations were struggling 

to define themselves in the aftermath of Word War I and global imperial power was 

changing hands, eugenic theories were becoming popular—even with some feminists. 

Women were figured as the bearers of the nation’s future and some women were 

empowered by the new interest in patriotic motherhood. For example, birth control 

activists found the rhetoric useful for their cause.4 Yet, eugenics framed the normative as 

white and middle-class, and limited women’s value to their reproductive capacity.  

                                                
2 See Stella Browne, "Sexual Variety & Variability Among Women and Their Bearing Upon Social Re-
Construction;” and Dora Russell, Hypatia or Woman and Knowledge. 
3 Deirdre Beddoe in Back to Home and Duty: Women Between the Wars 1918-1939 confirms that the Inter-
war years saw increasing pressure on women to return to their traditional roles in the home For further 
discussion of this move back towards conservative women’s roles see Martin Plugh, Women and the 
Women’s Movement in Britain 1914-1959, 209-235. 
4 See Carolyn Burdett, “The Hidden Romance of Sexual Science: Eugenics, the Nation and Making of 
Modern Feminism.”  
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At the same time the immense causalities of the War ensured that more women 

than ever would remain unmarried, and thus excluded from (respectable) sexual pleasure, 

and denied their place as mothers of the nation.5 Nevertheless, this body of unmarried 

women were not all in search of husbands; some were interested in the independence 

which a single working life could offer; others disdained the patriarchal institution of 

marriage; while still others preferred the company of women. The public perception of 

this population of single women was conditioned by the growing importance placed on 

sexual fulfillment and motherhood, and consequently the image of the bitter, neurotic, 

cold spinster was established.  

The spinster as a figure became embroiled in the divisions among feminists 

caused in part by the new psychology of sex. In the pages of a radical periodical, The 

Freewoman, an article entitled “The Spinster” written by “the One” appeared in 23 

November 1911. It begins,  

I write of the High Priestess of Society. Not of the mother of sons, but of her 
barren sister, the withered tree, the acidulous vestal under whose pale shadow we 
whiten, of the Spinster I write. Because of her power and dominion. She, 
unobtrusive, meek, soft-footed, silent shamefaced, bloodless and boneless, thinner 
to spirit, enters the secret recesses of the mind, sits at the secret springs of action 
and moulds and fashions our emasculate Society. (10)  

This hyperbolic attack on “the spinster” sparked a debate about the relationship of 

feminism to issues of sexuality that dominated the letters and editorial section for months. 

Many reacted in anger to this caricature of feminists who supported not only suffrage but 

also social purity campaigns, while others defended the need for a “New” feminism that 

would acknowledge women’s sexual needs while fighting for political and economic 

equality. The debate has continued as social historians disagree on whether sexology was 
                                                
5 The 1921 English census announced that there were 1,720,802 more females than males—the loss of 
male life in WWI had increased an imbalance already present in the population. This imbalance introduced 
the idea of ‘surplus’ women—those who would not be able to find husbands. 
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liberatory for women or whether it should be considered part of a backlash against 

feminist gains. 6 

According to lesbian feminist social historian Shelia Jeffreys in The Spinster and 

her Enemies the view of suffragists as out-dated puritans or neurotic spinsters that 

appeared in the Freewoman became the dominant perspective of historians. Jeffreys is a 

polemical figure and her anti-pornography stance in the academic and feminist sex wars 

of the 1980s is clearly evident in her work. She recovers the contributions of the “Old” 

feminists, whom she believes have been unfairly dismissed as zealots and prudes.7 In 

defense of the spinster she argues that all sexologists and those that found agency in the 

new ideas, even those who considered themselves “New” feminists, were a part of an 

Inter-war backlash against feminists’ political achievements.8 Spinsters, Jeffreys 

explains, were also subject to accusation of homosexuality because of their masculine 

interests (outside of domestic concerns) and their unmarried status. Thus modern sexual 

discourses, by emphasizing the need for sexual satisfaction and naming the homosexual 

                                                
6 For a discussion of the ways that sexology was used by women to empower themselves see Lesley Hall, 
“Feminist Reconfigurations of Heterosexuality in the 1920s.” Hillary Simpson also points to the way the 
changing sexual ideology of the 1920s was “for the benefit of women” in D.H. Lawrence and Feminism, 
81. For a discussion of sexology as a backlash see Lillian Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men and 
Shelia Jeffreys, The Spinster and Her Enemies. 
7 Holtby published an article entitled “Feminism Divided” in the Yorkshire Post 26 July of 1926, which 
was reprinted in Time and Tide 6 August 1926 (and again in Testament of a Generation). In this article she 
discusses the difference between “New” and “Old” feminism. She is responding to a previous article of the 
same name by a Mrs. Hubback who claims that New feminists believe equality “to be in sight” and 
therefore look to policies “such as family allowances, birth control, and similar policies affecting the lives 
of ‘women who are doing the work that only women can do’” (Testament 47). Holtby retorts that “New 
Feminism emphasizes the importance of the ‘women’s point of view’, [while] the Old Feminism believes 
in the primary importance of the human being” (47). She proclaims herself to be an Old Feminist. 
8 Feminist historians have described the years between WWI and WWII in England as showing a decline in 
overt feminist activity; there was a shift from militant equal rights feminism, which focused on the vote and 
social purity campaigns (Old feminism), to causes that embraced the "difference" of women and focused on 
their roles as wives or mothers (New feminism). While most scholars agree that the women’s movement 
was not as active after the war, Dale Spender in There’s Always Been a Woman’s Movement This Century 
argues that the women’s movement continued without stop. For further discussion of the divide between 
Old and New Feminism see Jeffreys, Plugh, and Bland.   
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as a type, pathologized both virginity and same-sex desire and therefore stigmatized the 

spinster and the lesbian, whom Jeffreys claimed were one and the same, and whom she 

named as the true feminists. In Surpassing the Love of Men Lillian Faderman likewise 

labels sexology as anti-feminist, and suggests that sexologists increased the frequency of 

society’s condemnation of love between women.9  

More recently scholars have complicated the relationship between sexology and 

feminism. Lucy Bland counters Jeffreys’s assertion that sexologists should be blamed for 

the decrease in feminist activity between the wars.10 In "Feminist Reconfigurations of 

Heterosexuality in the 1920s" Lesley Hall reminds us that that sexology was not a 

dominant and anti-feminist force, but was in fact a marginal field in science, and that 

sexologists themselves often approved of feminist causes (136). Furthermore, Hall offers 

another look at Dr. Marie Stopes and Stella Browne who were proponents of sexology, 

defending them from Jeffreys’s claim that they "impose[ed] a retrogressive (and male-

defined) model of compulsory heterosexuality” (135).11 Instead, Hall asserts that these 

women "felt that sexology might have tools to offer to women struggling with patriarchal 

attitudes" (136). Likewise, in Fashioning Sapphism Laura Doan contends that Inter-war 

                                                
9 Recent scholars consider her to have overstated her case about the absence of sexually active love 
between women before the efforts of the sexologists. See for example Lisa Moore, Dangerous Intimacies: 
Towards a Sapphic History of the British Novel, 8-11. 
10 Bland argues that a "host of factors contributed to the decline of the women's movement: the anti-
climatic effects of gaining the suffrage in 1918; the devastating outcome of the First World War, the human 
carnage in which resulted in many erstwhile feminists redefining themselves as 'humanists', feminism 
seeming too divisive; and last but not least the influence of eugenic discourse in constructing women's ideal 
role as that of mother. By the 1930s, the rise of fascism in Europe significantly added to the mood of anti-
feminism." (308) 
11 Discussed as both a pioneer of the birth control movement, and an essentially conservative puppet of the 
patriarchy, Dr. Marie Stopes wrote a best-selling marriage manual that discussed the nature of women's 
desire. Often discussed alongside Dr. Stopes is F.W. Stella Browne, who shares with Stopes an acceptance 
of medical or psychoanalytic understandings of sexuality and an admiration for Havelock Ellis. Yet, 
Browne offers a stronger critique of the status quo. She was active in agitating for reform in marriage, child 
custody, bastardy, and abortion laws. Stella Browne’s writing, while contributing to the stigmatization of 
chastity, argued for real change in society. 
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lesbians used sexology as “an innovative new science offering modern conceptualizations 

of sexual relations between women that they could in turn accept or reject” (130). While 

these scholars offer a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between sexology 

and feminism, or even of the vast field of sexology itself, their focus has largely been on 

recuperating the women who did indeed find agency in those new discourses.  

Though deeply influenced by the work of Doan and Hall, my own research has 

led me to value the original insight of the early lesbian feminist scholars. There was 

indeed an important resistance to the ways modern sexual discourses enforced 

heterosexuality, and it is a visible theme in women’s Inter-war novels. But I do not accept 

the lesbian feminist assumption that modernity’s sexual obsession arose as a backlash 

against feminism, or that its effects were entirely detrimental to women. Instead, I 

explore how the acceptance of and resistance to sexological ideas bleed into one another.  

This dissertation explores the efforts of four authors, two English and two Irish, to 

create a space for themselves as literary artists as well as professional writers. In doing 

so, they came into conflict with the ways in which sexologists, novelists, and even 

nationalists defined womanhood. By including Irish authors in this study I am able to 

explore how the dominant sexual discourses produced in England were interpreted in 

relationship to the newly independent and increasingly conservative state of Ireland.12 

Ireland offers a particularly fruitful comparison to England not only because of its 

intimate and oppositional relationship to that country, but also because of its national 

youth!its still emerging identity as an independent nation.  

                                                
12 These novels are also written in the mid-1930s rather than the later 1920s, which itself provide a 
significantly different backdrop even without the move across national borders. In England the thirties 
brought heightened political divisiveness and a focus on international issues with the rise of communism, 
fascism, and the threat of war. Unemployment was high and the economy was bleak. The period of high 
modernism in literature was waning and social realism was replacing the aesthetic experiment as the 
dominant literary form. 
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One could make an argument that the Inter-war period did not exist in Ireland 

because their war did not end with the Versailles Peace Treaty in 1918. Ireland’s own war 

of Independence continued and intensified. It was followed by a bloody civil war, 

sparked by the controversial peace Treaty that included partition and an oath of 

allegiance to British crown. When the Civil War ended, Ireland began solidifying its 

identity as a new nation. In the 1930s under Éamon de Valera Ireland turned inward, 

choosing to remain neutral during the growing international crisis that became World 

War II. The government also took a conservative stance in opposition to women’s 

emancipation. Ann Owens Weekes indicates that in the period between 1922 and 1937  

“the Irish governments, acting on their own initiative or at the church’s suggestion, 

restricted and withdrew women’s rights” (129). Weekes lists the Censorship bill of 1929 

that banned discussions of birth control, abortion, “procurement” of miscarriage, or 

indecency; a Marriage Bar that forced women to leave jobs when they married; and 

restrictions from some Civil Service positions and industrial employment (129-30). 

Finally, Ireland solidified its belief in the inherently domestic roles of women in the 1937 

constitution.13 Ironically, Ireland’s image of womanhood, while experienced as restrictive 

because of its domestic focus, also offered an alternative view of sexuality and virginity 

that the Irish authors I address were able to manipulate in favor of female sexual 

autonomy. 

As unmarried women,14 most of whom had significant same-sex relationships 

throughout their lives, authors Sylvia Townsend Warner, Winifred Holtby, Kate O’Brien 

                                                
13 After stating that “the State recognizes the Family as the natural primary and fundamental unit group of 
Society” and “therefore, guarantees to protect the Family” Article 41 of the 1937 Irish Constitution reads: 
“2. In Particular, the State recognizes that by her life within the home, women gives to the State a support 
without which the common good cannot be achieved.” 
14 O’Brien did marry, but abandoned the marriage a few months later. Keane would marry, but I look at 
novels she wrote before she did so. 
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and Molly Keane were responding both to the solidification of a medically defined 

lesbian identity, and to the widely-held belief that (hetero)sexual satisfaction was 

required for women’s mental health and happiness. I argue that in their novels they 

absorb, revise, and occasionally reject outright the discourses of sexology in order to 

advocate a more diffuse sensuality; for these writers adventure, travel, independence, 

creativity, and love between women provide satisfactions as rich as those ascribed to 

normative heterosexuality. In addition, I read these expressions of female sexual 

autonomy as embedded in the authors’ negotiations of national and imperial discourses. I 

argue that by exploring pleasure outside the domestic sphere, outside sex, and often 

outside the nation, they necessarily engage with and often put to strategic use national 

and imperial rhetorics.15 I offer a queer understanding of women’s sexuality in the early 

twentieth century that expands beyond the hetero-homo binary and across national 

boundaries, and presents a more nuanced picture of women’s literary representations of 

sexual autonomy than previous narratives, which have relied on a pro-sexology or pro-

feminist dichotomy.16 

By using a queer framework I am implicitly signaling my separation from 

previous scholarship that prioritized excavating a recognizable lesbian or feminist 
                                                
15 While I am not overtly reading these texts through post-colonial theory, my work has been shaped by the 
efforts of post-colonial scholars who have illuminated the national and imperial implications of literary 
work. Specifically I have been influenced by Fredrick Jameson “Modernism and Imperialism”; Paul 
Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic. My work on Irish authors is influenced by the collection edited by Eibhear 
Walshe, Sex Nation and Dissent in Irish Writing. Jane Garrity’s Step-Daughters of England: British 
Women Modernists and the National Imaginary offers a model for reading British women’s relationship to 
national ideologies between the wars. 
16 For example, Maroula Joannou’s ’Ladies Please Don’t Smash These Windows’: Women’s Writing, 
Feminist Consciousness and Social Change 1918-38 (1995) “attempt[s] to offer feminist readings of texts 
from the vantage point of the early 1990s in order to release the feminist potential within texts written in 
the past” (1). While my intentions and perspectives are deeply embedded in a feminist consciousness and 
indebted to feminist scholarship, I am not concerned as Joannou is with placing or revoking the feminist 
label on the texts I read. While she has framed her project as an attempt to find resistance from women to 
the oppression of gender and class, I am concerned with exploring how these pressures manifested 
themselves in various representations of female desire and sexuality. 
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history.17 The term queer, as an umbrella term for non-heteronormative-sexualities, 

allows me to read alongside one another diverse representations of women’s sexuality by 

authors whose own identifications fall in along the range between heterosexual and 

lesbian.18 Queer’s slippery use in the early twentieth century suggests it as an interesting 

historical term to apply to representations of desire which were often more “odd” than 

clearly “lesbian.” Also, these authors’ resistance to dominant attempts to define women’s 

sexuality is defiant in a way that anticipates the late-twentieth century activists' and 

academics' embrace of queer despite and perhaps because of its negative connotations. 

Finally, it is a strategic attempt to reintroduce the messiness of sexuality, to celebrate the 

plethora of desires from an era that is most often looked to as time of the solidification of 

women’s sexual identities.19 

BETWIXT AND BETWEEN 

Warner, Holtby, O’Brien and Keane were all born within eleven years of each 

other (1893-1904) at the turn of the century and all began publishing their creative work 

in the 1920s, thus entering a literary world divided between modernist aestheticism and 

                                                
17 Annamarie Jagose succinctly writes of the line between post-modern distrust of ‘the subject’ and the 
move to the term ‘queer’: “The delegitimation of liberal, liberationist, ethnic and even separatist notions of 
identity generated the cultural space necessary for the emergence of the term ‘queer’; its non-specificity 
guarantees it against recent criticisms made of the exclusionist tendencies of ‘lesbian’ and ‘gay’ as identity 
categories” (76). While my methodology is not post-structuralist, my theoretical framework of gender and 
sexuality has been strongly influenced by the work of Judith Butler and Eve Sedgwick (Gender Trouble 
and The Epistemology of the Closet in particular), which therefore informs my approach to the historical 
archive. While I am grateful for the strategic work which previous scholars have done to excavate 
specifically lesbian or gay literary histories, I am not participating in that project. Instead, I am interested in 
complicating the category of lesbianism during the time in which it arguably came into being. In an 
anthology of queer theory, Queer Cultures, the authors Deborah Carlin and Jennifer Di Grazia remind us 
that this term is favored by young scholars who perhaps did not “grow up during times when it was hurled 
as an insult” (1). 
18 This grey area is created either by their resistance to the type of lesbian identity available at the time, or 
by the chronological nature of one’s sexual experience.  
19 While this of course began much earlier, I will discuss how lesbianism as a recognizable identity was 
solidified in part by the trial of The Well of Loneliness (1928).  
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the demands of an increasingly commoditized literary marketplace. 20 While scholars 

have tended to focus on the experimentalism of Modernism during this time, in Betwixt 

and Between: Middlebrow Fiction and English Society in the Twenties and Thirties Rosa 

Bracco argues that in the Inter-war years “middlebrow” came to “define a well-delimited 

class of fiction,” and that some authors even defended their work in opposition to “what 

they considered the conceited pretentiousness of the ‘stream of consciousness’ novelists” 

(4).21 In The Feminine Middlebrow Novel, 1920s to 1950s Nicola Humble argues “the 

‘feminine middlebrow’ in this period was a powerful force in establishing and 

consolidating, but also in resisting, new class and gender identities” (3). She advocates 

for the critical importance of middlebrow fiction, while identifying it as a distinctly 

middle-class and largely feminine genre.  

I am interested in the term “middlebrow” as used by Virginia Woolf to describe 

works of literature that seemed “betwixt and between” highbrow and lowbrow in their 

achievements, because it does connote a relationship between artistic achievement and 

the mass commercialization of the literary marketplace.22 Whatever their literary 
                                                
20 Warner was born in 1893, O’Brien 1897, Holtby 1898, and Keane 1904. O’Brien’s first novel was not 
published until 1931, but her first play was produced in 1926. 
21 In A Very Great Profession (1983) Nicola Beauman broke new ground in paying serious critical 
attention to “the Woman’s Novel” from 1914-1939. While a few women had made it into discussions of 
modernism, the vast majority of women authors were ignored both by modernist studies and by the focus 
on politically charged authors of the 1930s. In British Writers of the Thirties published five years later, 
Valentine Cunningham acknowledges how discussions that were limited to the Auden Generation left out 
not only important male novelists, but also left out most of the women authors of that time. While he 
acknowledges that his work does not remedy this problem, he writes that “at least the gap that commonly 
denotes their absence can be defined, they can be granted the mentions and some of the respect they 
deserve, and their place can be marked on the ‘30s map for future reference” (27). Since then scholars have 
filled in the gap to a degree with a growing number of studies that focus specifically on women authors of 
the Inter-War years. See Maraoula Joannou, ’Ladies, Please Don’t Smash These Windows’: Women’s 
Writing, Feminist Consciousness and Social Change 1918-38 and Women Writers of the 1930s: Gender, 
Politics and History; Alison Light, Forever England: Femininity, Literature and Conservatism Between the 
Wars; and Heather Ingman, Women’s Fiction Between the Wars: Mothers, Daughters and Writing. 
22 In a letter written, but not sent, to The Statesman,Woolf sarcastically responds to accusations of being 
highbrow. She describes both high and lowbrow types and then turns her wit against the middebrow: “Their 
brows are betwixt and between;” “the middlebred intelligence who ambles and saunters now on this side of 
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aspirations, these authors were interested in writing as a profession. Warner, Holtby, and 

O’Brien made a living out of lectures and articles as well as any revenue from their 

novels, and Keane claims to have written to supplement her dress allowance.23 Rather 

than seeing them as tainted or limited by their attempts to produce marketable books, I 

label them as “middlebrow” to emphasize that their literary achievement lies in how they 

navigate and manipulate the often constricting structures of popular genres. To see 

marketability as inherently oppositional to artistic achievement devalues the importance 

of economic stability to the authors; the desire for artistic, intellectual, and economic 

independence informs how these authors imagined themselves and their work in 

relationship to the sexual discourse of the Inter-war years.  

“WE ARE ALL PSYCHOANALYSTS NOW” 

Warner, Holtby, O’Brien, and Keane were not passive receptors of the sexual 

discourse of the Inter-war years; with their novels they participated in shaping it. Before 

turning to their contributions to this discourse, it is necessary to discuss what the 

prevailing ideas about sex actually were, and to establish the kinds of sexual knowledge 

that would have been easily available to any literate citizen in England.24 Though the 

field of sexology was complex and contradictory, the work of two men, Sigmund Freud 

and Havelock Ellis, greatly influenced popular ideas about sexuality in Inter-war 

England.25  
                                                                                                                                            
the hedge, now on that, in pursuit of no single object, neither art itself nor life itself, but both mixed 
indistinguishably” (“Middlebrow” 180).   
23 Both Warner and Holtby had modest incomes from their families that supplemented their earnings.  
24 O’Brien lived most of her adult life in England, and Keane spent a great deal of time before marrying at 
"Woodroof, a great house in the Tipperary hunting country," where she met "the fringe of literary and 
intellectual London life," whom she would later visit in England (Devlin x). Therefore I argue that their 
access to the popular ideas about sex would have been similar to citizens of England. 
25 Two excellent sources edited by Lucy Bland and Laura Doan have helped to expand our understanding 
of the complicated field of sexology: Sexology Uncensored: The Documents of Sexual Science and 
Sexology in Culture: Labeling Bodies and Desires.  
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In their assessment of the Inter-war years in The Long Weekend, Alan Hodge and 

Robert Grave assert that Freudian ideas were filtering “down into people’s minds, 

through translations, interpretations, glosses, popularizations, and general loose 

discussions” (103). Their claim is substantiated by historian Dean Rapp’s survey of forty-

three British general interest magazines from 1920-1925. According to Rapp “we are all 

psychoanalysts now” was a “typical remark of the British Press in the 1920s” (191). He 

suggests that “serious interest” in Freud followed the success of psychoanalysis as a 

treatment during and after the war. Despite its general resistance and hostility, Rapp 

claims, the press was more receptive to Freud's theories of the unconscious and dreams 

than to his take on sexuality (193). Many of Freud’s theories relied on the idea that that 

the sexual instinct is foundational in the development of the human psyche, and while he 

was expanding the definition of sex beyond the adult activity of reproduction, reviewers 

still found it “repugnant to [their] moral sense” (qtd. in Rapp 195).26 

In warning their readers away from Freudian ideas, reviewers often resorted to 

detailing the sexual nature of psychoanalysis, which inadvertently helped form the 

common misunderstanding that the key to mental health was to be aware of and give rein 

to one’s sexual desires. Graves and Hodge sum up the popular interpretation of Freud: 

“‘the first requirement for mental health is an uninhibited sex-life. To be well and happy, 

one must obey one’s sexual urge’” (103). While Freud did present "normal" sexuality as 

something that is precariously achieved and at all developmental stages subject to 

obstructions which could lead to "abnormalities," he was not suggesting that all 
                                                
26 In Interpretations of Dreams (German 1900, English 1913) Freud not only discusses the nature of the 
unconscious but begins to develop his famous theory of the Oedipus complex; in Three Essays on the 
Theory of Sexuality, while laying out the boundaries between normal and abnormal sexuality in adults, he 
also suggests a controversial theory of the stages of infant sexuality; and even in Psycho-Pathology of 
Everyday Life (German 1901, English 1914) he suggests that a sexual motive will often lie behind 
apparently inconsequential slips of language. Rapp is quoting from George Garner, “The Dragon and the 
Golden Apples” Contemporary Review. December 1920. 
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“inhibitions” were problematic (Three Essays 69). Nevertheless, a contemporary theater 

critic suggests that Mr. Geo. Cram Cook and Susan Glaspell’s 1921 play, Suppressed 

Desires, was based on the “false assumption that Freud recommends that all suppressed 

desires should be gratified” (Whitworth 123).27 The play’s plot seemingly confirms 

Graves' and Hodges' assessment of how Freud was commonly interpreted, but the critic 

offers his own definition: “psycho-analysis simply means the recognition of the existence 

of such desires and the attempt to ‘sublimate’ them on scientific principles.”  

In Three Essays Freud describes sublimation as a process that “enables 

excessively strong excitations arising from particular sources of sexuality to find an outlet 

and use in other fields” (115). This is, according to Freud, of foundational importance in 

civilized man, as well as in the process of maturing from childhood to adulthood; he also 

indicates that sublimation is the source of “artistic activity.” Freud is neither suggesting 

that one must “obey” every urge, nor that all sexual desires are better off sublimated “into 

channels most desirable and useful for himself and society” as a Dr. Harry Roberts 

proposed in a article for John O’London’s Weekly (qtd. in Rapp 193). In fact, Freud is 

less proscriptive than exploratory in his attempts to understand the human mind. 

Nevertheless, such references to his theories about sublimation became ammunition 

against women who did not fulfill their sexual or maternal instincts. Winifred Holtby 

writes in Women and a Changing Civilisation (1934) that in the Inter-war years wives 

who were not mothers were persuaded “that their happiness [was] not happiness, their 

satisfaction not satisfaction, their preoccupations and interests a struggling and not too 

healthy sublimation” (132-3).  

                                                
27 Geoffrey Whitworth “Hen: Step-hen: Stephen: A psycho-analysis skit at the everyman theatre” John 
O’London’s Weekly. (October 29 1921).  
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In addition to his ideas about “normal” sexuality, Freud also offered theories of 

homosexuality that were taken up by novelists. Naomi G. Royde-Smith's The 

Tortoiseshell Cat (1925) provides a particularly negative (though not unusual) example 

of the use that novelists made of these theories. Gillian, a naïve young woman attempting 

to make an independent living, is friends with a sadistic lesbian who very nearly succeeds 

in seducing her. Freud argued that children and the "average uncultivated woman" have a 

polymorphously perverse disposition which makes them susceptible to seduction: "Under 

ordinary conditions she may remain normal sexually, but if she is led on by a clever 

seducer she will find every sort of perversion to her taste and will retain them as part of 

her own sexual activities" (Three Essays 69). Gillian's extreme sexual naivety aligns her 

with Freud's "uncultivated woman." Although Royde-Smith’s lesbian character is the 

seducer in this novel, an insurmountable obstacle has already thwarted her own “normal” 

sexual development:  

long ago V.V. has been so maimed, her soul had been so warped and stunted by 
some influence she could still recall though she was too vitiated to resent it that 
nothing that happened to her now would make very much difference. (287) 

This diagnosis that V.V. has been “warped” by “some influence” echoes Freud, who 

claims to be able to "trace [homosexuality’s] origin and development in the mind with 

complete certainty and almost without a gap" (“Psychogenesis of a Case" 147). While in 

this case study Freud claims to have pinpointed the "cause" of his patient’s 

homosexuality, he is unable to successfully cure his patient. He warns his readers that 

psychoanalysis is only able to overcome homosexuality in rare, and not fully developed 

cases (151). Likewise in The Tortoiseshell Cat, V.V. is beyond help whereas Gillian may 

be recuperated into a normal heterosexual life. 
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Another novel of the time offers a less vitriolic, though no more positive, 

representation of Freudian theories of homosexuality. The lesbians in Compton 

MacKenzie's Extraordinary Women (1928)28 have no interest in being recuperated, and in 

fact they are continually seeking to be labeled as truly “abnormal,” insultingly suggesting 

to each other that they are seeking the love of women only because they have been 

rejected by men. These women are parroting Freud, who theorizes that failure, or a 

particularly traumatic experience, with the opposite sex could lead to homosexuality. 

This novel, which satirizes the "bohemian homosexual colony" living on Capri in the 

Inter-war years, centers on the sexual conquests of a "boyish" lesbian (Castle 822).29 Yet 

her boyishness is not attributed to a biological masculinity; it is a “masculine style,” 

which “owing to the inconsiderate femininity of her bust caused her so much discomfort 

that she could only affect it on the grandest occasion” (McKenzie 55). This image 

perpetuates the Freudian idea that homosexuality is not a biologically derived trait. 

MARRIED LOVE AND OBSCENITY TRIALS 

The English sexologist Havelock Ellis was possibly even more influential than 

Freud during the Inter-war years.30 He was a prolific writer on a wide range of subjects 

(art, literature, travel, criminology, and social policy) but is remembered most for his 

contribution to sex-psychology. In Sex and Marriage, Ellis claims that the Victorian era 

obscured women’s sexuality behind an ideal of purity, and argues that evidence of auto-

eroticism suggests that normal women do feel sexual desire (166-174). Jeffrey Weeks 

suggests an “emphasis on the spiritual and social importance of sex pervades” his work 
                                                
28 Published a few months before The Well of Loneliness, MacKenzie's novel escaped any obscenity 
charges.  
29 The main character is likely modeled on "Natalie Barney's one time lover [...] Mimi Franchetti, and other 
characters have been variously identified with Radclyffe Hall, her lover Una Troubridge, the painted 
Romaine Brooks, and the pianist Renata Borgatti" (Castle 823). 
30 For an assertion of Ellis’s influence see Jeffrey Weeks, Sex Politics and Society 148. 
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(149), and writes that for Ellis sex “was the key to a fulfilling life” (149).  Here then is 

another source of the “new philosophy” that a fulfilled life required sexual satisfaction. 

Two famous texts by women authors ensured that the literate public was aware of Ellis’s 

theories of normative sexuality and inversion. 

In the best selling Married Love (1918) Dr. Marie Stopes bases her advice for 

married couples on Ellis’s theories of sexuality. Married Love was an instant bestseller 

and continued to be reprinted in new editions until 1955.31 Stopes received volumes of 

letters from women seeking her advice, and scholars have proven her influence on 

married women's articulation of their own desires and sexuality.32 In Married Love 

Stopes argues that too large a percentage of young English wives are not being satisfied 

by their husbands, and that contrary to popular belief, the husband is at fault, not the wife. 

It is not her “coldness” which is to blame, but his lack of skill, his too “hasty” climax, 

and his lack of understanding of the nature of women. She echoes Ellis’s claim that the 

lack of sexual fulfillment in marriage derives from the fact that “sexual excitement tends 

to develop more slowly in the woman than in the man” (170).  The mantra repeated 

throughout Married Love is that the man needs to “woo her before every separate act of 

coitus” (69). The husband must remember that “woman’s love is stirred primarily 

through her heart and mind,” although Stopes does suggest that kissing her breasts might 

help (70). Again, she expands on Ellis, who emphasizes the need for courtship, which 

relied on the dichotomy of the active male and passive female. 

                                                
31 Within the first two weeks, two thousand copies were sold; within the first year more than seventeen 
thousand. Twenty-eight editions were published and over a million copies of the advice manual were sold 
by 1955 (sales having already reached a half a million by 1925) (Geppert 396-7). 
32 See Ellen M Holtzman, "The Pursuit of Married Love: Women's Attitudes Towards Sexuality and 
Marriage in Great Britain, 1918-1939."  
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While Stopes is credited with giving agency to women by arguing sex within 

marriage should be geared to women’s periodic desires (a theory of women’s desire she 

borrows from Ellis), rather than to men’s constant desire, she also adds to the chorus of 

Inter-war advocates for the importance of sexual satisfaction. Stopes celebrates the 

benefits of mutual orgasm for both men’s and women’s health and describes a successful 

sexual union in hyperbolic romantic and spiritual language: 

Their [men and women’s] differences unite and hold together the man and the 
woman so that their bodily union is the solid nucleus of an immense fabric of 
interwoven strands reaching to the uttermost ends of the earth: some lighter than 
the filmiest cobweb, or than the softest wave of music, iridescent with the colours, 
not only of the visible rainbow, but of all the invisible glories of the wave-lengths 
of the soul. (2) 

Given the mystical language, rainbows and all, the text creates a profound exaltation of 

heterosexual pleasure. Stopes’s general influence is evident when Jameson’s narrator in 

Delicate Monster refers to the new emphasis on sexual pleasure as “a reformed phallic 

worship, with a different emblem and grace to Dr. Stopes” (15).33  

While Stopes accepts fairly conservative gender roles, Lesley A. Hall suggests 

that she "[does] not merely hypothesize or theorize change; she endeavor[s] to bring it 

about, through the regeneration of individuals (or couples)" ("Uniting Science"124). 34 To 

                                                
33 The passage goes on to refer to the “ancient form, being strictly the worship of fertility, and the pleasure 
was incidental” (15). That Dr. Stopes was credited with this shift from fertility worship to pleasure worship 
is not only because of her overly purple prose describing mutual orgasm, but also because of her 
commitment to spreading information on birth control. She opened the first birth control clinic in England 
and is often considered the Margaret Sanger of England.  
34 Paul Peppis acknowledges that Married Love has come rightly under attack for "buttressing sexists, 
classist, and heteronormative ideals and institutions;" however, Peppis defends the book as participating in 
a modernist trend of re-writing sexuality within the given terms available. For further evidence of the effect 
which Stopes had on real women's lives see Ellen M. Holtzman, "The Pursuit of Married Love: Women's 
Attitudes Towards Sexuality and Marriage in Great Britain, 1918-1939"; and Alexander C.T. Geppert, 
"Divine Sex, Happy Marriage, Regenerated Nation: Marie Stopes's Marital Manual Married Love and the 
Making of a Best-Seller, 1918-1955." 
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do so Stopes manipulates her ambiguous position as “expert,” relying on medical 

authority and yet claiming a much clearer vision from the outside: 

so many distinguished medical men, gynecologists and physiologists, are either in 
ignorance or error regarding some of the profoundest facts of human sex-life, that 
it is not surprising that ordinary young couples, however hopeful, should break 
and destroy the joy that might have been their lifelong crown. (18) 

She, as a woman, gets it right where the medical men got it wrong. In doing so she 

revises and popularizes Ellis’s theories of sexuality. 

Likewise, Radclyffe Hall’s novel The Well of Loneliness (1928) and the obscenity 

trial that accompanied its publication pushed the discussion of "inverts" into the public 

eye. This novel depicts a woman whose masculinity is innate, not the result of trauma, 

and countered the growing belief in the acquired nature of homosexuality with a theory of 

congenital inversion.35 Scholars berate Hall for her adoption of this discourse, but given 

that Freud’s theories left open the potential of “cure,” one can understand her strategic 

move to popularize theories that established homosexuality as outside of the individual’s 

control.36 While other novels depicted lesbianism in various forms, usually subtly, or 

                                                
35 The "mannish lesbian" dominated the medical, literary and popular discourses on female homosexuality 
from the end of the 19th century through much of the 20th. The strict gender codes of the late 19th century 
allowed Kraft-Ebing to declare that "the masculine soul, heaving in the female bosom" felt displeasure at 
being "deprived of the gay college life"; he could not conceive of a "normal" woman who felt the injustice 
of patriarchy (335). Krafft-Ebing, Psychopathia Sexualis (1889) placed "homosexual women on a scale 
from 'invisible' to 'highly masculinized'" (Showalter). The 'invisible' or femme lesbian's inability to fit into 
the prevailing schematics of desire confounded the Victorian doctors, and they therefore mostly ignored 
her. Havelock Ellis's treatment of the subject amounted to a paragraph which declared that these women are 
not "repelled or disgusted" by sexual advances of other women, and are often, but not always unattractive 
to the average man (133). Though Freudian theories of homosexuality differed from congenital theories of 
inversion the image of lesbianism remained that of the masculine woman. Freud writes that in women “the 
active inverts exhibit masculine characteristics, both physical and mental, with peculiar frequency” (Three 
Essays 23). 
36 Lillian Faderman writes that the novel was a mouthpiece for the sexologists, inscribing the 
"congenitalists' theories [in] popular fiction and thereby disseminating them widely years after they were no 
longer the most accepted theories among medical men" (317). In the words of Esther Newton, Faderman 
accuses Hall of being "an unwitting dupe of the misogynist doctors' attack on feminist romantic 
friendships" (559). In a pivotal defense of the novel Esther Newton argues that Hall's use of the discourse 
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with gothic overtones that vilify the predatory lesbian, Hall’s novel takes the issue of her 

protagonist’s sexuality as the central theme of the novel: the protagonist struggles to 

understand herself and her desires for women. Her novel is commonly associated with 

Havelock Ellis’s theories of inversion, in large part because it was published with a 

preface by Ellis commending it as an accurate depiction of the female invert.37 

Female inversion was described by Krafft-Ebing as "the masculine soul, heaving 

in the female bosom" (335); later, Ellis attempts to provide a more scientific description: 

inversion, he concludes, is a “congenital anomaly” that is likely linked to an imbalance in 

“internal secretions” which create a disposition in favor of homosexuality (322, 316). 

Ellis does not entirely dismiss the environmental factors which might lead to inversion, 

but he argues that “the same seed of suggestion is sown in various soils: in the many it 

dies out; in the few it flourishes. The cause can only be a difference in the soil” (Studies 

VII 310). He confirms that this “abnormality” is accompanied by a “distinct trace of 

masculinity,” but he then suggests “the masculine element may, in the least degree, 

consist only in the fact that she makes advances to the woman to whom she is attracted” 

(222). Nevertheless, he also writes that inverted women often have firmer muscles, a 

masculine tone of voice, and genital anomalies (256).   
                                                                                                                                            
of the sexologists was not a result of passive absorption, but a strategic move "because [she] desperately 
wanted to break out of the asexual model of romantic friendship" (220). 
37 A great deal of scholarship has tried to delineate Hall’s various and contradictory sexological sources. 
See William Fitzgerald, "Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness: Sources and Inspiration." Fitzgerald 
argues that Stephen Gordon's character was inspired (and in his argument nearly copied from) the case 
history of "Count Sandor" in Krafft-Ebing. He writes that "Richard Von Krafft-Ebing, not Radclyffe Hall, 
essentially developed the sensitive characterizations and story line upon which the success of The Well of 
Loneliness so strongly depended" (52). See also Heike Bauer's "Richard von Krafft-Ebing's Psychopathia 
Sexualis as Sexual Sourcebook for Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness." Bauer also agrees that 
Stephen was modeled on Krafft-Ebing's case studies, but also sees Hall as borrowing the "sexy bits" from 
Krafft-Ebing. Laura Doan in “'The Outcast of One Age is the Hero of Another': Radclyffe Hall, Edward 
Carpenter and the Intermediate Sex" adds another “source” to the mix by claiming that Hall was heavily 
influenced by the theories of Edward Carpenter and the “intermediate sex.” See also Jean Radford, "An 
Inverted Romance: The Well of Loneliness and Sexual Ideology."  
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Radclyffe Hall weaves together multiple theories of sexuality, including those of 

Kraft-Ebbing, Edward Carpenter, Havelock Ellis and even Freud in the creation of her 

image of the masculine woman, Stephen Gordon. She is “handsome in a flat, broad-

shouldered and slim flanked fashion,” hates wearing feminine clothing, and is attracted to 

feminine women from an early age (The Well 72). When Stephen finds her father's 

medical books she finds herself: "her own name appeared in those notes" (167). She 

discovers not only her name in the books, but also a name for what she is, a 

categorization. This scientific knowledge is a key to understanding that she is not alone in 

the world, but because Krafft-Ebing is the source of the codified medical knowledge and 

because his work would have been considered outdated in comparison to contemporary 

sexologists such as Ellis, it makes room for Stephen to build upon this old knowledge. 

Hall figures the “normal invert” (390) as the only one who can truly understand 

inversion, thus promoting her own position as the expert on the subject. Stopes and Hall 

each manipulate a tension between accredited scientific knowledge and personal 

experience, and use their own gender or sexuality as a resource that places them closer to 

the truth than “male” science.  

Hall’s The Well has been mired in controversy since James Douglas printed his 

scathing condemnation in the Sunday Press in 1928 just weeks after the novel’s release, 

and it has never ceased to be read. Esther Newton argues that it was "the lesbian novel, at 

least until 1970" (559). In response to the obscenity trial, contemporary author Hugh 

Walpole pointed to the irony that those who opposed Hall’s novel would realize they 

“caused certain subjects to be discussed, inquired into and pleasingly investigated as 

never before in the history of this our hypocritical country" (qtd. in Brittain, Radcylffe 

Hall 112). In Fashioning Sapphism Laura Doan marks this moment in history as “a great 

divide between innocence and deviance, private and public, New Woman and Modern 
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Lesbian” (xiii). With the general discussion surrounding the obscenity trial people could 

no longer claim not to know about lesbianism, and Doan argues that Hall’s own style as 

well as the masculine attributes of her protagonists helped to solidify the masculine 

women, the invert, as the popular image of lesbianism at this time.38 After 1928 novels 

that broach the topic of same sex desire were in some sense responding to, borrowing 

from, or at the very least evoking in the mind of the reader the type which Hall’s novel 

popularized. 

I would suggest that despite the many economic, political and even national 

differences that lie between the novels addressed in this dissertation, the most significant 

sexual variable is whether they were written before or after The Well trial. Warner’s Lolly 

Willowes or the Loving Huntsman (1926), and Holby’s The Land of Green Ginger (1927) 

were published just years before the trial and despite offering homoerotic imagery, they 

are concerned primarily with attacking discourses that prioritize heterosexual satisfaction 

and motherhood; whereas the later novels, O’Brien’s Mary Lavelle (1936) and Keane’s 

The Rising Tide (1937) directly engage with theories of inversion along with those of 

women’s heterosexual desire. It is perhaps more than coincidence that while the two 

novels which precede The Well focus on a single heroine, who is represented with 

signifiers of both heterosexuality and homosexuality, the later two novels present two 

female characters—a heterosexual heroine around which the novel ostensibly centers, 

and a secondary distinctly homosexual woman who loves her. Nevertheless, these later 

narratives, despite solidifying these binary sexual identities, still continue to propose the 

importance of satisfactions beyond sexual fulfillment for women. 

                                                
38 Though Freudian theories of homosexuality differed from congenital theories of inversion the image of 
lesbianism remained that of the masculine woman. Freud writes that in his observations of women “the 
active inverts exhibit masculine characteristics, both physical and mental, with peculiar frequency” (Three 
Essays 23). 
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NATIONAL INVESTMENT IN SEXUAL DESIRE 

Stopes and Hall’s influential interventions work to redefine popular medical 

understandings of vastly different sexual identities, but in their negotiation of the 

contemporary discourses they both rely on dominant understandings of racial and 

national identities. Thus, despite the inherent differences between a sex manual for 

married women (and men) and a novel centering on a "mannish lesbian," scholars discuss 

both of these texts in surprisingly similar ways.39 Stopes is taken to task for her eugenic 

concerns, and recent scholarship illuminates the colonial and national implications of The 

Well.40 I offer a brief discussion of this scholarship because it serves as a model for my 

analysis of the genre of the women’s novel in terms of the relationship between sexual 

and national discourses.  

It is well established that Dr. Stopes was involved with the eugenics movement. 

While the discussion of birth control is muted in Married Love, her later advocacy of it is 

overtly linked to an attempt to reduce the proliferation of the lower classes. In Radiant 

Motherhood (1920) she writes:  

society allows the diseased, the racially negligent, the thriftless, the careless, the 
feeble-minded, the very lowest and worst members of the community, to produce 

                                                
39 The term “mannish lesbian” was coined by Esther Newton in her article "The Mythic Mannish Lesbian: 
Radclyffe Hall and the New Woman." Both Stopes and Hall have been read as perpetuating retrograde 
stereotypes of gender roles by blindly prostyletizing the views of sexologists, specifically those of 
Havelock Ellis; as well as examples of Foucault's "reverse discourse" (overtly in the case of scholarship on 
The Well, and implicitly in discussions of Married Love) for how they strategically borrow from and 
transform the medical discourses around the seemingly opposite poles of conjugal heterosexuality and 
"invert" sexuality, manipulating them for practical as well as artistic pursuits. For instance Paul Peppis 
claims that Stopes use of the "masculine" language should be read as strategic "even subversive" in the 
manner it worked to "authorize an autonomous female sexuality by using a vocabulary of male authority" 
(567). For these discussions of the The Well see Sonja Ruehl, "Inverts and Experts: Radclyffe Hall and the 
Lesbian Identity"; and Jean Radford, "An Inverted Romance: The Well of Loneliness and Sexual 
Ideology." 
40 See Margot Gayle Backus, "Sexual Orientation in the (Post) Imperial Nation: Celticism and Inversion 
Theory in Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness"; Sarah E. Chinn, “’Something Primitive and Age-Old as 
Nature Herself’”: Lesbian Sexuality and the Permission of the Exotic"; and Jean Walton, "'I Want to Cross 
Over into Camp Ground': Race and Inversion in The Well of Loneliness." 
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innumerable tens of thousands of stunted warped and inferior infants. If they live, 
a large proportion of these are doomed from their very physical inheritance to be 
at the best but partly self-supporting, and thus to drain the resources of those 
classes above them which have a sense of responsibility. (qtd. in Hall, Ruth 180-
1) 

It was of national concern whether middle class women were marrying and producing 

healthy children, but eugenicists were also often interested in preventing the “worst 

members of the community” from breeding excessively. Literary scholar Christina Hauck 

takes Stopes's many biographers to task for "under-emphasiz[ing] some of the more 

unpalatable aspects of [her] social agenda, particularly her class-bias and advocacy of 

involuntary sterilization" (109). Of particular interest here, however, is how her eugenic 

concerns inform her own framing of her sexual manual. She writes in the preface to the 

1931 edition of Married Love:  

More than ever today are happy homes needed. It is my hope that this book may 
serve the State by adding to their numbers [...] The only secure basis for a present-
day State is the welding of its units in marriage; but there is rottenness and danger 
at the foundations of the State if many of the marriages are unhappy. (vii) 

She expands the national framework of eugenic concern about producing healthy children 

to healthy and happy marriage itself. It was more common to consider “abnormal” 

sexuality, not unsatisfied husband and wives, as a threat to the nation.41 Sometimes this 

threat was invoked literally, as Gay Wachman reminds us, such as when the right wing 

paper The Imperialist in 1918 "maintained that the chief threat to the empire came from 

47,000 homosexuals and lesbians listed in a mysterious German 'Black Book'; they had 

been individually perverted and then blackmailed by German agents over the past twenty 

years" (16). Stopes manipulates this notion that “normal” female sexuality is invested 

with the desires of the state, to suggest that the nation has much to gain from satisfied 

                                                
41 Anthony Ludovici’s Women, a Vindication (1923) suggests that “the presence of a body of unadapted 
spinsters in any nation must exercise a morbid influence upon the life of that nation” (206).  
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wives. For wives this is perhaps a strategic achievement, but it continues to figure women 

outside of heteronormative marriage as a threat to the health of the nation. 

In response to such rhetoric, Hall used ideas of national supremacy to influence 

readers in favor of non-normative sexualities as well. In "Sexual Orientation in the (Post) 

Imperial Nation: Celticism and Inversion Theory in Radclyffe Hall's The Well of 

Loneliness," Margot Gayle Backus shows how Hall manipulates her reader’s national 

sympathies towards her invert protagonist. She argues that Hall's book: 

placed English readers of its time in an ideologically stressful interpretive position 
by playing off the English reader's belief (a belief the text continually endorses) in 
the innate superiority of the English in general and the English gentleman in 
particular against the reader's equally firm conviction that lesbianism is 
unthinkable and immoral (257).  

Backus interrogates specifically Hall's use of the Irishness of Stephen's mother Anna 

Gordon to put "immense pressure" on the readers to side with Stephen as "the text's 

'rightful' protagonist.'" This essay was foundational in opening up The Well to critical 

analysis that did not foreground gender or sexuality but rather focused on national 

identities, leading the way for further interrogations of Hall's reliance on colonial and 

racist discourse.42  

By reading Warner, Holtby, O’Brien and Keane’s novels with attention to their 

relationship to both the sexual and the national discourses with which they were engaged, 

this dissertation is able to significantly expand our understanding of how women authors, 

as single women, defined an autonomous sexuality in the face of eugenic and sexological 

theories which branded them outsiders or even threats to the nation.   

                                                
42 See also Sarah E. Chinn, "Something Primitive and Age-Old as Nature Herself": Lesbian Sexuality and 
the Permission of the Exotic"; Jean Walton, "'I Want to Cross Over into Camp Ground': Race and Inversion 
in The Well of Loneliness;” and Ellen Crowell, The Dandy in Irish and American Southern Fiction: 
Aristocratic Drag.  
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SEXUAL AUTONOMY IN WOMEN’S NOVELS 

In the first chapter we see how Sylvia Townsend Warner inverts the values 

assumed in anti-spinster rhetoric and expounds on their supposed morbidity by writing 

about a spinster who becomes a witch. In “Greenhouse Geraniums to Hillside Thistles: 

Nation and Sexuality in the Flowers of Lolly Willowes,” I argue that within her attempt to 

reclaim the natural from eugenic discourse Warner seeks to escape the national paradigm 

entirely through an anti-social rejection of the foundational unit—the family. Yet, her 

heroine remains within the nation’s borders, and Warner therefore struggles to make 

room for autonomous female sexuality in the English countryside. She does this in part 

through unusual flower imagery. Scholars who focus on the novel’s ultimate rejection of 

sexual or romantic partnerships miss this series of flower images that reveal a progression 

of non-normative and non-reproductive desires, while also marking the heroine’s 

changing relationship to nature. This reading acknowledges that although the novel ends 

with the heroine embracing an asexual life, Warner does not erase women’s sexual desire 

in her attempt to articulate an autonomous womanhood.  

Winifred Holtby likewise recognizes the limits of the domesticated national image 

of womanhood, but in the Land of Green Ginger looks internationally for a solution. I 

read this novel in the context of Holtby’s well-documented defense of spinsters, as well 

as her commitment to the League of Nations, and to the establishment of a trade union for 

black South African workers. Holtby throughout her life worked in favor of human 

rights, international peace, and racial equality, but appreciated the autonomy and 

aesthetic pleasure that her imperialist position as a British female intellectual made 

available. The second chapter, “’Artistic or reforming outlooks’: The Imperial Privilege 

of Sexual and Artistic Emancipation in The Land of Green Ginger,” argues that in co-

opting the language of pleasure and satisfaction from sexologists in her descriptions of 
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creative endeavors, female intimacy and international adventures, Holtby opens the 

narrative to slippages between artistic exoticism and queer desire. Her image of sexual 

autonomy, while resisting the emphasis on sexual fulfillment, presents a problematic 

relationship between British women’s imperial privilege and their access to sexual, 

economic, and artistic emancipation. 

Kate O’Brien's relationship to the sexual discourse that Holtby and Warner resist 

is mediated by her understanding of her own Irish Catholic lesbian identity. The third 

chapter, “Aesthetic Pleasure and Modern Celibacy in Mary Lavelle” argues that this 

novel, which insists on women’s active desire and borrows much from sexological 

theories, should nevertheless be read as participating in the attempt to resist the modern 

belief in the necessity of sexual satisfaction. O’Brien offers a positive image of sexual 

autonomy through an allusion to the tradition of Catholic nuns. The novel also 

manipulates the contemporary sexual discourse on inversion, the connection between 

sexual desire and artistic capacity, and a disillusionment with the Irish nationalist cause to 

argue for the importance of aesthetic over sexual experience for women.  

In Molly Keane’s novel The Rising Tide (1937), Irish nationalism is a nearly 

silent backdrop; instead her text addresses Anglo-Irish life. Like Warner, Keane 

legitimizes her character’s connection to the countryside, circumventing the 

Ascendancy’s oppressive history in order to make room for the Anglo-Irish in New 

Ireland. To do so, her spinster heroine, while flouting some visual gender codes, remains 

domestic and maternal, and the nature in which she is invested is a cultivated garden 

rather than Warner's pagan natural world. In “English Lesbians and Irish Devotion: The 

Manipulation of Sexual Discourse in Molly Keane’s The Rising Tide,” I argue that Keane 

uses medical and popular theories of lesbianism to reimagine an asexual Irish romantic 

friendship between women that employs a connection to the land less exploitative than 
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that generally associated with the Big House. While the novel, like the others, seems to 

celebrate love between women, and to question the centrality of sexual satisfaction to 

women’s prolonged happiness, it also reveals that romanticizing a non-sexual love may 

intensify the negative stereotypes of sexualized lesbianism, and suppress women’s active 

sexual desire. 
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Chapter One: Greenhouse Geraniums to Hillside Thistles: the Queer 
Flowers of Lolly Willowes 

Since the spinsters of any country represent a body of human beings who are not 
leading natural lives, and whose fundamental instincts are able to find no normal 
expression or satisfaction, it follows, [...] that the influence of this body of 
spinsters on the life of the nation to which they belong, must be abnormal, and 
therefore contrary to the normal needs and the natural development of that nation. 
Moreover, since the abnormal [...] tends constantly to gravitate into the morbid, 
[...] the presence of a body of unadapted spinsters in any nation must exercise a 
morbid influence upon the life of that nation. — (Ludovici 206)   

Eugenicist Anthony Ludovici’s attack on spinsters was published in Women, a 

Vindication (1923) and is often cited as evidence of the stigma which unmarried women 

faced in the Inter-war years. 43 To be “unadapted” is to have failed to successfully 

sublimate one’s “fundamental instincts”—although Ludovici is doubtful about whether 

even adapted spinsters should be considered in a positive light. While his views are more 

vitriolic than is representative, the ideas on which he bases his attack were prevalent in 

Inter-war sexology, eugenics, and even popular culture. Scientific discourses of sexuality 

laid claim to the truth of human nature by utilizing concepts of the natural, which was 

often indistinguishable from the normative. According to Ludovici, spinsters who do not 

marry or become mothers are going against nature and “not leading natural lives,” which 

then places the “the natural development” of the nation at risk. The power of this image 

of spinsters as “morbid” or “abnormal” or as a threat to the nation had strong hold over 

the Inter-war imagination, as is evident in Virginia Woolf’s creation of Miss Kilman in 

Mrs. Dalloway (1924), published only one year after Ludovici’s diatribe. In a work that is 

concerned with women’s sexuality and autonomy, Miss Kilman is an entirely 
                                                
43 Already a figure which evoked potentially threatening (to the status quo) ideas of feminism and 
lesbianism, the spinster became even more prominent in public discourse in England when the 1921 census 
announced that there were 1,720,802 more females than males--the loss of male life in World War One had 
increased an imbalance already present in the population. This imbalance introduced the idea of ‘surplus’ 
women, those who would not be able to find husbands. 
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unsympathetic spinster, who is not only a religious fanatic but also a German 

sympathizer; her employers fire her because they consider her quite literally a threat to 

the nation.  

In the same year that Mrs. Dalloway was published, Sylvia Townsend Warner 

began writing her first novel Lolly Willowes, or the Loving Huntsman (1926) in which 

she challenges the prevailing stereotypes that plagued spinsters. 44 Whether or not Warner 

read Ludovici or Woolf she could not help but be familiar with the general accusations of 

insanity, abnormality, and even anti-national sentiments ascribed to women who lived 

outside of the structures of heteronormativity. As a thirty-one year old single woman, 

who would have fallen into the category of spinster herself, she writes of a spinster-aunt, 

Laura Willowes, who is so desperate to escape her dull dependent life, so uninterested in 

the substitute maternity of being an aunt, that she is willing to turn her back on all the 

structures of civilization and become a witch. 45  

                                                
44 As Robin Hacket points out, “For all twenty-one years of the halting revival of her work, [...] critics 
writing about Warner have repeatedly had to explain who she was, catalog her many accomplishments, and 
exclaim over her absence from literary history” (84). Warner was an author making her living writing short 
stories for the New Yorker, but she was also a trained musician a published poet, and a best-selling novelist. 
She was educated in music but her plans to study with composer Arnold Schoenberg were disrupted by 
World War One. After moving to London in 1917 Warner worked on the editorial committee of the 
collection Tudor Church Music (1923-1929). Warner’s first literary publication was a collection of poems 
in 1925 entitled The Espalier, followed quickly in 1926 by the novel Lolly Willowes or the Loving 
Huntsman, which was chosen as the first monthly selection of the new American Book-of-the-Month club. 
In their simple, direct diction and fantastical plots, her early novels, including Mr. Fortunes’ Maggot 
(1927) and The True Heart (1928) anticipate magical realism but have been largely overshadowed by 
critics in favor of the experimentalism of the high modernists. The novels that she wrote after she joined the 
Communist Party in 1935 show little formal resemblance to her earlier work; her narratives no longer 
followed individual characters but focused on communities and systems of economic and social relations. 
Summer Will Show is the exception. Published in 1936 this novel marks a transition from her fantastical 
plots to her interest in the historical novel. 
45 When her nieces were young they called her Aunt Lolly, and her siblings began to call her that as well. 
Only her father continued to call her Laura. When he died, she was known in the family as only as “Lolly.” 
Because the title of the book is Lolly Willowes, many scholars refer to the main character as Lolly 
throughout. I have chosen to refer to her as Laura, the name she claims again with her freedom. 
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Warner was single when she wrote Lolly Willowes, but contrary to popular 

assumptions about spinsters she was not a virgin. She had had several love affairs by this 

time;46 her most enduring was with Percy Buck, a married man twenty-two years her 

senior, with whom she had been secretly involved since age nineteen. In 1930 Warner 

moved from her flat in London to a small cottage in Dorset, began her lasting lesbian 

relationship with Valentine Ackland, and finally ended the affair with Buck. The two 

women joined the Communist Party in the mid 1930s, wrote for the Left Review, and 

worked to organize labor in their country district. Warner’s first novel’s commercial 

success,47 her accessible prose style, her move outside of the literary center of London to 

live in Dorset, her lesbian relationship with Valentine Ackland,48 and her dedication to 

the Communist Party have all been given as reasons for her relative critical obscurity. 

Though most of Warner’s extensive oeuvre remains neglected by survey courses 

and anthologies, her work is gaining a critical reputation in certain circles. 49 Feminist 

scholars interested in representations of the lives of single women in the Inter-war years 

have championed Lolly Willowes as evidence of an active resistance to the abundant anti-

spinster rhetoric of the times,50 and Warner’s later novels have interested scholars of 

historical and Marxist narratives.51 More recently lesbian scholars have turned their 

                                                
46 Claire Harmon is vague about Warner’s other loves, and there is no evidence whether she had romantic 
involvement with only men before beginning her relationship with Ackland. Harmon writes “there was still 
no prospect of Sylvia getting married, though she was now in her late twenties. Her relationship with Buck 
was predominant over a number of more casual affairs, one with Geoffrey Stuart, the old family friend” 
(47). 
47 Lolly Willowes was reprinted twice within its second month. 
48 Warner and Ackland began their relationship in 1930 and they stayed together (through Ackland’s 
affairs) until Ackland’s death in 1969. 
49 She published seven novels, six books of poetry, and thirteen books of short stories.  
50 See Maroula Joannou; Robert L Caserio, Alison Oram, Barbara Brothers, Esther Valls, and Gay 
Wachman.  
51 See David James; Elizabeth Maslen; Robert L. Caserio; and essays by Rosemary Sykes, Chris Hopkins, 
and David Malcom in Critical Essays on Sylvia Townsend Warner, English Novelist 1893-1979. 
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attention to Warner’s fourth novel Summer Will Show (1936) as a representation not only 

of radical socialist politics, but also of an erotic lesbian relationship.52 Gay Wachman 

centers her book Lesbian Empire: Radical Crosswriting in the Twenties on Warner, 

arguing for her importance in an “alternative modernist tradition of sexual radicalism” 

(1), and her study has led to a new wave of critics who embrace Warner as a neglected 

modernist.53 

Lolly Willowes opens with the death of Laura Willowes’s father, which causes the 

twenty-eight-year-old Laura to be removed from her role as mistress of their country 

home to a small spare room in her eldest brother’s London house. The novel flashes back 

to Laura’s youth and family history before presenting her dull routine as the useful aunt. 

After two decades of silent service in her suffocating role, Laura’s discontent and dark 

longing draw her to a greengrocer’s shop, where she daydreams of a woman alone in the 

country and moves to a small town she discovers in a guidebook of the Chilterns: Great 

Mop. There she slowly learns how to live for herself. Her new freedom is threatened, 

however, when her favorite nephew Titus decides to move to the same town. His 

presence forces Laura back into being Aunt Lolly, and in desperation to be free she 

makes a pact with the devil and becomes a witch. The novel appears to take a fantastical 

turn but is still written in the same direct, simple, and satirical tone. Laura gains a 

familiar, attends a Witches’ Sabbath, and chats with the devil. She watches the devil, 

disguised as a swarm of wasps, chase Titus down a hill into the arms of a woman to 
                                                
52 Robert Caserio maintains that the relationship between Sophia and Minna is a deliberately chaste one, 
but since Terry Castle, in "Sylvia Townsend Warner and the Counterplot of Lesbian Fiction," argued that 
the blatantly erotic undertones of their relationship must be read as coding a lesbian affair. For the 
influence of Castle’s reading see Robin Hackett, Gay Wachman, Jane Garrity; and Thomas Foster.  
53 See Wachman, Garrity, and Shin. While I agree that Warner’s writing can and should be read alongside 
the modernists for its experimental approach to genre and its subtle but profound interest in aesthetic over 
realist concerns, I remain interested in the ways in which Lolly Willowes popularity places it within a 
middle-brow category. As the first selection of the American Book-of-the-Month its location within this in-
between category is ensured. 
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whom Titus proposes because “one has to offer marriage to a young woman who has 

picked wasps out of one’s armpit” (200). As Titus and his new wife head back to Lady 

Place to continue the Willowes’ line, Laura settles into a quiet life in the country as 

Satan’s servant. 

Warner’s spinster-as-witch representation should be understood as a move similar 

to the embrace of “queer” in late twentieth century activist and academic circles: an 

attempt “to counter stigma by incorporating it” (Love 2). Warner subverts the national 

call to womanly usefulness by celebrating the morbidly dark side of Laura, and thus 

echoes Ludovici’s fear mongering about spinsters’ morbid effect on the nation. One can 

imagine Ludovici’s conviction that indeed this “unadapted” “unnatural” spinster should 

be compared with witches, those heretics of the past. Only for Warner, of course, the 

values are inverted. The novel critiques society, the nation, imperialism, religion, and 

their heteronormative foundations, while celebrating the anti-social, the dark, and the 

mysterious. In Lolly Willowes Warner anticipates the anti-social turn that queer theory 

would take decades later, embracing the potentially disruptive power that homophobia, or 

in this case anti-spinster rhetoric, attributed to non-normative sexuality. In No Future 

(2004), Lee Edelman suggests that conservatives “acknowledge this radical potential, 

which is also to say, this radical threat of queerness more fully than liberals, for 

conservatism preemptively imagines the wholesale rupturing of the social fabric, whereas 

liberalism conservatively clings to a faith in its limitless elasticity” (14). This liberal faith 

is exemplified in Winifred Holtby’s attempt to imagine a British imperial subject-hood 

that makes room for women’s creative, economic, and sexual freedoms. Like other liberal 

feminists, Holtby attempts to demonstrate how useful and productive unmarried women 

could be for society; she is mainly concerned with combating discourses of sexual 

pleasure that demonized virginity, in order to argue that women experience real, rather 
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than sublimated, satisfaction in work. In contrast Warner tries to imagine a way out of the 

social order entirely by refusing the “fundamental” instinct of motherhood and embracing 

the antisocial identity of a witch.  

Edelman argues that the social structure relies on a belief in futurity, which is 

symbolized by the Child and potentially reproductive sex. Therefore, by avoiding 

heteronormative sex, by refusing to participate in the cult of the Child, individuals are 

undermining the Symbolic that orders society; Laura Willowes has no interest in 

becoming a mother, and she is willing to make a pact with the devil to avoid remaining 

an aunt. Edelman’s theory helps to shed light on the particular battle that Warner is 

fighting against the pressure on woman to participate in the reproduction of society, or in 

eugenic terms, the nation. It also provides a framework to read Laura’s sexuality. Warner 

does not deny Laura sexual desire in her refusal of reproductive heteronormativity, as 

many scholars have claimed.54 Nor is she writing a specifically lesbian text, though it 

explores homoerotic desires. 55 Laura is queer in Edelman’s terms because she is 

“stigmatized for failing to comply with heteronormative mandates” (17); and to read the 

                                                
54 Most scholars have read Lolly Willowes as a celebration of  “celibate contentment” (Wachman 78), as 
advocating a “paradoxically nondesiring kind” of sexuality (Caserio 264), or as an “exquisitely powerful 
evocation of the joys of spinsterhood”(Marcus 148). 
55 Garrity is the first scholar to read the sustained presence of lesbian desire in the text. She points to the 
reluctance by critics to consider Warner’s lesbian sexuality as integral to her work outside of Summer Will 
Show. Critics’ acceptance of Garrity’s reading have been mixed. While Gay Wachman remains 
“unconvinced” Laura Nesbitt accepts Garrity’s intervention and assumes Laura’s lesbian sexuality in her 
reading of the spatial politics of Lolly Willowes. My reading builds on Garrity’s recognition of Laura’s 
homoerotic desire. Nevertheless, I situate the text’s negotiations of female sexuality not as a specific 
engagement with contemporary theories of inversion, as Garrity does, but as a rebuttal to the 
heteronormative discourses that exalted motherhood as the essential element of women’s nature. To read 
the novel as primarily concerned with inversion does not take into consideration Laura’s rejection of the 
Witches’ Sabbath. This is the moment when the text turns from an exploration of autoerotic and homoerotic 
desires towards an asexual relationship with Satan. To read Warner’s later lesbian relationship, as Garrity 
does, into an earlier novel is fruitful but has the potential to elide the complexity of desires present in 
Warner’s life and evident in the novel. Warner’s expressions of sexuality--extra-marital and cross-
generational--were already outside the bounds of normative reproductive heterosexuality even before she 
met her long-term lesbian partner Valentine Ackland. 
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novel as queer acknowledges that Warner is not consolidating a particular sexual identity, 

but is more broadly “resisting the appeal of futurity.”  

Nevertheless, while I find Edelman’s theory useful, I do not share his Lacanian 

approach to reading texts. I read Warner’s engagement with dominant heteronormative 

discourses as primarily rhetorical and argue that she is not interested in recuperating the 

spinster as a productive member of the nation, and therefore cedes the nation to those 

who perpetuate anti-spinster rhetoric, yet she does not allow them claim over what is 

natural.56 Laura’s vocation as a witch is written not only as a rejection of her familial 

obligations, but also as a result of her connection to nature—her life long interest in 

collecting and brewing herbs, her discomfort in the city, and her understanding that nature 

is a force not merely a landscape.57 In Step-Daughters of England: British Women and 

Modernists and the National Imaginary Jane Garrity claims that Warner makes use of the 

notion that “rural England is constitutive of national identity” (143) in an effort to 

legitimize lesbianism as not only natural but also within the logic of the nation. 58 I find 

Garrity’s argument about the connection between Warner’s text and the rhetoric of rural 

preservationists very convincing. But further, I argue that Warner’s novel calls up the 

notion of the countryside as national ideal in order to dismiss it. Therefore Warner works 

to reclaim natural and nature not only from the sexologists, but also from the 

nationalists. As Edelman will encourage queers to do decades later, by exaggerating the 

morbidity of her spinster, Warner acknowledges the power that spinsters have to threaten 

the ideological structure of the nation.   

                                                
56 In this I am agreeing with Jane Garrity. As I will demonstrate, however, I diverge in my conclusions 
about Warner’s engagement with sexological theories and national ideologies.  
57 For a discussion of Warner’s complicated relationship to the pastoral form see Mary Jacobs, “Sylvia 
Townsend Warner and the Politics of the English Pastoral 1935-1934.” 
58 Specifically she claims Warner is engaged with the discourse of inversion.  
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In a choice that reveals Warner’s unique wit and style, the novel reveals this anti-

social refusal and Laura’s queer desires through a series of flower images. This repeated 

flower motif has gone unnoticed in discussions of Lolly Willowes and has resulted in the 

elision of Laura’s sexual desire in most scholarly accounts, but it is also central to 

understanding how the novel reclaims the natural from the nation.59 The flowers’ 

conditions of cultivation are metonymic of Laura’s evolving relationship to nature, and as 

she moves further towards accepting in herself that which would have a “morbid 

influence upon the life of [the] nation” (Ludovici 206), the flowers paradoxically move 

from imported and commercially grown species to native wild blooms. The narrative’s 

interest in native plants is not written as a search for the English Rose in an attempt to 

stabilize national identity, but rather, as I will show, is in service of connecting Laura to 

the specificity of place while denying the nation’s claims on her.  

Because my reading of the novel’s representation of witchcraft relies on Warner’s 

revisions of one of her primary sources on witchcraft, Margaret Murray’s anthropological 

study The Witch-cult in Western Europe (1921), I offer an explanation of that text before 

summarizing, and necessarily, simplifying the long and complicated history of women 

and flowers. I organize the rest of the chapter around moments when named flowers 

appear in the text: a crushed geranium after the death of her father; exotic imported 

azaleas and lilies while living in London; mop-head chrysanthemums in a flower shop; 

cowslips in the countryside; and finally a thistle and rampion during her encounters with 

Satan. Because Laura makes a pact with the devil between the appearance of the cowslips 

and the thistle, the witch becomes as dominant a motif as the flower in my reading of this 

portion of the novel.  

                                                
59 The novel’s repeated use of flower imagery was brought to my attention by a student, Kathleen Burns, in 
an undergraduate literature class I taught.  
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THE WITCH-CULT IN WESTERN EUROPE  

While most scholars have discussed the supernatural turn the novel takes when 

Satan is introduced as a character, none have seriously considered Warner’s engagement 

with histories of witchcraft. Even though Laura does not become a witch until the final 

quarter of the novel, Warner described it as a “story about a witch” (Letters 5) when 

submitting the manuscript to Charles Prentice.60 After the great success of Lolly 

Willowes, Warner was treated as an expert on witchcraft by the press, often answering 

absurd questions with ridiculous answers, like “suggesting that modern witches might use 

their vacuum cleaners instead of broomsticks for flying” (Harmon 65). Despite this 

sarcasm, Warner was well read on the real history of and various theories about 

witchcraft, as is evident from textual allusions in the novel. For example, in her youth 

Laura is said to have read “Glanvil on Witches” (25): Joseph Glanvil’s Sadducismus 

triumphatus: or, A full and plain evidence, concerning witches and apparitions (1681) 

argues for the real and malevolent existence of witches and magic. Also, at the Witches’ 

Sabbath Laura compares her local parson to “Mr. Lowis, that old reading parson”(172): 

according to Walter Scott’s Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft (1831), Mr. Lowis 

was a reading parson tried for witchcraft (217).61  

In addition to her knowledge of historical theories of witchcraft, Warner appears 

to have been deeply influenced by her contemporary Margaret Murray’s The Witch-cult 

in Western Europe, which she read just before she began writing Lolly Willowes in 

1924.62 According to historian of religion Mircea Eliade, Murray’s theory “was the most 

                                                
60 To Charles Prentice Feb. 25, 1925. 
61 “Among the rest an old reading parson, named Lowis, not far from Framingham, was one that was 
hanged, who confessed that he had two imps, and that one of them was always putting him upon doing 
mischief; and he, being near the sea, as he saw a ship under sail, it moved him to send it to sink the ship; 
and be consented, and saw the ship sink before them” (Scott 217). 
62 See Claire Harmon’s Sylvia Townsend Warner: A Biography, 59.  
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influential, and her article on witchcraft in the Encyclopaedia Brittanica was until 

recently63 reprinted in many successive editions” (152), despite being criticized from the 

start for its flawed methodology.64 At the suggestion of her friend David Garnett, Warner 

sent a copy of Lolly Willowes to Murray. She received a “pleasant letter” back from 

Murray, and Warner reported to Garnet that “she liked my witch though she was doubtful 

about my devil” (Letters 9). Soon after, Warner met Murray for lunch and later wrote to 

Garnett: “I wish I were in her coven, perhaps I shall be. [...] She said things that would 

make the hairs on your head stand bolt upright.” A year later, in March of 1927, Winifred 

Holtby recalls attending a lecture on witches given by Warner to the Six Point Group. 

Holtby writes:  "[Warner] told us how the witches were really convinced that the devil 

was a god, but that they did not know he was indeed the old Fertility God [...]. And no 

wonder Christianity was shocked by a religion so old and unascetic [...] [She] described 

how witches had the joy of really letting themselves go in their Sabbaths without a sense 

of sin” (Letters to a Friend 452). It is likely that Murray’s book was Warner’s source for 

this lecture. 

Murray’s theory was quite radical when it was first published in 1921. She argues 

that it is a mistake to consider the witches put on trial as either psychologically disturbed 

or as magical beings.65 Murray suggests that the witches were not Satanic, but rather were 

                                                
63 Eliade is writing in 1975.  
64 Her subsequent books veered from accepted scholarly methods and her work was eventually discredited. 
The 1971 edition includes a Foreword by Sir Steven Runciman acknowledges that she “recklessly pursued 
her theories further” in her subsequent books, and that her work “has sometimes carried her into assertions 
which to many anthropologists and historians seem unjustified and extravagant” (5). He nevertheless 
presents the book as “a delight to read. It teaches us that witchcraft did in fact exist and it indicates to us the 
origins and the true nature of the cult; and we can learn the lesson with enjoyment” (5). Eliade finds her 
methodology “appalling” but sees the “merit of emphasizing the persistence of pagan folk practices and 
beliefs centuries after the introduction of Christianity” (153). 
65 She describes the previous “commentators” on witchcraft as divided between those who believed the 
witches confessed Satanic truths, and those who held that the witches “suffered from hallucination, 
hysteria, and to use the modern word, ‘auto-suggestion’”(9). 
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participating in a real ancient religion, one which pre-dated Christianity’s presence in 

Europe: “the Dianic cult— [which] embraces the religious beliefs and rituals of the 

people known in late mediaeval times as ‘Witches’”(12). She names it after the female 

leader or deity, Diana, although the deity was not always, or even usually female, 

appearing “incarnate in a man, a woman, or an animal.” She builds this theory on the 

consistency of details in the confessions of men and women tried for witchcraft over 

temporal and geographical distance, arguing that these commonalities point to an 

organized cult with consistent ritualistic practices.66 The Dianic cult was primarily 

concerned with fertility of crops, animals, and people, and according to Murray its deity 

became labeled as Satanic by the Christian forces that attempted to suppress all earlier 

forms of religion.  

In Lolly Willowes Laura understands her transformation into a witch as a compact 

with the devil. When Laura, in a bleak triangle of land, feels that her life in Great Mop is 

threatened by Titus, and calls out for help “the silence that had followed it had been so 

intent, so deliberate, that it was like a pledge. If any listening power inhabited this place 

[...] then surely a compact had been made, and the pledge irrevocably given” (151). Upon 

returning to her room, Laura finds a kitten that in play scratches her and draws blood. 

Laura instantly interprets this as her familiar; “Not a moment did she doubt” (155). The 

narrative then informs us, in a matter of fact manner reminiscent of the transcripts of the 

seventeenth century witch trials, “She, Laura Willowes, in England, in the year 1922, had 

entered into a compact with the Devil. The compact was made, and affirmed, and sealed 

                                                
66 The more common explanation for the consistency is that the Inquisitors asked leading questions based 
on their own theological beliefs, thus creating the similarities across confessions gained through torture. 
Mircea Eliade writes that Murray’s work intervened in the “contradictory beliefs in the ‘origin’ of witch-
craft[:]the liberal view that it was created by the Inquisition itself, that it was the religious beliefs of the 
authority rather than those on trial that was revealed, and the conservative stance which believed in the 
existence of the Devil and therefore in the reality of the witches’ confessions” (152). 
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with the round red seal of her blood” (155). The text later names Satan as the 

supernatural figure who interacts with her. This Satan shares more with Murray’s Dianic 

deity, however, than with the fallen angel of Christian mythology. 

Once Laura becomes a witch, flowers only appear in the text when Satan is 

incarnate. In explaining the dramatic shift in the types of flowers that appear in the text 

after Laura becomes a witch I will offer a reading that relies on an understanding of 

Murray’s work as Warner’s source material; however, this does not occur until three 

quarters of the way through the novel. Before her overt embrace of the anti-social, the 

narrative is already exploring Laura’s queer desires through flower imagery. 

THE MEANING OF FLOWERS 

Warner revises a symbol of femininity, romance, secret lesbian desire, and 

fertility in order to represent Laura’s maturation as taking place during menopause rather 

than puberty, and through independence rather than marriage.67 Flowers have often 

represented women’s sexuality in literature, and the most iconic uses bring to mind 

images of young maidens being urged to share with impatient suitors their blossoms 

before they wilt. Warner’s irony is not subtle; it is only after any such suitor would 

consider Laura wilted that she truly blossoms. Flowers have long signaled traditional 

femininity, a passive to-be-looked-at-ness, as well as the transience of women’s sexual 

attractiveness. Turning this iconic symbol of women’s youth and fertility on its head, 

Warner celebrates the anti-social denial of reproduction.  

The flowers in Lolly Willowes are named by type and often by color, and while I 

will focus on how Laura or later Satan interacts with the flowers, their named specificity 

invites an investigation of the kinds of allusions that flowers evoke. Most of the flowers 
                                                
67 In “Flying the Nets at Forty: Lolly Willowes as Female Bildungsroman,” Barbara Brothers offers a 
convincing argument for how Lolly Willowes revises the Bildungsroman genre.  
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that Warner chooses resonate so strongly, whether sincerely or ironically, with the 

sentiment commonly associated with that flower in Victorian flower books, that I can 

only assume she was in conversation with that tradition. These books, which contained 

lists of flower types and their associated sentiments, were a popular form of gift in the 

nineteenth century. While it has been generally understood that nineteenth-century 

courting couples used these books to convey coded messages through bouquets, Beverly 

Seaton in The Language of Flowers: A History (1995) argues that the books offered 

meanings too varied to convey any coherent communication. Though she dismisses the 

idea of communicating via flowers Seaton does acknowledge that language of flower 

books was “a fantasy game created as romantic gift.” Bronmyn Beistle suggests that 

women were meant to “turn to the book to find codes with which to describe themselves 

symbolically” (178). The sentiments attributed to the flowers were transferred onto the 

women. The variety of books might have created confused courtship rituals, but there are 

enough similarities across a sampling of sources to establish some common floral 

associations. In “Honeyed Secrets: Authority, Sexuality, and Flower Imagery in 

Women’s Literature from Wollstonecraft to McGuckian” Beistle convincingly argues 

that despite the complicated symbolic history of flowers “many twentieth century women 

writers associate the flower with nineteenth-century femininity” (2) and the enforcement 

of gendered roles, and engage with the sentiments found in language of flower books.68 

She reads Woolf’s narrative experimentation in “Kew Gardens” as a deconstruction of 

Victorian flower and color symbolism (180). Like Woolf, Warner uses her knowledge of 

this tradition in order to break free of its traditional implications. Given the variety of 
                                                
68 The argument of Beistle’s unpublished dissertation is beyond the scope of this particular chapter, but it 
does resonate with my project in interesting ways. She explains her purpose: “to investigate the accreted 
meanings with in this image, to trace the trajectories of often conflicting notions of authority, femininity, 
and sexuality that combine to make the flower a perfect rendering of women’s struggle to be both female 
and authoritative” (2).   
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these books and their meanings, I will merely suggest certain associations with which 

Warner and her readers might have been familiar. 

Warner engages with this symbolic history of traditional femininity, but she also 

makes use of alternate histories of flowers. For example, Warner’s use of flowers to 

represent non-normative sexual desires is not without precedent. Lisa Moore has 

established the existence of what she refers to as “the lesbian sister-arts” in the eighteenth 

century, which among other things coded lesbian desire onto garden imagery.69 Moore 

argues that one can see remnants of this tradition throughout the twentieth century. 

Beistle also suggests that Virginia Woolf was interested in the history of flowers as 

symbols of stratified gender systems because she could use them to create female centric 

space, which might take on homoerotic tones (176). Warner’s flowers encode a wider 

range of desires, but the history of a female centric and homoerotic space gives weight to 

Laura’s path towards sexual autonomy.  

The history of women’s relationship to flowers is not reducible to the realm of 

representation; flowers are not only symbols for women, but women have established 

areas of authority around botanical knowledge. Historians have noted that interest in 

plants and flowers led eighteenth century women to participate in the emerging discipline 

of botany, despite masculine attempts to devalue their work.70 But rural and folk 

knowledge about the medicinal powers of plants and flowers has also been associated 

with women—namely midwives and witches. In Warner’s narrative it is the nanny who 

passes along the folk knowledge that leads Laura to her interest in brewing herbs. 

                                                
69See Moore’s “Queer Gardens: Mary Delany’s Flowers and Friendships;” and her forthcoming book Sister 
Arts: Lesbian Genres and Eighteenth-Century Landscapes. I would like to thank Dr. Moore for sharing a 
draft of this book.  
70 For a discussion of women’s role in the development of botany see: Ann B. Shteir, and Bronmyn Beistle. 
And Lisa Moore’s discussion of the Duchess of Portland in Sister Arts: Lesbian Genres and Eighteenth-
Century Landscapes. 
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Throughout the narrative Warner is toying with a tension between the aesthetic 

association of a flower with women’s traditional femininity, and its relation to knowledge 

that has been linked to women’s subversive power. It is here that the flower and the witch 

combine forces, and thus the flower images that follow Laura’s pact with the devil are 

very different from those that precede it. Those final images of flowers no longer encode 

sexual desire, and move entirely away from aesthetic beauty to utilitarian functionality. 

They are not decorative, but are protective or nourishing.  

In a narrative poem Opus 7 (1931) Warner satirizes the solely symbolic or 

aesthetic nature of flowers by recreating Rebecca Random, a poor woman who grows the 

best flowers available and then sells them for gin money. According to Mary Jacobs, 

“Warner [in Opus 7] combines political analysis of Inter-war rural poverty with attitudes 

to nature varying from mystical to the satirical” (70). Warner once again uses flowers as a 

metaphor for aesthetic concerns in an article “The Way by Which I Have Come” 

published in The Countryman in 1939, in which she traces her personal relationship to the 

country in order to argue for her current Marxist interest in the living and working 

conditions of rural peoples. She describes how her initial interest in growing flowers after 

moving to the country became a drive towards the more “challenging” task of growing 

vegetables, and expands this anecdote into an extended metaphor for how her love of the 

country changed from an interest in its beauty and interesting people, to one which drove 

her to examine the harsh realities of country life. She writes, “At first it was the flowers I 

enjoyed: the wisdom, the good friendships, the traditions, the racy speech, the idiomatic 

quality of the English country worker [...]. Then my interest turned to the pursuit of more 

serious cabbages: the average amount of unpaid overtime filched from the labourer […]" 

(483). Warner continues to list the many ways in which the rural worker is exploited, but 

even these “serious cabbages” are not the end of her metaphor:  
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I still grow flowers and I still grow vegetables. I still appreciate the goings-on of 
my neighbors, and I still amass a solid fury at the conditions they have to endure. 
But meanwhile, between these people and these facts, I have realized that the 
essential thing in gardens is the soil, and that the soil from which these people 
grow, the conditions which deform their lives, are more than Britain and the 
decay of British agriculture. One must look farther. 

From here she describes how the “peasants in Spain” and the “new tractors swinging over 

the U.S.S.R. collective farms,” are all a part of the soil that makes the British rural 

worker. She offers a Marxist critique of the limits of nationalism, and the need to look 

beyond the nation to an international coalition of workers. While Warner was not 

committed to communist ideology when she wrote Lolly Willowes, this later article can 

help to illuminate her earlier preoccupation with breaking free of national concerns. In 

Lolly Willowes it matters whether a flower was grown in a greenhouse or in a foreign 

country, raised for sale in the English countryside or sprouted wild on hill. In this case, 

however, Warner turns to a (perhaps mythical) history of women’s witchcraft, rather than 

a Marxist understanding of the working class, because it offers a model of a deeply 

rooted connection to soil, to nature, or to place that is not contained by national 

ideologies. 

GENTEEL GERANIUMS  

From the first flower image it is evident that the narrative deals with flowers in 

unusual ways. I read Laura’s macabre interaction with a crushed geranium against the 

backdrop of her early life on her family estate. The image reveals a confusion of erotic 

longing and mourning, and the geranium itself as a greenhouse flower begins to set up a 

dichotomy between Laura’s country-house relationship to nature and more authentic 

natural forces.  

 As Laura mourns her father she rubs a crushed geranium against her wrist and the 

juice of the petals is alternately blood or rouge, mixing together sexuality, menstruation, 
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mourning, and death. As Caroline, her eldest brother’s wife, contemplates where Laura 

and her furniture will fit in her home in London, we get a glimpse of the real Laura:  

While these thoughts passed through Caroline’s mind, Laura was not thinking at 
all. She had picked a red geranium flower, and was staining her left wrist with the 
juice of its crushed petals. So, when she was younger, she had stained her pale 
cheeks, and had bent over the greenhouse tank to see what she looked like. But the 
greenhouse tank showed only a dark shadowy Laura, very dark and smooth like 
the lady in the old holy painting that hung in the dining room and was called the 
Leonardo. (7)  

Laura is devastated by her father’s death, and the staining of her wrists with the juice of 

the crushed petals is both a dark and erotic image. She is perhaps dreaming of suicide, or 

simply caressing a flower on the sensitive skin of her wrist. The stain of the flower 

juxtaposed with the childhood game of make-up!with the painting on of a sexualized 

femininity!signals the pain caused by the loss of love. Warner does not name the type of 

geranium, but tells us it is red. In several Victorian flower books there are references to 

scarlet geraniums or dark geraniums which are meant to suggest comfort, or stupidity in 

some cases, or melancholy, respectively.71 That the red flower might recall comfort or 

melancholy resonates with the tension between trailing petal juice along one’s skin in 

pleasure, and leaving a stain that looks like blood along one’s wrist. This image of 

morbid erotic longing within the first few pages is striking in a novel that is often read as 

a defense of asexual contentment. 

Laura’s youthful search for her reflection recalls the myth of Narcissus and Eve in 

Paradise Lost. Barbara Brothers has convincingly argued that Warner is re-writing 

western foundational myths in this novel, and discusses in particular her engagement with 

                                                
71 See: Language of Flowers. Illustrated by Kate Greenaway. (189?) and The Artistic Language of Flowers. 
(1888). These same meanings appear also in Collier's cyclopedia of commercial and social information and 
treasury of useful and entertaining knowledge. (1883). An American flower book, Mary Chauncey’s The 
Floral Gift, from Nature and the Heart (1846) offers slightly different types. It names “mourning” as a type 
of geranium that suggest despondency, while the scarlet offers “tranquility of mind.”  
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Milton’s epic poem. The image of Laura gazing into the greenhouse tank presents the 

first challenge to Milton’s conception of womanhood. Milton’s Eve, like Narcissus, falls 

in love with her own reflection and therefore she must turn from this self-love towards a 

heterosexual love of Adam. Milton will later exploit this foundational narcissism in Eve 

as the weakness that allows the devil to convince her to sin against God. In Warner’s 

novel Laura is mystified by an unrecognizable self, rather than drawn into a narcissistic 

stupor, but Warner is not just taking a swing at Milton’s formulation of woman’s 

foundational narcissism. Laura’s path to sexual maturity is a process of embracing this 

“dark and shadowy self” and in finding the self-love that distracts Eve from Adam; she 

flips the values that Milton assumes. Warner writes self-love not as what must be 

overcome on the way to heterosexual happiness, but as the hard won solution to the 

problem of heterosexual social structures, and thus beings her queer, anti-social critique 

of heteronormativity. 

Laura compares her dark youthful reflection to the “lady in the old holy painting,” 

that the family simply refers to as “the Leonardo.” The painting is unnamed but 

Jacqueline Shin, in a recent article “Lolly Willowes and the Art of Dispossession,” 

suggests it is a reference to Leonardo da Vinici’s Lady with an Ermine, which is a portrait 

of a young woman with an ermine in her arms.72 In her youth Laura is continually 

associated with ermine. Her father declares that her first ball must be in winter “for he 

wished to see Laura trimmed with ermine” (15). It seems a stuffed ermine had in his 

youth been “his ideal of the enchanted princess” and when Laura was born “she seemed 

                                                
72 Shin’s reading ignores the fact that the painting is referred to as “holy,” which might suggest that it is a 
painting of the Virgin Mary instead. I consider the vagueness of the allusion to allow room for these 
multiple allusions and do not consider them to contradict each other. To recall the an image of iconic 
virginity in this moment of grief for her father can be read as not only pointing to her own persistent 
virginal state, but also to connect that state to her love for her father. The narrative will later suggest that 
her devoted relationship to her father is partly responsible for her refusal to marry. 
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his very ermine come to true life. He was in love with her femininity from the moment he 

set eyes on her” (15). He even named her Laura Ermine Willowes. Her mother, who 

should have been the primary cultivator of Laura’s proper femininity, was overly passive, 

never having recovered her health after childbirth. Despite the advice from interested 

neighbors to send her to finishing school, Mrs. Willowes neglected Laura’s education and 

left her to her own devices. Thus Laura is not primed for the marriage market, and her 

father remains the sole appreciator of her potential femininity. As Laura gazes into the 

pool searching for the reflection of her experiment with botanical cosmetics, she is 

reminded of the painting that is deeply connected to her father’s adoration. Her childhood 

play is then tied to the expectations of her father, but it also emphasizes the potentially 

erotic longing for the incestual heterosexuality she participates in with her father.  

This erotic element is often overlooked because the object of affection is Laura’s 

father. In this first novel Warner only hints at incestuous desire, but throughout her later 

work she continually represents taboo desires: between a missionary and his native male 

convert, between a servant girl and an idiot gentleman, and in a short story, “A Love 

Match” she tells an incestuous love story.73 When her mother dies, Laura “persuades [her 

father] that her comforts were of the legitimate womanly kind” (20), and assumes her 

mother’s responsibility for running the house. While the narrative indicates that Laura’s 

lack of interest in her potential suitors is due to a “temperamental indifference to the need 

of getting married” (26), it also acknowledges how her attachment to her father affected 

her: “There is nothing more endangering to a young women’s normal inclination towards 

young men than an intimacy with a man twice her own age” (27). There is a strong 

biographical resonance here with Warner’s own affair with Percy Buck, who was more 

                                                
73 “A Love Match” was published in the New Yorker in 1963. See Claire Harmon, 292. 
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than twice her age. Warner was also very close to her father, and wrote in a letter in 1971: 

“My father died when I was twenty-two, and I was mutilated. He was fifty-one, and we 

were making plans of what we would do together when he retired. It was as though I had 

been crippled and at the same moment realized that I must make my journey alone” 

(Letters 251). The connections between an intense father-daughter relationship and her 

own extramarital affair suggests a reading of the text that combines illicit cross-

generational affairs with incestuous desires.  

While this scene points towards Laura’s non-normative sexual desire it also can 

be read for the ways the geranium stands in for Laura and calls attention to her 

relationship to nature. When the gardener Brewer sees Laura grieving her father, “he 

sighed deeply, as though he had planted her and now saw her dashed and broken by bad 

weather” (41). Brewer’s metaphor of grief describes Laura as a flower. At this stage in 

her life, Laura can be compared to the geranium as a greenhouse flower; she is “leaning 

over the greenhouse tank” when she paints her face with its juices, suggesting that at 

Lady Place the geraniums are grown in the greenhouse. Laura’s connection to nature and 

to the countryside is artificial because it is mediated by her privileged class position. 

Warner writes: “[Laura] had no wish for ways other than those she had grown up in. With 

an easy diligence she played the part as mistress of the house, abetted at every turn by 

country servants of long tenure, as enamored of the comfortable amble of the day by day 

as she was” (29). At this point in the narrative Laura is complicit with the hierarchical 

structures that ensure her easy life in the country. As Jennifer Nesbit argues, Laura’s 

narrative progress leads to a greater awareness not only of the limitations of her gender, 
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but of the privileges (and dangers to her autonomy of participating in those privileges) of 

her race and imperial position.74  

When her father dies Laura’s real legal relationship to Lady Place becomes clear: 

she has no ownership or rights and is barred from inheritance by her sex and the presence 

of elder brothers. Laura’s father-daughter heterosexuality is non-reproductive; her 

relationship with her father stood in place of sexual maturity and she remained the child 

with flower juice on her cheeks, until that role was ended with her father’s death. At this 

moment Warner makes clear that it is Laura’s complacency about gender structures, and 

implicitly about class structures, that allows her to be shuffled like furniture to her 

brother’s house. In her relationship with her father she had legitimacy only because she 

had stepped into the role of “wife,” but because the nature of the relationship precluded 

an heir, her position was tenuous at best. As Edelman writes, the social structure is based 

on heterosexual reproduction—to remain outside that potential leaves one outside of the 

logic of society and threatens that structure (17). Laura cannot yet disrupt this force from 

the outside, and therefore remains tangential and powerless.  

Her future power, however, is already hinted at. Despite her interest in the family 

brewing business, as a woman Laura is not allowed to participate. Refused this legitimate 

interest, Laura is redirected by her servant Nannie Quartrell towards brewing herbs and 

“rural pharmacopeia.” Her father buys her a small still and she “roved the countryside for 

herbs and simples, and many were the washes and decoctions that she made from sweet-

gale, water purslane, cowslips, and the roots of succory” (31). Here flowers are not 
                                                
74 Warner tells us that the Willowes’ great-great-great grandfather Titus “had made the voyage to the 
Indies” suggesting their wealth came from the sugar trade (supported by African slavery). Titus returned 
with a “green parakeet [...] named Ratafee.”  He is stuffed when he dies, and when his eye falls out in the 
nineteenth century it is replaced with one larger “but inferior in both lustre and expressiveness” which gave 
him a “rather leering look, but it did not compromise the esteem in which he was held” (11). Warner’s 
satire points to how traditions are not themselves compromised, even when our understanding of the 
inhumanity which made them possible gives them a “rather leering look.” 
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decorative, nor are they symbolic, but they are edible and contain potentially beneficial 

medical attributes. Laura’s curiosity about the rural folk-knowledge points to her later 

vocation as a witch, but her class holds Laura back. Warner figures Laura’s knowledge of 

this aspect of nature as mediated by the folk knowledge of the servants, and in doing so 

relies on a primitivism that places markers of class as barriers to certain knowledge.75 

Laura is not ready to turn her back on her privilege, which is demonstrated by her attempt 

to commodify this rural knowledge. She uses her position to write a book entitled “Health 

by the Wayside” (31), which her father buys when it does not sell. Laura’s use of this 

folk knowledge represents her acceptance of her class stature, which also leads to her 

complacency about the traditions of the Willowes family that limit her agency. The 

narrative points out that some “forward spirits” even in 1902 were taking up “something 

artistic or emancipated” (10). This “did not occur” to Laura’s family, and when her father 

dies Laura “was ready to be disposed of as they should think best.” Before Laura can free 

herself of this tradition and discover her witch-nature, she first must suffer as a spinster-

aunt in her brother’s house, Apsley Terrace, in London.   

UNSEASONABLE BLOOMS 

Despite her natural inclination towards brewing herbs, at Lady Place Laura’s 

relationship with nature is still mediated by her class privilege, but the narrative makes it 

clear that life in London is a step in the wrong direction. The narrative juxtaposes the 

slow seasonal time of the country with the mechanical clock of the city; it metaphorically 

compares the family’s weekly trip to church as the winding of the grandfather clock: as 

the chains that were wound every Sunday “droop[ed] sullenly over the abyss of time 

wherein they were to make their descent during the seven days following” (47). Removed 

                                                
75 Garrity, Hacket and Wachman all address Warner’s use of primitivism.  
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from her natural habitat Laura develops chilblains and red rough hands. But, after many 

years of accepting her role as “extra wheel” (44), she seeks out her own pleasures. 

Despite her position as the “unused virgin” (55) Laura is still a desiring body, and her 

desires are manifested in exotic flowers that once again point to her estranged 

relationship to nature and an abuse of privilege.  

When Laura at the age of twenty-eight is transplanted from Lady Place to Apsley 

Terrace, Henry and Caroline’s London home, she moves from Lady of the manor, to 

“Aunt Lolly, a middle-aged lady, light-footed upon stairs, and indispensable for 

Christmas Eve and birthday preparations” and “’my sister-in-law Miss Willowes,’ whom 

Caroline would introduce, and abandon to a feeling of being neither light-footed nor 

indispensable” (57). After giving up on finding Laura a husband, Caroline ponders 

common sentiments about spinsters:  

A kind of pity for the unused virgin beside her spread through Caroline’s 
thoughts. She did not attach any inordinate value to wifehood and maternity; they 
were her duties, rather than her glories. But for all that she felt emotionally 
plumper than Laura. But Laura too was loved, and Laura was necessary. Caroline 
did not know what the children would do without their Aunt Lolly. (55) 

Warner has, in a nutshell, encapsulated the stereotypes that plagued spinsters in the Inter-

war years in England. They were to be pitied for “being unacquainted with a wide deep 

and fundamentally important range of intuitive and sensual experience” (Holtby, Women 

132). 76  They either made themselves “necessary” by sublimating their sexual and 

maternal drives into useful work, became bitter, or suffered from “insanity” (132).  

                                                
76 As I will discuss in Chapter Two, Holtby is one of the most fervent defenders of spinsters. In this quote 
she is describing the effects of Freud and D.H. Lawrence on the public.  
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Despite their gains in political and economic freedom in the Inter-war years, the 

pressure on women to marry and have children was widespread.77 Motherhood took on an 

increased value to the nation because the massive causalities of the Great War created 

concerns about England’s population. It was women’s duty to reproduce the nation. 

Eugenic rhetoric also placed women, or the right kind of woman at least, in a seeming 

position of power as the vessels of the new more vital national body, yet that power 

rested solely on their capacity to reproduce and reflected racial and class prejudice in 

eugenic descriptions of fit and degenerate peoples. Even the periodical Women’s Leader, 

which supported women’s educational and work aspirations, considered motherhood the 

“natural” course for women. In an 1921 article entitled “Surplus Women” the author 

acknowledges that “to miss that great human experience [of marriage and motherhood] is 

a deprivation” but argues for the possibility of happiness anyway because unmarried 

women can “find plenty of channels for all the pent-up mother instincts they may 

possess, and do find satisfaction as well as usefulness in their lives.” 78 Women’s non-

reproductive work is considered a second best option: if they are not helping to reproduce 

the nation, they can at least make themselves useful.79  

Yet Laura Willowes does not find happiness in being useful. Caroline may 

consider Laura “necessary” and the children may “not know what to do without Aunt 

Lolly” but Laura thinks the children “dull” (46) and views her position in the house as “a 
                                                
77 For a detailed discussion of the pressure on women to return to traditional gendered work, in the home as 
wives or servants after WWI see Deirdre Beddoe’s Women Between the Wars 1918-1939: Back to Home 
and Duty (1989) 
78 “Surplus Women” Women’s Leader. August 5 1921.  
79 Many years later Warner addresses the discrepancy between “femme sole” and married women in a 
letter to Nancy Cunard. During World War Two because she was unmarried (though she was living in a 
unrecognized marriage with Ackland) Warner would be required to report to the “Labour Exchange with a 
view of taking up employment of national importance” (Letters 84). She writes: “If I had taken to myself a 
husband, lived on him and made his life a misery [...]I should not be troubled with any of this. Being kept 
by a husband is of national importance enough. But to be femme sole, and self-supporting, that hands you 
over, no more claim to consideration than a biscuit” (84). 
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sort of extra wheel” (44). Laura is driven to embroidery because Caroline does all the 

“useful needlework,” and “each time that a strand of silk rasped against her fingers she 

shuddered inwardly” (43). The image of her rough hands repeatedly run over the 

embroidery silk emphasizes the unnaturalness of the work that Laura is expected to do. 

Unlike Winifred Holtby, who argues that women’s work, especially creative work, can be 

a source of real satisfaction rather than a sublimation of “mother instincts,” Warner 

subverts stereotypes of spinsters by rejecting the familial and national need for women to 

make themselves useful at all. 

Laura’s duties as an aunt and sister-in-law are unnatural to her, and in order to 

bear her dull existence she treats herself to rich foods, strange adventures across London, 

and exotic flowers.80 Her adventures begin more than fifteen years after she moves into 

her brother’s house, after the Great War has come and gone. After the War “[Laura] was 

conscious, more conscious than [Henry and Caroline] were, that the younger members of 

the family had somehow moved into new positions. And she herself, had she not slightly 

strained against her moorings as fast and far sunk as they were?” (66). It is generally 

understood that the War had a dramatic effect on gender roles, and the narrative positions 

it as a catalyst for Laura’s delayed search for autonomy. During the years of dull routine 

Laura’s acquiescence in the heteronormative role of aunt is illustrated through a 

description of the process of “arranging flowers” at Apsley Terrace. The routine and 

organization (“vases and wire frame were kept in the cupboard, and a pair of scissors was 

strung to the wall” (45)) produced the finished flower arrangement for “some established 

site,” but kept the ritual of arrangement itself hidden in the “ground-floor lavatory.” The 

narrator tells us this process along with “cleaning the canary cage” was  “done with a 

                                                
80 Garrity argues that there is a too much emphasis on Laura’s sensual pleasures for it to be a novel 
supposedly about contented celibacy. 
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kind of precautious routine which made them seem alike solemn and illicit” (45). The 

image suggests that traditional femininity, which is associated with images of flowers, 

keeps hidden part of the story. By juxtaposing the arranging of flowers with the bodily 

functions implied by “cleaning the canary cage” the text introduces the messier side of 

sexuality; not just the pretty blooms of wifehood and children, the bodily desires and 

sexual acts themselves, which Caroline considered “her duties not glories” (55). 

Laura’s taste for expensive imported flowers stands in stark contrast to this 

solemn ritual. During the winter months when Caroline’s sensible economy keeps the 

household flower arrangements to locally grown dahlias and ferns, Laura’s room 

“blossomed with an unseasonable luxury of flowers, profusely, shamelessly as a green-

house” (76). Caroline is shocked at the appearance of lilies and azaleas “at this time of 

year!” because the “unseasonable luxury” is an expensive habit. Laura's extravagance 

reveals selfish desires, or merely desires which are not fixated on the good of the family. 

She is breaking free from being defined completely by her supportive familial role. The 

language which Caroline and Henry use to discuss this “extravagance” is also suggestive 

of an inappropriate sexuality: “shamelessly,” “it’s rather naughty of Lolly,” “reckless,” 

and “unfaithful” (77). Warner might once again be playing on the common sentiments 

associated with flowers, only this time her satire is more evident. The white lily is most 

frequently understood to suggest “purity,” “modesty,” or “sweetness”81 and the azalea is 

associated with “temperance”82 In winter, Caroline and Henry do not find these flowers 

                                                
81 See: Young, John H. Our Deportment; Or, the Manners, Conduct, and Dress of the Most Refined 
Society, Comprising of Rules of Etiquette, Social Forms and Ceremonies, Forms of Letters, Invitations, 
Etc., Also Suggestions on Home Culture and Training; Chauncey, Mary. The Floral Gift, from Nature and 
the Heart; Language of Flowers. Illustrated by Kate Greenaway; The Artistic Language of Flowers; and 
Collier's cyclopedia of commercial and social information and treasury of useful and entertaining 
knowledge. 
82 Greenway’s Language of Flowers, The Artistic Language of Flowers and Collier’s all name it as such. 
Only Young’s Our Common Deportment offers “romance” as the sentiment attached to the azelea.  
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to be a symbol of purity or temperance, and Laura’s indulgence suggests a rupture of her 

modesty: her virginal state is not an indication of her purity. Warner indicates an 

understanding of sentimental associations with types of flowers when she describes the 

red lilies that Laura purchases:  they are “angular, authoritative in form and color, like 

cardinal’s hats” (76). Imperial Lilies are listed in several sources as representing 

“majesty,” which the narrative’s suggestion of authority appears to echo. 83 The textual 

connection between Laura’s transgression and Church authority both mocks that 

authority, and perhaps indicates that Laura is taking control from the Church. She is 

searching for a sexual expression not legitimized by that authority. Laura’s rebellion is 

erratic and desperate, but she attempts to claim her own fragile passion with an air of 

authority. These flowers are not meant for public display, but to adorn Laura’s private 

bedroom, and while she will hand them over to Caroline when confronted, she goes out 

and buys more for herself. These flowers are not the solemn representatives of 

heterosexual relations, but indicate the illicit and private sexuality of the spinster, which 

is distinctly non-reproductive.  

The image of the greenhouse points to the continued artificiality of Laura’s 

attempt at sexual self-expression. The fact that her act undermines or confuses the 

symbolic resonance of the flowers also pushes the focus onto their unseasonable 

presence. The azaleas, Laura tells Caroline, come from Africa, which while connoting 

their expense also suggests that Laura’s escape from dullness relies on imperialist 

exploitation. Her rebellion is unable to enact real change for Laura because it is built on 

systems of trade and power that the novel suggest are complicit in her dependent state.84 

                                                
83 Again Greenway’s Language of Flowers, The Artistic Language of Flowers and Collier’s agree on this 
meaning.  
84 Nesbit, Garrity, and Wachman all offer extended discussions of the critique of imperialism that this 
novel performs.  
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At Lady Place before her father’s death, Laura’s aunt visits from India and suggests that 

Laura return with her to find a husband, alluding to a proposed solution to the problem of 

England’s “surplus” women. In addition, we later learn that Henry has lost half of 

Laura’s inheritance on a speculative investment in the “Ethiopian Development 

Syndicate” (96); which juxtaposes his control over his sister with his imperial position. 

Laura’s position in London as an urban subject means that her relationship to nature is 

often mediated by her imperial privilege. Just as her interest in folk knowledge about 

herbs can be read as a kind of primitivism, her “extravagant” self-indulgence in the city 

relies on notions of the exoticism of the foreign. Before Laura can really free herself from 

the limited role of aunt, she has to move past this exoticism and seek a relationship with 

nature that is not build on hierarchal systems of power.  

EROTIC MOP-HEADS 

Despite being considered an “unused virgin” Laura experiences bodily desire, and 

is not satisfied by her “useful” role in her brother’s household. Since her removal from 

Lady Place Laura has been plagued by “strange longings” which come upon her every 

autumn. They draw her to the dark and mysterious parts of the city, and leave her feeling 

restless. The “moon” is described as “hunting” her, and these passages prepare the reader 

for Laura’s ultimate turn to witchcraft, although they remain unexplained at the time. 

These longings might suggest unfulfilled desires, the “unadapted” sexual and mother 

instincts, so it is important to note that when she does fulfill those longings, it is by 

establishing her independence from familial ties, and through a rejection of legible forms 

of sexuality. First, however, these longings lead her into a greengrocer and florist’s shop 

in London where she experiences an erotic reverie and emerges determined to move to 
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the country. Flowers, chrysanthemums in this case, once again appear, this time with 

overtly erotic connotations.  

Laura’s experience in a “half florist and half greengrocer” (78) in 1921 is a 

turning point for her, when her desires and “extravagances” become focused once again 

(as they had been at Lady Place) on the English countryside. The shop is filled with fruit, 

nuts, vegetables, and home made jams, and Laura starts to imagine the woman who 

“filled those jars and fastened on the bladders” (79). She pictures “a solitary old woman 

picking fruit in a darkening orchard, rubbing her rough fingertips over the smooth-

skinned plums,” and she loses herself in the daydream, merging herself with the woman 

who stretched “as though she were a tree herself.”85 The longing that overcomes Laura as 

she imagines this woman, who is “methodically stripping the quivering taut boughs,” is 

described as weighing upon her “like a load of ripened fruit.” I read this moment, as Jane 

Garrity does, as a sexual awakening. The erotic language of “rubbing her rough fingertips 

over the smooth-skinned plums,” “stripping,” and “quivering,” continues as Laura 

imagines herself as that solitary woman: “her fingers seeking the rounded ovals of the 

fruit” in the “cool and moist” air (80). The continual repetition of rounded objects 

suggests both breasts and clitoral imagery, and given that the woman, whom Laura 

becomes, is solitary, the “rubbing” and “quivering” evokes an auto-erotic experience.  

Flowers, which have suggested youthful sexuality, and rebellion against the 

austerity of being an aunt, are now an explicitly vulval image. When the owner of the 

shop approaches and interrupts her day-dream Laura responds with “I want one of those 

large chrysanthemums” (80), which are described as having “curled petals” with a deeper 

                                                
85 Jane Marcus links this tree imagery to goddess worship.  
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garnet color within “and tawny yellow without;” their “sleek flesh” glowed in the light.86  

The autoerotic day-dream is continued as Laura “longed for the moment when she might 

stroke her hand over those mop heads” (81), which, since they have just been described 

in a way suggestive of female genitalia, evokes masturbation. Laura’s sexual awakening, 

while surrounded by images of fruit and natural reproduction, comes at the age of forty-

seven, when her own capacity for reproduction would be coming to an end, emphasizing, 

once again, Laura’s non-reproductive sexuality, her queerness. The association between 

chrysanthemums and death (it is a flower often laid on graves) suggests that Warner is 

deliberately coding Laura’s sexuality as “morbid,” in order to continue to flaunt her 

deliberately anti-social turn away from heteronormativity.  

Laura interprets this erotic desire as a need to return to the country, and her 

masturbatory daydream breaks her free from the complacency of being the spinster-

aunt.87 She heads out directly to buy a guidebook and map of the Chilterns from which 

she chooses her new home, Great Mop. Her excitement about the mop-head 

Chrysanthemums is likely the cause of this choice, and the name suggests this might be 

the location in which she is free to explore this new pleasure for herself. Laura’s 

knowledge of the village is limited to what the guidebook provides, and she repeats this 

information verbatim when informing her family of her decision to move:  “A secluded 

hamlet in the heart of the Chilterns, Great Mop is situated twelve miles from Wickendon 
                                                
86 While white chrysanthemums are listed as indicating truth in several sources, yellow are quite 
consistently a code for “slighted love” while red mean “I love.” These meanings are consistent across 
Young. Greenway, The Artistic Language of Flowers, and Collier’s. It is possible that the reference to 
slighted love is a signal of the estrangement that Laura has had from her own sexuality, but it also seems 
likely that Warner was more concerned with the shape and texture of this flower, and with its most general 
association with death.  
87 Laura believes she is accessing the authentic countryside through the cultivated flowers and jams in the 
florist’s shop. The chrysanthemums, while grown in England, rather than Africa like her earlier 
indulgences, however, are not a flower native to that land. They were first cultivated in China, and brought 
to Europe via Japan in the 17th century. The nature that Laura seeks is still mediated by her national and 
imperial position. 
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in a hilly district with many beech-woods. The parish church has a fine Norman tower 

and a squint. The population is 227” (29). This process of choosing the location of her 

new life resonates with a personal anecdote that Warner shares in “The Way by Which I 

Have Come.” She writes of buying “an ordnance map of the Essex marshes” (476) and 

choosing as a destination for a weekend adventure an Inn listed on the map. Warner 

writes, “I liked maps. I liked place-names, and the picture-making technique of map-

reading.” Nevertheless, when she arrives at the location of the Inn she discovers the map 

is incorrect; she finds instead a farmhouse in which she lodges for the next month while 

she wanders the marshes, listens to her hostess, and writes poetry.88 Despite expressing 

her love for maps, Warner is undermining their claim to knowledge; the map led her 

towards real experience, but the reality of the country cannot be contained in the map. 

Laura will have to undergo a similar process after her arrival in Great Mop.  

NATIVE COWSLIPS  

Laura’s return to the country is the first active step on her path towards autonomy. 

In her first months at Great Mop Laura transitions from using maps and guidebooks to a 

more direct and spiritual understanding of nature that culminates in an erotic episode with 

a field of cowslips. Nevertheless, to return to Warner’s metaphor in “The Way by Which 

I Came,” Laura is still focused on the flowers rather than the vegetables, relying still on 

the aesthetics of nature. She has not yet gotten to the heart of the matter. While this 

section centers on the image of cowslips, to understand this pivotal moment requires a 

discussion of Laura’s transition from city to country ways upon arrival to Great Mop, as 

well as of her nephew’s intrusion upon her peace. I also offer an extended review of Jane 

Garrity’s reading of this section to establish Laura’s affinity to a particular British 
                                                
88 Warner also writes that she uses this experience as a basis for her later novel The True Heart, which 
begins on the Essex moors.  
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identity from which, I argue, Laura breaks free when she embraces Satan’s version of the 

natural world. 

In her first few days in Great Mop Laura is participating in the popular Inter-war 

pastime known as “rambling,” in which people, aided by maps and guidebooks pointing 

out “typical beauty spots,” would set out for long walks, generally from the ends of 

suburban bus routes (Graves and Hodges 114).89 Although she is living in the country 

rather than busing in, Laura’s first days are filled with ambitious hikes,  

and in the evening, as she looked at the map and marked where she had been with 
little bleeding footsteps of red ink, she was enchanted afresh by the names and the 
bridle-paths, and forgetting the blistered heel and dissatisfaction of that day’s 
walk, planned a new walk for the morrow. (103) 

Like Warner’s personal anecdote of her trip to the Essex marshes, there is a 

disconnection between what Laura experiences when map-reading and what occurs on 

her actual walks. Despite the bloody “red ink” she forgets the “blistered heel” because 

this is how she is expected to appreciate nature. Nature has other ideas. Laura, 

determined to see the sunset from “the top of a certain hill” finds it further than she 

thought, and missing “the appointment” she sees “an abrupt beam of light shot up from 

behind the hedge as though the sun in vanishing below the horizon had winked at her” 

(103).90  Here we see the beginning of a new relationship between Laura and nature, one 

in which nature is a sentient being who cannot be contained in maps and guidebooks. 

Once Laura has settled into her country life she throws her guidebook and maps 

down a well: “content henceforth to know no more of it than did its own children” (118). 

Map knowledge marked a division from those who lived in the country, as it was this 

                                                
89 Warner talks about her disdain for “week-enders” in “sunbonnets” (481) in “The Way by Which I Have 
Come.” For further discussion of her opinion of “trippers” see Harmon (151).    
90 Matless discusses how the geographer-citizen is usually positioned for observation “from a high point” 
(77).  
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perspective that urban trippers used to understand the land. H. Batford in How to See the 

Country (1940) goes so far as to suggest that you “will likely be suspected of black 

magic” if you produce a “map measurer” in a country tavern (qtd. in Matless 75). Laura, 

who in her youth was already demonstrating an affinity towards rural knowledge, is ready 

to leave behind her privileged knowledge and align herself with the villagers.  

By stripping herself of her first layer of privilege Laura opens herself to a more 

sensual and reciprocal relationship to nature. Nature is written as sentient: she saw spring 

as something “filial, gently unlacing the helm of the old warrior and comforting his rough 

cheek” (121); the wind “called her out” and the “moon and clouds hunted an invisible 

quarry” (122). Nature also continues to outwit her. She had been planning on watching 

cowslips blossom, but does not find them until they fill a field already in full bloom:  

She knelt down among them and laid her face close to their fragrance. The weight 
of all her unhappy years seemed for a moment to weigh her bosom down to the 
earth; she trembled, understanding for the first time how miserable she had been; 
and in another moment she was released. It was all gone; it could never be again, 
and never had been. Tears of thankfulness ran down her face. With every breadth 
she drew, the scent of cowslips flowed in and absolved her. (135) 

It was not a relationship with a man that “released” her from her torment, as the rhetoric 

of sexual pleasure, virginity, or natural womanhood might suggest; it was not her 

virginity (as understood in heteronormative terms) that has caused her suffering. Her 

misery was due, not only to her family, but to “Society, the Law, the Church, the History 

of Europe, the Old Testament, great-great-aunt Salome and her prayer book, the Bank of 

England, Prostitution, the Architect of Apsley Terrace, and half a dozen other useful 

props of civilization”(136). Laura is finally able to articulate to herself just how sad she 

has been and to name the complicated causes of her misery. Cowslips in the Victorian 

flower books are connected fairly consistently to “pensiveness,” and also to “winning 
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grace” according to several sources.91 While her meditation might be considered pensive, 

it is actually the release from a pensive state that dominates this scene—in this way 

Warner acknowledges the sentiments associated with the cowslip and then moves beyond 

the limitations of that tradition. 

She experiences a release that is emotional and spiritual, but the narrative also 

suggests a physical auto-erotic orgasm: the built up tension, the connection between her 

bosom and the earth, tears as secretions, and her trembling before the final release.92 

Laura’s sexuality is clearly set up in opposition to heteronormative structures (“the useful 

props of civilization”) rather than in service to them. While her desires have been non-

                                                
91 All five of the sources I examined offered pensiveness as the sentiment attached to cowslips, but 
Greenway, Artistic Language, and Collier’s all also offered wining grace in addition.   
92 In the first volume of his Studies in the Psychology of Sex, Havelock Ellis92 discusses the phenomenon 
of “auto-erotism” and expands the understanding of this occurrence beyond common understandings of 
masturbation. He writes:  

By ‘auto-erotism’ I mean the phenomena of spontaneous sexual emotion generated in the absence 
of an external stimulus proceeding, directly or indirectly from another person. In a wide sense, 
which cannot be wholly ignored here, auto-erotism may be said to include those transformations 
of repressed sexual activity which are a factor of some morbid conditions as well as of the normal 
manifestation of art and poetry, and indeed, more or less color the whole of life. (11) 

As in much of Ellis’s work, he draws careful and yet confused distinctions between the “morbid” and 
natural expressions of auto-erotism, but his discussion leaves room for this experience to be a natural 
response to “sexual abstinence” (186). His discussion of sexual daydreams, which occur with “frequency in 
young women” because of their restraint from sexual experience, seems particularly apt. The individual’s 
pleasurable daydream “does not necessarily lead to masturbation, thought it often causes some sexual 
congestion or even spontaneous orgasm” (186). That this occurs in “either normal or abnormal persons” 
(186) stands in contrast to the more prevalent assumptions about the fate of “sexual abstinence.” That 
women and men might have normal releases of unsublimated desires when in contact with “more or less 
color the whole of life” offers a striking contrast to stereotypes of bitterness, and neurosis. Ellis’s depiction 
of auto-erotism offers a benign expression of sexual desires, and Warner’s engagement with this idea 
reveals a less than straight forward relationship between sexological theories and defenders of spinsters. 
Ellis’s discussion of auto-erotism was first published in 1899, but the circulation of such texts was limited. 
It is difficult to know whether this concept in particular had made into common knowledge, or whether 
Warner herself was specifically aware of it. For a discussion of the transmission of sexological knowledge 
in bohemian and lesbian circles in the early twentieth century see: Laura Doan’s Fashioning Sapphism. 
Jane Garrity’s argument assumes Warner has knowledge of the sexological theories of inversion, which 
before 1928 and the publication of Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of Loneliness would likely have come from 
Ellis. Robin Hackett points to evidence that Ackland and Warner owned volumes by Havelock Ellis, Iwan 
Block, and Richard von Krafft-Ebing and referred to them as “dear possessions” (94), but this reference is 
twenty years after the writing of Lolly Willowes. 
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reproductive all along, this moment marks the awakening of her conscious understanding 

of her own passion, which leads to the most homo-erotic elements in the text. They are 

revealed when Titus invades her peace, and Laura contemplates his  “masculine love” of 

the land—“it was comfortable, it was portable, it was a reasonable appreciative appetite, 

a possessive and masculine love” (147). His relationship to the land is sexualized through 

the familiar metaphor of female land waiting to be conquered by the male: “he said ‘I 

should like to stroke it’—and he waved his hand towards the pattern of rounded hills 

embossed with rounded beech-woods” (147). Laura’s relationship to nature is reciprocal, 

respectful, and full of more mystery and wonder than possession. Her love is feminine in 

contrast to Titus’s masculine love, but the object of that love retains its gender as female. 

At this point in the narrative, Laura’s auto-erotism transforms into diffuse homoerotic 

desires expressed in her repudiation of male dominance over nature.93  

In this erotic and spiritual encounter with the cowslips the text gestures towards 

some reconciliation between Laura’s non-normative, non-reproductive desires and the 

country in which she has grown. When Laura purchased the chrysanthemums in an auto-

erotic reverie, she was on the trail of “natural” flowers, not those produced in a 

greenhouse. In the field of cowslips she is finally at their source; the cowslips are native 

flowers of England and are growing wild on the hillside. Following this moment Laura 

becomes like the flowers, “growing every day more freckled and more rooted in peace” 

(136), a native English bloom herself. Her relationship to nature is no longer mediated by 

class privilege: she has been reduced to a lodger in someone else’s cottage. Neither are 

these flowers symbols of trade that evoke British imperial power: they grow naturally in 

native soil. Warner does not, however, end the novel here. Laura’s desires, Laura’s non-

                                                
93 Garrity and Nesbitt also read this section of the novel as indicative of homoerotic desires.   
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reproductive sexuality cannot flourish within this easy vision of the English countryside, 

because as Edelman will later suggest, queerness is too great a threat. The family will 

assert its power again. Even after her release of her sadness, after her acknowledgement 

of the pain of her former life, when Titus is present she “came to heel and resumed her 

old employment of being Aunt Lolly” (149). Laura must become a witch to break free; 

she must embrace her own disruptive power. This battle against the structures of society’s 

Symbolic order can also be understood in rhetorical terms. 

Here my reading relies in part on Jane Garrity’s argument, which has established 

a connection between Laura’s evolving relationship to nature and national identity. Like 

Garrity I consider this section of Warner’s novel to be engaging with the rhetoric of rural 

preservationists, and I find convincing Garrity’s claim that Laura’s spiritual relationship 

to the land resonates with rhetoric that figures natural beauty as an important resource for 

British citizens’ happiness. Nevertheless I offer an extended discussion of Garrity’s 

reading of this section in order to diverge from the conclusions she draws. Garrity 

concludes that Warner “uses nationalism to integrate the lesbian [as the witch] with 

national ideals” (143). I argue, instead, that the narrative leaves the “national ideals” in 

the field of cowslips, and pushes Laura beyond this spiritual affiliation with natural 

beauty when she learns about Satan’s perspective on nature.  

In Landscape and Englishness historian David Matless states that maps were key 

to preservationist attempts to educate people about the country, and Jane Garrity argues 

that when Laura first arrives at Great Mop she is positioned as a “geographer-citizen,” 

because of her proper use of maps to understand the countryside (Matless 75). While 

preservation itself might not seem like a problematic endeavor, Mattless offers a reading 

of the ways that the promotion of the countryside as a national resource inevitably led to 

inclusion or exclusion from citizenship. Elsewhere Warner herself will point to problems 
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with this type of view of the countryside. She writes “I was exceedingly wary of that 

falsification of values which puts week-enders in sunbonnets and causes genuine regrets 

at any proposal to pull down a vermin-ridden, sixteenth century nuisance and build a 

sound dwelling in its place” (“The Way by Which I Came” 481).94 The countryside, 

Warner states, was not just “a place to grow corn and rear cattle in, and hunt and hoot in” 

(480) but also, and more importantly, a place where people lived. While her concerns 

have a distinctly Marxist bent in this later work, her critique of “weekenders” and solely 

aesthetic concerns with the country are evident in Lolly Willowes. Mattless asserts that an 

Inter-war focus on maps and geographical knowledge offered Britons a scientific and 

sanctioned “proper perspective” from which to view nature. Garrity argues, “maps and 

the excursions to the countryside they fostered not only indoctrinated citizens in the 

‘proper perspective’ but were thought to purify them, and thus consolidate their national 

identity” (161). Thus she situates Warner’s engagement with preservationist rhetoric in 

national terms. 

When Laura throws her maps down the well, she has already discovered that this 

way of knowing or seeing is not suited to her needs, and she has already adopted an 

“alternative spectatorship,” but when Titus enters the narrative she more fully “repudiates 

the dominant geographical discourse” (Garrity 161). He is constantly “commenting, 

pointing out, appreciating (Lolly 148), and thus acting the as the epitome of the 

“geographer-citizen.” Laura’s relationship with nature had been reciprocal and reverent, 

but with her nephew’s presence “the spirit of the place withdrew itself” and “the woods 

judged her by her company, and hushed their talk” (148). His presence reduced Laura’s 

village of strange individuals to an “unspoilt [...] example of the village community,” and 

                                                
94 She is writing for a publication, The Countryman, that “would treat the country not only as a place to 
grow corn and rear cattle in, and hunt and hoot in, but as a place where people lived (480). 
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her mystical connection to the earth to “a pastoral landscape where an aunt walked out 

with her nephew” (Lolly 149).  

David Matless actually quotes from Lolly Willowes as a counter-example to the 

“male gaze” of geographical discourse, and he places Laura in the same category as other 

“spiritual” seekers of the land. According to Garrity this other way of seeing is not “a 

rejection of her cultural identification as an English citizen” because Laura, in her 

moment of communion with the field of cowslips for example, is still consolidating her 

“Englishness through identification with the beauty of the landscape” (161). She 

substantiates this claim by aligning Laura’s spiritual solace in the countryside with the 

rhetoric of “interwar agronomists, rural conservationists, and social historians.” As John 

Sheail explains in Rural Conservation in Inter-war Britain the efforts of rural 

conservationists were supported by the widespread belief that “natural beauty was one of 

the most creative forces in the British national character” (6). The “ready access to 

natural beauty” was essential to the “happiness and spiritual health” of all Britons. 

Laura’s spiritual revelation, even her erotic experience can be understood as participating 

in this normative appreciation of nature.  

I agree with Garrity that in Laura’s first few seasons in Great Mop she moves 

from being a “geographer citizen” to being an alternative, spiritual seeker of the land, and 

that we should read her experience in the cowslips as within this national paradigm.95 
                                                
95 Neither Garrity’s or my own reading considers Laura’s spiritual relationship to nature as problematic in 
itself. In fact, Garrity reads it as a strategic move to meant to inscribe Laura’s non-normative sexuality 
within national ideology. While I disagree with Garrity on this final point, I am not suggesting that Laura’s 
connection to the rural preservationists should be considered in an inherently negative light. Rather I read it 
as the limiting factor that explains why Laura’s release in the field of cowslips and the awareness of her 
own suffering that it brings cannot protect her from returning to a state of “Aunt Lolly” when Titus moves 
to Great Mop. To escape the eugenic discourses that limit women’s sexuality for the good of the nation and 
thus push women to find substituted maternity (aunthood), she must escape the nation. Therefore to stay 
within the nation’s geographical boundaries she must instead escape its ideological boundaries and find a 
relationship to nature that is outside of the contemporary national interest in the countryside. She must 
become a witch. 
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Nevertheless, I draw a distinction between this phase and Laura’s later turn to witchcraft. 

For Garrity Laura’s pact with the devil is just a continuation of this “spiritual” if eccentric 

relationship to nature, and therefore she can claim Warner uses “nationalism to integrate 

the lesbian with national ideals” (142). I argue instead that by remaining with the logic of 

national ideals!by seeking spiritual solace in the beauty of the land!Laura remains 

vulnerable to the hierarchies of gender and class inherent in those ideals, and therefore 

Titus’s claims on the land disrupt her own. In order to preserve her fragile autonomy, 

Laura must embrace the morbid rather than the beautiful, and history rather than futurity. 

In her opposition to her nephew the novel once again rejects any claim on Laura’s 

“mother instincts,” arguing implicitly that her desire for autonomy exceeds her 

supposedly fundamental natural instincts towards motherhood (or in this case aunthood). 

She embraces an instinctual tendency towards the anti-social, towards the dark and 

shadowy, not just the beautiful, and adamantly refuses to participate in either the family 

narrative or the national one. She makes a pact with the devil and becomes a witch.  

In Laura’s second interaction with Satan the narrative reveals how Satan’s 

conception of nature transcends the beautiful and implies a non-linear history that locates 

power not only in nature’s beauty, but also and perhaps more completely in its ruins. 

During this second appearance Satan, in the guise of a gardener, actually sits down in the 

grass and has a conversation with Laura, through Laura does most of the talking. 

Referring to “the site of Folly Wood, a larch plantation cut down during the war” (196), 

which was marked now by only a “bramble tangle,” Satan tells Laura “Once a wood, 

always a wood” (207). The text repeats that phrase several times as Laura “sat silent 

considering [his words].” What follows in the narrative is a consideration of the 

relationship of history, civilization, and religion that aligns this Satan, not with the 

rebellious angel but with pre-Christian religion. Warner writes, “Pious Asa might hew 
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down the groves, but as far as the Devil was concerned he hewed in vain” (Lolly 207).96  

In the Bible Pious Asa “does that which was right and good in the eyes of the Lord (King 

James, 2 Chron.14.2) by not only cutting “down the groves” but by taking “away the 

altars of the strange gods” (2 Chron.14.3). This passage, which chronicles Old Testament 

suppression of pagan religious “images,” indicates also that it is God’s will that cities 

were built with “walls, and towers, gates and bars” (2 Chron.14.7). This allusion 

continues the dichotomy that the novel constructs between nature, Satan, freedom, and 

timelessness on the one hand, and civilization, cities, Judeo-Christianity, and linear time 

on the other. According to Barbara Brothers, Laura decides, “that if God is on the side of 

female servility and propriety, male pomposity and tradition, and the institutionalism that 

is civilization, then her calling is to be a servant of the devil, a witch” (200).   

The devil is aligned with natural forces which supersede manmade artificiality: 

“Held fast in the strong memory no wild thing could be shaken, no secret covert 

destroyed, no haunt of shadow and silence laid open” (Lolly 207-8). Warner continues to 

evoke a layered sense of time in which the past remains a shadowy part of the present, 

carried forward in the memory of Satan: 

Not one of the monuments and tinkerings of man could impose on the satanic 
mind. The Vatican and the Crystal Palace, and all the neat human nest-boxes in 
rows, Balham and Fulham and Cromwell Road—he saw through them, they went 
flop like card-houses, the bricks were earth again, and the steel girders burrowed 
shrieking into the veins of earth, and the dead timber was restored to the ghostly 

                                                
96 The biblical passage in the Second book of Chronicles 14.2-7:  
2 And Asa did that which was good and right in the eyes of the LORD his God: 3 For he took away the 
altars of the strange gods, and the high places, and brake down the images, and cut down the groves: 4 And 
commanded Judah to seek the LORD God of their fathers, and to do the law and the commandment. 5 Also 
he took away out of all the cities of Judah the high places and the images: and the kingdom was quiet 
before him. 6 And he built fenced cities in Judah: for the land had rest, and he had no war in those years; 
because the LORD had given him rest. 7 Therefore he said unto Judah, Let us build these cities, and make 
about them walls, and towers, gates, and bars, while the land is yet before us; because we have sought the 
LORD our God, we have sought him, and he hath given us rest on every side. So they built and prospered. 
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groves. 97 Wolves howled through the streets of Paris, the foxes played in the 
throne room of Schonbrunn, and in the basement of Apsley Terrance the 
mammoth slowly revolved, trampling out its lair.98 (208) 

Linear time collapses in the satanic mind, and the dichotomy between city and country 

collapses, as natural forces supercede man’s attempt to control them.99 When she 

understands the nature of Satan, Laura recognizes that she “need’t really have come here 

[to the country] to meet [him]!” (208), and thus removes the connection between herself 

and the rural preservationist concern about the country. She is accessing a connection to 

nature beyond beauty, a connection that can be found in even the destroyed landscape. 

Through this deep history Laura is able to develop a new relationship to place because 

she establishes a connection to nature that breaks free from the “consolidation of 

Englishness” that her turn to nature’s beauty performed.  

If Warner has in mind Murray’s theories of witchcraft then Laura, instead being 

devalued by her gender and aging body (which in national terms was only ever valued for 

her sexual and reproductive capacities), finds strength through an association with the 

history of women whose belief in ancient traditions brought them under the censure of 

religious and state authority. In Murray’s theory, the witches were looking backwards 

towards a pre Judeo-Christian religion, and were left behind or dragged forward as 

                                                
97 The Crystal Palace, 990,000 square feet of iron and glass, housed the Great Exhibition of 1851 in Hyde 
Park before it was moved in 1854 to Sydenham Hill in London. Ironically in 1936, several years after 
Warner made this reference, the Crystal Palace was destroyed by a fire.  
98 The Schonbrunn Palace is a popular cultural monument in Vienna. 
99 As Rod Mengham points out, Warner’s “evocation of the spirit world as the means of access to a buried 
original parallels the fascination with haunting that breaks the surface of many of the key texts of high 
modernism” (85): the old woman in Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway; the final vision of New York as forest in 
Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby, and in much of T.S. Eliot--specifically in “Four Quartets.” Warner uses this 
modernist trope of non-linear time, which often specifically undermines the durability of modern 
civilization in favor of the forces of nature, as the providence of her Satan. Satan is then both the ancient 
fertility god of pagan religious rites, which Murray claims the seventeenth century witches worshipped, and 
the marker for a modernist melancholic longing for a deep history. By echoing this literary trope Warner 
offers context for Laura’s turn to the “Satanic Mind” that exceeds the limits of the rejected spinster, and 
validates it as a creative urge rather than a psychological neurosis.  
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Christianity consolidated its forces. Although Murray’s work has been discredited, later 

second wave feminists also found political agency in the perhaps dubious alignment of 

goddess worship, feminine nature religions, and modern witchcraft.100 Warner’s text 

anticipates this move, when Laura who is explaining to Satan her theory of witches, sees 

witchcraft as a connecting factor between all kinds of women, across history and nation. 

Laura says, “[w]hen I think of witches, I seem to see them  all over England, all over 

Europe, women living and growing old, as common as blackberries, and as unregarded. I 

see them, wives and sisters of respectable men, chapel members, and blacksmiths, and 

small farmers, and Puritans” (211). They are all “thrust further and further down into 

dullness” (212). While the later feminist reclamation of witchcraft would be a tool in 

building a women centered community based on “Nature and the Goddess [as] symbolic 

of an essential femininity, the antithesis of patriarchal society” (Greenwood 139), Laura 

is not interested in a local community of witches.101 Instead she identifies across time, 

nation, and class with women “past a certain age,” in an imagined community based on a 

common oppression. To use Warner’s own later metaphor, the soil that has produced 

Laura is not just British soil, but it is common throughout European and American 

history.102 In anticipation of her later Marxist beliefs Warner writes her heroine as 

breaking free from a nationalized identity and finding an international community based 

on gender rather labor. Perhaps surprisingly, given the novel’s instance on Laura’s queer 

                                                
100 For some discussions of the use of “witchcraft” in second wave feminism see:  Susan Greenwood 
“Feminist Witchcraft: A Transformatory Politics”; Starhawk “Witchcraft as Goddess Religion;” Silvia 
Bovenschen, “The Contemporary Witch, the Historical Witch and the Witch Myth: The Witch, Subject of 
the Appropriation of Nature and Object of the Domination of Nature;” and Kathryn Rountree, “The New 
Witch of the West: Feminists Reclaim the Crone.” 
101 She rejects not only respectable people like Henry and Caroline but also the society of the witches (at 
least as it manifests at the Witches’ Sabbath). 
102 For a discussion of the limitations of Warner’s Western stance see Laura Nesbitt’s “Footsteps of Red 
Ink: Body and Landscape in Lolly Willowes.” 
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desires, this radical transformation into a witch is not accompanied by a release of her 

sexual self, but instead ushers in an asexual relationship with Satan. 

WILD WEEDS 

In contrast to the public’s perception of the effects of long-term virginity, Warner 

has worked to establish the presence of sexual desire and autoerotic pleasure in her 

spinster figure, but the next time a flower appears in the narrative after the field of 

cowslips it is no longer encoded with desire. And it is not Laura who is interacting with 

it, but Satan, in the form of a woodsman who “switched at the head of a tall thistle,” 

knocking the dew “off the astonished blossom”  (185). The shift from cowslip to thistle, 

from native wildflower to prickly weed, illustrates Laura’s move from country spinster 

with a spiritual affinity to natural beauty to a solitary witch content to spend the night in a 

ditch. It moves from an aesthetic appreciation of nature to a utilitarian one (in some 

senses from flower to “serious cabbages”). To understand why the flower imagery no 

longer alludes to Laura’s desire, however, I must diverge once again from a direct 

reading of the image, to a discussion of the Witches’ Sabbath. Here Laura has the 

opportunity to indulge in her non-normative desires, but instead leaves in disgust. I argue 

that the description of the Sabbath distances the text from the emerging lesbian 

subculture that negotiated a lesbian identity in conversation with sexological texts, and 

instead reinforces the text's queer denial of a consolidated sexual identity. 103 But also if 

read through the context of Murray’s text the Sabbath emphasizes the novel’s search for a 

source of power for women that does not reside in their reproductive capacity. 

                                                
103 For a discussion of the ways that the lesbian subculture did and did not converge with the public image 
of the invert that Radclyffe Hall popularized in The Well of Loneliness (a text that is deeply in 
conversation with sexology) see Laura Doan’s Fashioning Sapphism.  
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According to Holtby, Warner acknowledged that witches experienced pleasure 

from expressing a sexuality that existed beyond the Christian codes of “sin,” something 

that Margaret Murray acknowledges as a side effect of participating in the fertility rituals 

at the Witches’ Sabbath. Laura experiences no such pleasure. Despite being “denied the 

social gift” Laura approaches the Witches’ Sabbath, which she attends with Mrs. Leak, 

with “a propitious frame of mind” in hopes it will be a more “exhilarating affair” than 

previous parties (171) Yet, soon she is comparing this moonlit dance party in the woods 

to the “Primrose League” (174) and feels that “even as a witch [...] she was doomed to 

social failure” (174). The highlight of her evening is a dance with “red-haired Emily; the 

pasty-faced anemic young slattern” (175). For the first time Laura’s sexual desire is 

directly inspired by another person: a strand of Emily’s hair brushes her face and “the 

contact made her tingle from head to foot. She shut her eyes and dived into 

obliviousness—with Emily for a partner she could dance until the gun-powder ran out of 

the heels of her boots” (175). 104 As Garrity writes “this is not [...] the response of a 

woman preoccupied with chastity, or one resistant to the allure of physical desire” (173). 

I agree that this moment furthers our understanding of Laura as a desiring woman, and 

                                                
104 This phrase “till the gunpowder ran out the heel of her boots” comes from a nonsense passage which 
appears in Maria Edgeworth’s novel Harry and Lucy Concluded Vol. II (1825). In the novel it is attributed 
to Samuel Foote, who supposedly made up a passage to test the memory of a fellow actor. The passage is 
also responsible for a nonsense term, panjandrum, which the OED cites as first published in Edgworth’s 
novel. According to the OED “the word is supposed to have been coined in 1754 or 1755 as a part of a 
farrago of nonsense composed by Samuel Foote, actor and dramatist, to test the memory of his fellow actor 
Charles Macklin” but notes that “the composition of the passage has also been attributed to actor James 
Quin.”  The whole passage reads:  
''So she went into the garden to cut a cabbage leaf, to make an apple pie'; and at the same time a great she-
bear coming up the street, pops its head into the shop. ' What! no soap ?' So he died, and she very 
imprudently married the barber; and there were present the Picninnies, and the Joblillies, and the Garyulies, 
and the grand Panjandrum himself, with the little round button at top; and they all fell to playing the game 
of catch as catch can, till the gunpowder ran out at the heels of their boots" (Edgeworth 153).  
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particularly as a woman with lesbian desires. It is problematic, however, to read this 

experience outside the context of the Sabbath.  

At this late night gathering the narrative displays a variety of sexualities codified 

by sexology, and Laura, rather than finding her place among them, leaves in anger and 

disgust. Despite the intensity of Laura’s desire for Emily, the chaotic rhythm of the 

Sabbath does not allow pairing off, and Emily is soon whisked off by another partner. As 

the night progresses Laura observes with judgment as the attendees become wilder: “red-

haired Emily, half-naked and holding a candle in either hand, danced round a tree, 

curtseying to it, her mouth fixed in a breathless corpse-like grin” (178). Despite having 

aroused a moment of sexual desire in Laura, Emily’s sexuality no longer seems grounded 

in her body, which retains only a “corpse-like” grin. As “slattern” she embodies the 

excess of sexual desire often displaced onto the lower classes in popular and sexological 

discourse. The middle-class elderly spinster sisters are equally disturbing as they sit 

“tearing up a cold grouse” and “gossiping” with a midwife. They embody the worst 

stereotypes of nosy virgins: “A horrible curiosity stretched their skinny old necks,” and 

food stuck in their chewing mouths as they questioned the midwife “but at the answers 

[Miss Jane] turned away with coquettish shudders, pretending to stop her ears, or 

threatening to slap her sister with a bone” (179). When Laura has removed herself from 

the throng and is sitting quietly on a fallen log, a man arrives and the attendees gather 

around. Then they all run towards Laura, the new witch, and the man, whom Laura 

assumes is Satan, is wearing a mask that is “like a Chinaman” or  “the face of a very 

young girl” (181). He approaches “mincing like a girl [...] with secretive undulating 

movements” and “with a fine tongue like a serpent’s he [...] licked her right cheek, close 

to the ear” (182). This apparent manifestation of Satan takes on the qualities of the 

orientalized male “invert” and transgresses sexual decorum by licking Laura. Insulted and 
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indignant “with the unreasoning anger of a woman who has allowed herself to be put in a 

false position” (182), Laura turns her back on him and leaves the Sabbath.105   

While Gay Wachman reads the Sabbath as a defiant moment in Warner, 

imagining her coming to the defense of spinsters and thinking: “You say I am deviant; 

I’ll give you deviance” (78), Garrity reads it as further evidence of the narrative’s 

investment in inversion. She reads this Satan as a double of Laura, “as a lesbian mirror” 

(173). This reading, while provocative, does not take into account that Laura turns from 

this scene in disgust and anger, or that this manifestation of Satan turns out to be a fake. 

When Laura later meets Satan in the form of a gardener she asks about the masked man 

and is informed that he is an author who sold his soul to the devil in order to be the most 

important person at the party.  

The Witches’ Sabbath in Lolly Willowes is not a place where Laura discovers “the 

joy of really letting [herself] go” (Holtby, Letters 452) as Warner described it in her 

lectures. The other witches and warlocks (nearly the entire village of Great Mop) do, but 

Laura remains an outsider even here. At the Sabbath Warner acknowledges the categories 

of sexuality outside heteronormative bounds that were codified by sexologists in order 

that Laura may refuse them: lower class women with an excess of desire; homosexual 

desire across class divisions; deprived and prudish virginity; and orientalized 

inversion.106 When Laura leaves the Sabbath and spends the night alone in the woods, she 
                                                
105 For a discussion of the orientalist implications of this mask see: Garrity 173-174. While Warner offers 
direct attacks against imperialism, there are other moments that reveal the limitations of her perspective. 
She compares Laura directly to American Slaves, a common feminist trope that elides the incredible 
differences between white middle class British women and African slaves in America. In this case, 
however, I consider this use of “Chinaman” to be attributed to her reliance on sexological texts for the 
descriptions of sexuality at the Sabbath. Just as sexological studies (such as Ellis or Kraft Ebing) often 
describe the lower classes as more sexual, they also perpetuate orientalist ideas that displace homosexuality 
onto other cultures.  
106 In discussing Warner’s novel Summer will Show Robin Hacket writes: “Like the sexologists whose 
work she valued, Warner can’t seem to talk about homosexuality among middle-class whites without there 
being a working-class or racialized person a part of the scene as a source of the sexuality to which she 
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leaves behind any overt form of sexual desire, embracing an anti-social and anti-sexual 

witch-hood. Here the narrative strongly resonates with queer theory’s later move away 

from identity politics, only Warner is reacting to the initial solidification of a lesbian 

identity rather than the normalizing narrative of liberal activism to which academic queer 

theorists responded.107  

Reading Laura’s rejection of the Witches’ Sabbath in terms of Murray’s theories 

also reinforces Laura’s anti-social choice as fundamentally anti-reproductive. According 

to Murray the orgies to which the witches confessed were ancient fertility rites—such 

sexual rites could increase crop, animal or even human fertility. By rejecting the Sabbath 

as central or necessary for Laura’s continued witch-life!afterwards she develops a one-

on-one asexual relationship with Satan!Warner displaces the fertility rites in her 

representation of contemporary witchcraft. Thus Laura’s lack of interest in the Sabbath 

can be read as further refusal of the symbolic demands on her reproductive capacities, as 

well as a dismissal of the codified forms of sexuality in circulation at the time.  

That Laura is no longer written as a sexually desiring character is evident in the 

appearance of a thistle, often associated with austerity, as the next flower to enter the 

text.108  Laura fears that having left the Sabbath she might have angered Satan and lost 

her witch status, but that morning when she is finding her way home she has a brief 

interaction with a game keeper, whom she later understands to be the real Satan. It is here 

that “he switched at the head of a tall thistle, and Laura saw the dew fly off the astonished 
                                                                                                                                            
wants to expose the middle-class white person. She represents homosexuality in terms of contact between 
middle- or upper-class whites and dark-skinned or working-class characters” (94). This pattern appears in 
this early novel as well.  
107 Warner would later accept a lesbian identity in her partnership with Ackland; Robin Hackett points to 
evidence that Ackland and Warner owned volumes by Havelock Ellis, Iwan Block, and Richard von Krafft-
Ebing and referred to them as “dear possessions” (94), but this reference is twenty years after the writing of 
Lolly Willowes.  
108 Greenway’s Language of Flowers, The Artistic Language of Flowers and Collier’s agree on this 
meaning. 
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blossom” (185). If we continue to read the appearances of flowers as representative of 

Laura and her changing relationship to nature and the nation, the thistle is a striking 

symbol. While there are many types of thistle, several are native to England, and they 

grow as weeds in the wild. Their prickly stems make them a nuisance to gardeners, but 

have earned them the place as the national emblem of Scotland, for their protective 

defenses.109 Thistles have also been associated with the devil, because they have been 

linked to man’s punishment for original sin. The King James Bible states that after 

leaving Eden the land will be cursed and “[t]horns also and thistles shall it bring forth to 

thee” (Genesis  3:18).110 Laura unknowingly sought the devil to protect her from sliding 

back into her role as Aunt Lolly, and her witch status gives spines to her womanhood. 

After her initial compact was made and she gained her familiar, Titus, her adversary, 

began suffering from a series of inconveniences—spoiled milk, a festering wound on his 

thumb, and bats in his house. Laura believed that her kitten had brought these misfortunes 

on Titus, but they were ineffective in chasing Titus away. After this meeting with Satan, 

Laura feels confident that Satan will take over and Titus is as good as gone.  

Once Laura has become a witch the flower images only appear when Satan takes 

human form, and it is Satan who interacts with the flowers, not Laura. This change might 

appear to suggest that Satan offers a mediated relationship to nature. Yet her previous 

experiences with nature were already mediated by her gendered and national identity. 

Satan, who is a manifestation of the power of nature itself, offers an alternative 

understanding of nature, one that breaks free from the sexologists’ and the nationalists’ 

appropriation of the term. Nature had become a term applied to the “normal” progress of 

                                                
109 Australia has even passed a law that requires people to destroy thistles within fourteen days of 
appearing.  
110 This reference is made in several discussions of thistles. See Heilmeyer, Marina The Language of 
Flowers: Symbols and Myths 
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society, and therefore the nation was dependent on women continuing to live “natural 

lives” (Ludovici 206). For Warner, nature as Satan supersedes the progress of 

civilization. 

BEYOND BLOOMS 

The narrative offers one last flower image. During the last exchange between 

Satan and Laura, Satan is holding a “rampion flower.” The rampion flower is another 

English wildflower, but one that is cultivated as a vegetable; the stalk and leaves are 

edible. This plants value, then, is more than aesthetic. It might appear ironic to end a 

novel that has railed against being useful, by presenting a useful plant as the last 

representation of Laura. It is important however that the plant is considered edible when 

cultivated before it flowers; it is not useful for its reproductive capacity and therefore has 

intrinsic value beyond the aesthetic properties of the flower. Laura, in turning to Satan, 

has found a relationship to nature in which she is valued for more than her aesthetic or 

reproductive qualities. Her soul is worth hunting, and her life, devoid of  “doing, doing, 

doing” (213) holds open the possibility of satisfaction.  

This satisfaction is not sexual satisfaction. The flower in this passage does not 

suggest desire, but the natural fading away of sexual desire. Laura remarks that the grass 

was not “singed, not a clover-leaf blasted, and the rampion flower was withering quite 

naturally” (220). A plucked flower will wither. A woman ages and her sexual 

attractiveness and reproductive functions wither as well. If that is all that women are 

valued for, then old age holds no promise. But, as we will see in Molly Keane’s The 

Rising Tide (1937), there is a path towards graceful aging outside of modernity’s ideas 

about sexuality. Winifred Holtby and Kate O’Brien will also turn to a history of women’s 

strength in celibacy and female friendship that displaces the importance of sexual 
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satisfaction. As I have shown, Warner does not write an entirely asexual character in her 

exploration of celibacy, and Laura is very much a desiring body through most of the 

novel. Yet, the narrative ultimately turns away from not only the heteronormative 

pressures of marriage and motherhood, but also, eventually away from sexuality in favor 

of an asexual relationship with the powers of nature.  

In Feeling Backwards, Heather Love identifies a pattern in which early twentieth 

century queer texts turn “their backs on the future: they choose isolation, turn toward the 

past, or choose to live in a present disconnected from any larger historical continuum” 

(8). Love reads Warner’s later novel Summer Will Show with its focus on the 1848 

revolution in France as a part of this pattern. This tendency is evident here in Warner’s 

first novel as well. This queer framework places Laura’s turn towards the past and her 

turn away from overt sexuality within a wider context of authors whom Love believes 

“shared a feeling of backwardness in relation to the coming of modern homosexual 

identity” (8). 

When Laura leaves the Sabbath in disgust she turns to a distinctly asexual 

romance with Satan, which in its denial of contemporary categories of sexuality can be 

read as queer. It acknowledges the pain and loss that comes from having one’s desires be 

illegible. Satan, although incarnate as a man, is ambiguously gendered according to the 

rubric of gender that the novel presents: he does not dominate, and lets Laura speak her 

mind.111  If we accept that Satan’s gender is not of utmost importance, we see the 

suggestion of asexual romantic friendship that will accompany women’s defense of 

                                                
111 Barbara Brothers also argues that Satan is feminized in the novel in order dismiss criticism that this 
relationship with Satan undermines the novel’s feminist ideals. She writes “Warner’s Satan listens and 
faithfully attends to Lolly’s words. His is not a masculine posture […] Satan’s gender then should not 
trouble feminists. […] Lolly’s perceptions of Satan and her perception of the essence of witchhood 
challenge not only the literary and social conventions that have defined ‘witch’ and ‘Satan’ but also the 
designation of Satan as a masculine character” (209).  
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celibacy in the novels I discuss later. Warner does not figure this as romantic female 

friendship, but one can see in Laura’s relationship to Satan a similar denial of the 

modernity’s instance on heteronormative sexual satisfaction and reproduction.  

In 1963, while thinking back about writing Lolly Willowes, Warner writes that 

after she read the transcriptions of the witch trials in Robert Pitcairn’s nineteenth century 

account, entitled Ancient Criminal Trials of Scotland (1833), “the actual speech of the 

accused impressed on me that these witches were witches for love; that witchcraft was 

more than Miss Murray’s Dianic cult; it was the romance of their hard lives, their release 

from dull futures” (qtd. in Harmon 59). She does not agree with Pitcairn, who frames the 

witches’ responses as the result of warped minds, damaged through the pressure of their 

oppressive lives or the more acute pressure of the torture of interrogation. Instead she 

frames their choice, or even their compulsion, towards the dark and the magical in terms 

of love and romance. While Warner borrows much from Murray’s thesis, when Laura 

speaks about what it is to be a witch, Warner is articulating her own theory of witchcraft. 

Laura tells Satan “It is we witches who count. We have more need of you. Women have 

such vivid imaginations, and lead such dull lives. Their pleasure in life is so soon over; 

they are so dependent on others, and their dependence so soon becomes a nuisance” 

(Lolly 211). Laura understands witchcraft as being a creative choice, one which is 

knowingly anti-social (or anti-western-institutional-Christian-civilization), that is needed 

because of the “dullness of women’s lives.”  

Instead of a prince coming to rescue the trapped maiden, Satan is the dark knight 

of this romance, and he rescues women past their sexual and reproductive prime. Soon 

after Laura has become a witch, the narrative explains how Satan has hunted Laura a long 

time: “Near at hand but out of sight the loving huntsman couched in the woods, following 

her with his eyes” (161). While the novel is often referred to by the abbreviated Lolly 
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Willowes the full title suggests that the only two choices for Laura are aunt or 

witch!Lolly Willowes or the Loving Huntsman!to conform to the familial role which 

society has available for unmarried women or turn her back on all of it and join with 

Satan.112 When Laura explains to Satan what she thinks of him, she tells him that his 

attention is flattering to women: “And think Satan, what a compliment you pay her, 

pursuing her soul, lying in wait for it, following it through all its windings, crafty and 

patient and secret like a gentlemen out killing tigers. Her soul—when no one else would 

give a look at her body even” (214). When her family has grown “so sure of her” that 

they cannot see her as a desiring body, or a person in need of distraction, Satan helps “to 

satisfy [her] passion for adventure” (215). It is her soul that he chases, and while Laura’s 

comment draws attention to the loss of sexual attraction with “when no one would give a 

look at her body,” she is not looking to Satan for sexual satisfaction. When the novel ends 

Laura is planning a night of sleeping out in the world, imagining herself curled in a pile 

of leaves and Satan’s “undesiring and unjudging gaze, his satisfied but profoundly 

indifferent ownership” (222). After denying traditional romance for Laura at every turn, 

Warner attempts to describe a relationship that falls outside heteronormative bounds, 

which is not based on sexual desire, and which allows one to live as one pleases. 

CONCLUSION 

When Laura describes the rampion flower she is remarking on the ways that Satan 

does and does not conform to her expectations: he is not the devil of the bible or 

                                                
112 Warner acknowledges in the narrative that “even in 1902 there were some forward spirits who 
wondered why that Miss Willowes, who was quite well off, and not likely to marry, did not make a home 
for herself and take up something artistic or emancipated” (10). Her only response is that “such possibilities 
did not occur to any of Laura’s relatives” and Laura caught up in her familial identity does not think of it 
until 1921 herself. This reading of the title, as a representation of the dilemma between being an aunt, or 
being a witch was suggested to me by one of my students, and is the most convincing reading of the title I 
have heard. 
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Christian mythology. She writes, “There was no action too mean for him, no instrument 

too petty; he would go into a milk-jug to work mischief. And presently he would emerge, 

imperturbable, inscrutable, enormous with the dignity of natural behavior and 

untrammeled self-fulfillment” (220). In this passage Warner draws our attention once 

again to discourses of nature with “withering quite naturally,” and “natural behavior.” 

Her supernatural figure is really a natural force!“a truly integral, perpetual flowering of 

power and cunning from an undivided will” (220). This idea of nature exceeds that of the 

nationalist discourses about the beauty of the countryside, and scientific notions about 

“natural behavior.” It also combats the discourses that naturalize modern understandings 

of women’s role in romance and sexuality, arguing instead for a natural impulse for 

autonomy. 

There is something both defiant and tragic in Laura’s turn to Satan. I read Lolly 

Willowes as a queering of romance, in part because it acknowledges not just Laura’s 

defiant call for a “life of one’s own” but also the real sadness of having no where else to 

turn except inward.113 In exploring the past for representations of our present, queer 

theory has acknowledged the need to view not just the positive images, but also the 

moments of loss. While Warner will find romantic happiness in her lesbian relationship 

with Ackland only a few years later, at the time of writing Lolly Willowes her narrative 

presents a time in which that possibility is still unimaginable for her.  

As I have suggested the novel’s ending gestures towards a history of women’s 

romantic friendship, but unlike Molly Keane, who will turn to a representation of 
                                                
113As Brothers points out in the second section of the novel the narrator begins to merge with Laura’s 
consciousness, so that by this point in the third and final section the story is completely told through 
Laura’s perspective. There are also several moments when Laura is so lost in her own thoughts that “she 
almost forgot where she was,” (134) first in the flower shop, and second when she “merged her personality 
into the hen-wife” while helping Mr. Saunters with his chickens. The power of Laura’s imagination is such 
to suggest that the fantastical events of the last quarter of the novel can be explained with psychological 
realism. Warner leaves it up to the reader to decide. 
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romantic friendship in service of imaging a future for the displaced Anglo-Irish class 

within the new Irish nation, Warner is primarily invested in combating the necessity of 

reproducing the nation. Feminists have been troubled by the novel’s acceptance of 

Satan’s “ownership” over Laura, but I suggest this difficulty lies in Warner’s refusal in 

this narrative to engage in a form of identity politics that Edelman will later associate 

with “the left” who find “hope in the fact that identity’s borders are never fully fixed” 

(14). This type of politics attempts to make room within society for those who have been 

left outside, while Warner, by denying what Edelman will call “reproductive futurism,” 

looks for a way out entirely. 
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Chapter Two: “Artistic or reforming outlooks”: The Imperial Privilege 
of Sexual and Artistic Emancipation in The Land of Green Ginger 

Born in 1898, Winifred Holtby finished her degree in History at Somerville 

College, Oxford in 1921 and then rented a flat in London with her friend Vera Brittain. 

When being an unmarried woman was enough to make one “odd,” Holtby was a single 

woman living with another woman, and then later with that woman’s husband and 

children as well.114 This lasting friendship was canonized in Brittian’s biography of 

Holtby, Testament of Friendship, and as the title suggests Brittain’s narrative stresses the 

benefits of intimate female friendship. While Marion Shaw’s more recent biography has 

deepened and complicated our understanding of Holtby as an author, journalist, feminist, 

and internationalist, Holtby as a historical figure and as a woman of her time was 

established by Brittain’s biography. The picture that Brittain sketches is of an endlessly 

energetic, ceaselessly working, utterly dedicated, feminist, journalist, and activist. Holtby 

was a proud spinster, a modern woman earning her living through journalism and 

lectures, and a reformer taking on the causes of her time. She died of kidney disease in 

1935 at only thirty-seven years old. Despite her dedication to numerous causes she wrote 

six novels, the last of which, South Riding (1936), published posthumously, won her the 

greatest critical and popular acclaim. Her literary work was written for the marketplace 

and engaged overtly with social concerns. She may not have been a modernist, but she 

was distinctly modern, and her novels reveal a unique creative and critical engagement 

                                                
114 In 1926 Brittain returned to London after a year in America with her new husband, and she and Holtby 
resumed living together. Brittain and her husband had a “semi-detached” marriage—he would live for six 
months with Brittain and Holtby in London, and the other six months in America. This arrangement was 
continued even after Brittain had children and until Holtby’s death.  
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with her contemporary world. While deeply embedded in social and political issues, her 

books are not polemical. In her fiction Holtby creatively engages with the complexities of 

her dedication to the cause of equality, and works through the potential hypocrisies 

hidden behind humanitarian agendas. Yet despite her prolific output considering her short 

life of both literary and journalistic writing, Winifred Holtby remains a minor literary 

figure.  

Holtby, when she is remembered at all, is remembered most often as participating 

in the Inter-war resistance to the dominant discourses on women’s sexual desire.115 

During the time Holtby was writing the medical acknowledgement of sexual desire in 

women and the ascription of negative psychological consequences to virginity had 

become a part of popular wisdom.116 It was common in the Inter-war years to refer to 

spinsters as frustrated, leading wasted lives, or sublimating their real sexual desires into 

work or causes, but without the same level of natural satisfaction that sexual or 

reproductive fulfillment would bring.117 As Alison Oram argues, Holtby, in both her 

fiction and journalism, “identified the lonely and frustrated spinster as the social 

construction of a society that allowed only a narrow pathway to happiness for women,” 
                                                
115 See Oram, Alison. “Repressed and Thwarted or Bearer of the New World? The Spinster in Inter-war 
Feminist Discourses;” Gan, Wendy. “A Return to Romance: Winifred Holtby’s Spinster Novels from 
Between the Wars;” Brown, Sally. “Love and Marriage in the Works of Winifred Holtby;” and Joannou, 
Maroula. Ladies Please Don’t Smash These Windows: Women’s Writing, Feminist Consciousness and 
Social Change 1918-38. 77-102. 
116 As I discussed in the introduction Shelia Jeffreys and Margaret Jackson argue that the increased focus 
on sexual fulfillment in the Inter-war years was part of a backlash against strides that these feminists had 
made. However, the fact that science finally sanctioned women’s sexual needs also created room for 
women to negotiate the right of their own pleasure in sex. In her best selling marriage manual, Married 
Love (1918), Marie Stopes argued for the necessity of women’s sexual satisfaction within marriage, and 
empowered real women in the process. For a discussion of the positive practical ramifications of the 
sexologists discoveries see: Hall, Lesley A, "Feminist Reconfigurations of Heterosexuality in the 1920s”; 
Bland, Lucy. Banishing the Beast: Sexuality and the Early Feminists; Hotlzman, Ellen M. "The Pursuit of 
Married Love: Women's Attitudes Towards Sexuality and Marriage in Great Britain, 1918-1939;" and 
Stopes, Dr. Marie. Married Love. 
117 For an excellent study of the spinster figure in fiction see Old Maids to Radical Spinsters: Unmarried 
Women in the Twentieth-Century Novel. Ed by Laura L. Doan.  
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and she rightly points out that Holtby refigures the cause of “frustration” from thwarted 

sexual desire to limited life opportunities.  

 Holtby’s novel The Land of Green Ginger (1927)118 reveals how in her defense 

of the spinster Holtby contends that ecstasy is not limited to physical pleasure and 

fulfillment is not only achieved through the satisfaction of biological urges. She writes 

that modern professional women have been enriched by “[e]cstasy, power and devotion” 

because “they have served a cause greater than their own personal advantage”—be it 

humanitarian or artistic in nature (129). Thus she co-opts the language of the sexologists 

in her denial of their conclusions. While demonstrating the ways in which even Holtby’s 

adamant resistance to modern sexual discourses borrows from the rhetoric popularized by 

those discourses, I situate Holtby’s response within the wider context of contemporary 

international and imperial ideologies,119 and I explore the interdependent relationship 

between British women’s emancipation and their imperial privilege.  

Although Holtby was an active and dedicated supporter of racial and gender 

equality, she, unlike Sylvia Townsend Warner, was a not radical. Warner demonstrates 

her radical leanings through her political and sexual life; her resistance to the dominant 

discourses on women’s sexuality follows suit. There is no compromise—sexual 

autonomy for women is found only by rejecting all discourses which lay claim to 

women’s bodies and lives, even those which do so in the name of feminist equality (those 

that suggest that women might lead fulfilling useful lives in service to a cause). In 

contrast, Holtby was a liberal whose activism demonstrated a belief in the ability to work 
                                                
118 This title is actually a street name in Hull, England. Holtby writes it into the novel as a street name that 
inspires Joanna to imagine a fantastical land, which her aunts prevent her from exploring when they drag 
her away from the sign to continue to their search for “Commercial Lane.”  
119 There is a smaller collection of scholarship that addresses Holtby’s politics, but these are largely 
focused on her as a historical figure rather than as a means to read her works of fiction. See: Golubv, 
Nattie. “English Ethical Socialism: Women Writers, Political Ideas and the Public Sphere Between the 
Wars;” and Shaw, Marion “Winifred Holtby and the Peace Movement Between the Wars.” 
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within the system to achieve lofty goals. Her feminism was geared towards political and 

economic equality for women within the capitalist system, and her support of worker’s 

rights stopped far short of a belief in the tenets of communism. Holtby saw in the new 

internationalist movements, specifically the ideology of the League of Nations, a system 

through which racial and gender equality might be achieved, and in her search for 

women’s sexual autonomy she exploits the potentials of travel, rather than attempting to 

find a new relationship to home as Warner does.  

In 1926 while on a six-month visit to South Africa, where she was lecturing for 

the League of Nations Union (LNU) and visiting her friend Jean McWilliam, Winifred 

Holtby wrote that her latest idea for a novel was 

a newish notion for making use of any travel experiences I may have had without 
moving the scene from Yorkshire. [. . .] It all takes place at East Witton on the 
Wensleydale moors, but its vitality is to come from Hungary, Finland, South 
Africa and China! It is the love story of a woman, the daughter of a South African 
missionary, taken back to Yorkshire in infancy, with a passion for strange places. 
[. . .] a person pinning to get out of a shut-in valley farm. I want it to be crowded 
with colour and bizarre foreign effects, yet all to take place in one very remote 
district. It may be too mad. (qtd. in Brittain 222) 

Just before her trip Holtby’s publisher rejected her previous novel, a 14th century 

romance with John Wycliffe as the hero (it would be rejected by nine publishers 

altogether), so it is likely her return to the Yorkshire setting of her previously published 

novels is a response to the pressures of the market. However, she does not leave behind 

romance, and instead finds in this traditional genre—of dragons, enchantment, and 

quests—an outlet for the “bizarre foreign effects” she has collected from her “travel 

experiences.” Holtby refers to this novel as a “love story,” and says that the heroine 

“Joanna falls in love with a Hungarian because he tells her Othello-like tales” (222). In its 

completed form the novel The Land of Green Ginger becomes less a love story between 
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Joanna and the “Hungarian” and more a romance about her “passion for strange places.” 

Joanna’s romantic quest is a struggle to achieve the freedom to begin her real journey, 

and a longing for travel experience replaces the centrality of a love relationship; therefore 

Holtby’s manipulation of the romance genre can be read as continuation of her well 

documented critique of enforced heterosexuality. 

At the novel’s close, Joanna emigrates with her children to South Africa to meet 

her school-friend Rachel, and the sexualized potential of female friendship floats in and 

out of the edges of this narrative. In Holtby’s early work female friendship represented an 

equal alternative to marriage, which fueled to some degree her resistance to the 

heteronormative focus on sexual satisfaction. However, the prominence of female 

friendship decreases in the novels written after 1928 as she begins to imaginatively 

explore the possibilities of companionate marriage.120 Thus for the purposes of 

                                                
120 In “A Return to Romance: Winifred Holtby’s Spinster Novels Between the Wars” Wendy Gan argues 
that Holtby’s novels can be read as evidence of the effectiveness of the Inter-war backlash against 
feminism, by showing how her plots moved from more radical representations of female independence and 
female friendship to greater compromises with traditional romance plots through representing the 
possibility of modern marriage. However, the potential for an ideal marriage is already present in The 
Crowded Street (1924), which Gan cites as one of Holtby’s more radical novels. The potential for a 
heterosexual union to allow women room for complete satisfaction is raised, only be quickly shunted off 
stage (through the death of Delia’s fiancé) to make room for the option Holtby sees as more immediately 
viable: female friendship. I do not agree with Gan that Holtby’s novels became more conservative; she 
continued to explore women’s independence, and to reject the gender roles enforced in traditional marriage, 
while also continuing to imagine the possibilities of a heterosexual union that would allow women full 
satisfaction in work. While a modern, equal marriage is hinted at in all her novels, what does appear to 
change is the visibility of female friendship as a positive life path for modern women. As Lillian Faderman 
has argued, the controversy over the publication of Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of Loneliness in 1928 placed 
more public scrutiny on female friendship, and positive representations of romantic friendships in English 
and American novels greatly decreased. It is possible to attribute this reticence to a greater fear of 
censorship, and of a reluctance to be categorized “invert” or “lesbian.” While Esther Newton and more 
recent scholars have argued effectively that the increased visibility of lesbian sexuality that was ushered in 
by Hall was embraced by some woman, and used to create a subcultural existence, or to make room for a 
certain kind of lesbian expression, it is also true that Hall’s narrative of the “invert” did not ring true for all 
women who loved women, and this figure likely had the unintended consequence of tempering Holtby’s 
use of romantic friendship as her solution for the modern woman in her novels. 
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investigating the version of female sexual autonomy most often attributed to Holtby, I 

focus on the last novel in which Holtby images female friendship as the ideal partnership.  

Yet, is important that the novel ends on the voyage out, with a moment of 

solidarity between mother and daughter, rather than with an image of intimate female 

friendship. What remains at the novel’s core is the belief that female friendship assists the 

central quest of realizing one’s true self through following one’s hearts desire—be it for 

travel, adventure, or artistic pursuits; Joanna’s final voyage is as much a reunion with her 

birth land as it is with Rachel. Holtby writes about the erotic that exists beyond physical 

pleasure, and about satisfaction from commitment to causes beyond oneself that do not 

always take the form of a life long mate.  

In shifting the heroine’s quest from romantic love to adventure and travel, Holtby 

opens up the second central concern of the novel: the conflict between imaginative 

inspiration created by contact with other nations and peoples and the desire to alleviate 

real human suffering located in places of aesthetic beauty. Holtby imaginatively explores 

the possibilities and limitations of the “artistic or reforming outlooks” the novel presents 

(Holtby, Green Ginger 64). Conjuring up images of dragons, knights, and enchanted 

foreign lands, Joanna, as the artist, brings in romance in opposition to realism. Her 

daydreams insert sensual musings about African plant life into the domestic setting of the 

Yorkshire moors; her imagination turns migrant forestry workers into Mongolian hordes, 

and the Hungarian interpreter Paul Szmeria into Tam Lin of the ballads or a dragon; thus 

each moment of contact between the white British female subject and the foreign other is 

mediated by creative and aesthetic pleasure. Yet Holtby also offers a politically 

complicated version of international relations, and links the distrust and fear between the 

white and black South Africans that she witnessed in her travels to a regressive sexual 

politics that limits women to their sexual and reproductive roles. Finally, by endowing 
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Joanna’s husband Teddy, a wholly unsympathetic character, with an interest in social 

reform, Holtby again questions a role with which she might most closely identify.  

This chapter explores the novel’s intertwined central concerns—the revision of 

contemporary sexual discourse, and the imperial implications of both “artistic and 

reforming outlooks.” When expanded beyond the limitations of domesticity and even 

beyond the borders of the nation, women’s interests become explicitly entangled with 

international relationships mediated by Britain’s imperial position. I argue that Holtby is 

consciously, though imaginatively, probing the conflict she experienced between her 

literary desire to find inspiration in the exoticism of the foreign and her understanding of 

her humanitarian responsibilities to further racial and gender equality. Joanna’s desire for 

creative and physical freedom is depicted through sensual imagery that both argues for an 

understanding of satisfaction that is wider than biological reproduction, and perhaps 

unintentionally produces slippage between the artistic appropriation of the other and 

queer sexual desire. By mapping the world of Fairie Queens, dragons, and quests in 

distant enchanted lands onto a white British woman’s imaginative interpretation of 

Europe and South Africa, Holtby presents a problematic relationship between British 

women’s sexual, economic, and artistic emancipation and their imperial privilege. 

Despite her professed belief in equality, Holtby is not free from the limitations of her 

epoch, and her representation of both the “artistic” and “reforming” outlooks are 

informed by the possibilities and the limitations of her complex sexual and political 

positioning.  

I begin by sketching these contexts through a review of her sexual politics, 

followed by a discussion of her relationship to imperialism and international 

humanitarianism: she is a champion of human rights, international peace, and racial 

equality, but is still attracted to the possibilities of freedom, autonomy, and aesthetic 
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pleasure that imperialism makes available to British female intellectuals of the Inter-war 

period. I then turn to my reading of The Land of Green Ginger, tracing how her 

manipulation of the genre of romance as a revision of contemporary sexual discourse 

places women’s rejection of domesticity in the context of their imperial privilege. I 

examine how Holtby explores this imperial position by contrasting Joanna’s aesthetic 

interpretation of all things foreign as elements of fantasy or romance with a realist 

narrative that condemns the townspeople’s angry response to the importation of foreign 

workers, and end with Holtby’s treatment of Teddy’s paternalistic and failed intervention 

between the townspeople and the forestry workers.  

“WE SHOULD SHAKE OFF THIS TYRANNY OF SEX “121  

From Holtby’s perspective as an unmarried woman whose primary partnership 

was with a woman, the dominant sexual discourses of the time produced an increase in 

the normative pressures of marriage and motherhood on women and stigmatized 

“spinsters.” In Women and a Changing Civilization (1934), a book-length history of the 

role of women and the women’s movement, Holtby takes on what she felt was the 

contemporary over-emphasis on the role of sexual satisfaction and reproduction in 

producing fulfillment in women’s lives:  

Freudian psychology has sanctioned the extreme veneration of sex. The followers 
of D.H. Lawrence have taught us to venerate instinct, emotion, and the intuitive 
vitality of the senses and to pity virgins for being unacquainted with a wide, deep, 
and fundamentally important range of intuitive and sensual experience. They are 
taught to pity themselves. From their childhood they learn to dread the fate of ‘an 
old maid.’ In more sophisticated circles they anticipate a nemesis of ‘complexes.’ 
Puritan morality taught unmarried women that the loss of virginity doomed them 
to torments of Hell in the next world; twentieth century morality teaches them that 

                                                
121 Holtby in a letter to Brittain August 1928 
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the retention of virginity dooms them to the horror of insanity in this one. (Women 
132) 

Here Holtby conflates Freud and Lawrence because for her they are both guilty of 

producing anti-spinster rhetoric, despite the fact that Lawrence believed his own theories 

to be in opposition to those of Freud.122 Literary scholar Hilary Simpson states that it was 

not even Freud himself with whom Lawrence took issue, but with the English Freudians 

of a “libertarian creed of sexual freedom” with whom he had contact.123 While 

Lawrence’s philosophy of sex was not static, evolving between his non-fictional Study of 

Thomas Hardy and Fantasia of the Unconscious, as well as in his novels, one novella is 

particularly illustrative of his negative view of women’s virginity: The Fox (1923).124 In 

that story Lawrence portrays a love triangle between two intimate female friends and a 

man who loves one of the women. He writes Banford, the man’s competition, as “queer 

little witch,” “frightening, unnatural,” prudish, and manipulative in her love of March 

(201). Eventually the young solider Henry kills Banford to free March for himself. This 

story not only paints virginity as an unnatural state for a woman, but also directly attacks 

the viability of women’s friendship as a fulfilling life partnership. 

The friendship between Holtby and Brittain was central in both their lives and 

they believed it was a model for future egalitarian relationships. Of course, it drew 

contemporary speculation about its potentially lesbian nature, and this topic has 

                                                
122 For a discussion on Lawrence’s reaction to Freud see Peter Balbert’s “Freud, Frazer, and Lawrence’s 
Palimspestic Novella: Dreams and the Heaviness of Male Identity in the Fox”; Hilary Simpson’s D.H. 
Lawrence and Feminism (91-92); and David Seelow, Radical Modernism and Sexuality: Freud/Reich/D.H. 
Lawrence and Beyond (12).  
123 While Simpson sets out to complicate Lawrence’s relationship to feminism, by introducing his 
sympathies towards pre-war philosophies that emphasized women’s emancipation, she admits that 
Lawrence’s post-war writing betrays his unease with the social change in women’s position brought about 
by the war. She relates this to a general feeling that women had moved too far into the male sphere during 
the war (15). 
124 Lawrence wrote it as a short story in 1918 before expanding it into a novella in 1921.  
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continued to attract scholarly attention.125 I am not attempting to engage in the debate on 

Holtby’s sexuality, but I raise the issues for two reasons. First, in The Land of Green 

Ginger there is a continual slippage between a desire for female autonomy and a desire 

for female friendship, both of which are depicted with erotic longing. The freedom to 

express potentially lesbian desires becomes one of the attractions of a white women’s 

relative privilege produced by the legal racism of South Africa. Second, Holtby’s efforts 

to remove satisfaction and love from a physical sexual realm were not just in response to 

heterosexual discourses, but extended to at least her personal writings about female 

friendship. In particular, in a letter to Brittain dated 21 August, in which she offers her 

reaction to Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of Loneliness, Holtby offers a clear insight into her 

separation of love from sex. Holtby scrawls across the header of the letter the following 

response to Hall’s novel:  

Radcylffe Hall taught me a lot. She’s all fearfully wrong I feel. To love other 
women deeply is not pathological. To be unable to control one’s passions is. 126 
Her mind is all sloppy with self-pity and self-admiration. She’s not straight in her 
mind. (Letter to Brittain 21, Aug. 1928) 

                                                
125 That there was an intense emotional bond between the two is certain, and it also seems clear that 
Brittain was more concerned about maintaining the boundaries of her heterosexual identity than Holtby. 
Brittain in her biography puts a great deal of emphasis on Holtby’s difficult relationship with “Bill” to 
actively dispel the assumptions “imaged by the scandalmongers who invented for her a lurid series of 
homosexual relationships, usually associated with Lady Rhonda or [Vera]” (Brittain 328). Marion Shaw 
attempts to correct Brittain’s intentional framing of Holtby’s life in a heterosexual narrative, which Shaw 
claims, has more to do with Brittain’s needs than Holtby’s. Yet Shaw argues that categorizing Holtby as a 
“repressed lesbian” is too simple (Clear Stream 290). She refers to Holtby’s own words at the end of 
Women: “[w]e do not even know--though we theorise and penalise with ferocious confidence--whether the 
‘normal’ sexual relationship is homo- or bi- or hetero-sexual” (192). Shaw speculates that “given the right 
context and a willing partner who she loved of either sex, [Holtby] could have been a lesbian, heterosexual 
or both” (Clear Stream 290). Catherine Clay  in “Re-visiting the Friendship of Vera Brittain and Winifred 
Holtby: A ‘Trade’ in Work and Desire” comments that discussions of Brittain and Holtby focus either on 
whether their relationship is lesbian or not, or on how their relationship fostered their work. Clay wants to 
complicate the relationship between work and desire, and by reading letters (some unpublished) they wrote 
to each other she identifies how work mediated desire, and how Holtby tried to establish the emotional 
attachment of the friendship as separate from the working relationship.  
126 This passage is misquoted in Marion Shaw’s biography of Holtby, The Clear Stream as “to be able to 
control one’s passions is”  
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Holtby’s response to Hall can be seen as a resistance to the sexualizing of same-sex love, 

but also as redemption of loving other women. To love deeply is “normal,” but she 

cannot accept Hall’s embrace of physical sexuality. The rest of the letter goes on to 

discuss a flirtation that Brittain had with “Henderson” and in this context (with the 

comment about Hall literally hanging above the discussion) Holtby ponders whether 

there was not too much emphasis on “enrichment by sexual relations:”  

shall we never escape the toils of our animal nature, & reach a stage where we use 
sex as the consummation of a peculiar relationship towards the man or woman 
from whom we want children, & as the memorial of that desire with him or her; 
but that all other loves, though far more intimate & adventurous & lovely than 
those which we dare permit ourselves today, are indiscriminate loves towards 
both men & women? [...]It’s a new thought to me, but not a new desire, that we 
should shake off this tyranny of sex, & use it only as the stabilizing power 
towards the creature with whom we decide to continue the human race—if we do 
so decide. (underline hers)  

While the direct context of this discussion is Brittain needing reassurance about her extra-

marital flirtations, Holtby and Brittain’s own relationship is not far from the surface. The 

note about Hall’s novel raises and dismisses sexual relations between women before 

entering into the more general subject of the place of sexuality in love affairs. She 

actively proclaims that the more adventurous but potentially non-sexual loves “are 

indiscriminate loves towards both men and women.” When she refers to this “tyranny of 

sex” she echoes and revises Hall’s words in The Well of Loneliness of the “tyranny of 

silence.” In that novel, Puddle, Stephen’s governess, is lamenting her inability to explain 

to Stephen that she is not alone in her desires for women: “What could she do, bound as 

she was by the tyranny of silence? She dared not explain the girl to herself” (Hall 123). 

Holtby brings the discussion of The Well back into the main text of the letter; her 

rejection of the “tyranny of sex” is both a rejection of Hall’s narrative of same-sex love 

and a continued resistance to the contemporary discourse on the importance of sexual 
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satisfaction. By reducing “sex” to only the potentially reproductive act of intercourse, she 

is in keeping with the common contemporary usage, however, it begs the question of 

what kinds of physical intimacy might exist outside that narrow definition? She can 

sidestep the contemporary pathologizing of lesbian relationships by removing the 

“tyranny of sex” from the equation and emphasizing on “intimate and adventurous” loves 

regardless of gender.  

By doing so Holtby is participating in particular Inter-war discourse on “romantic 

friendship” that Lillian Faderman discusses in great detail in Surpassing the Love of Men. 

My intervention is to explore how this discourse, through its attempt to infuse non-sexual 

love and interests with an eroticism that was as “wide, deep, and fundamentally 

important” as the sexual and reproductive, connects white British women’s contact with 

the foreign other with aesthetic pleasure, and thus becomes entangled with the formerly 

masculine sexualized metaphor of the colonizer exploiting the fecundity of the native 

land. Since Holtby imaginatively probes her own interest in international relations and 

foreign travel, I discuss Holtby’s relationship to South Africa, her interest in international 

peace through the League of Nations, and her problematic relationship to imperialism 

before turning to the novel. 

“IT IS QUEER THAT SOUTH AFRICA HAUNTS ME. PEOPLE ARE ALWAYS COMING FROM 
THERE OR GOING THERE.”127  

Holtby planned her six-month trip to South Africa to coincide with Brittain’s 

departure to America with her new husband in 1926. It marks a very troubled time in 

their friendship, as it then appeared to them to be the end of their cohabitation. They 

could not yet know that break was to be short lived. Soon after, Brittain made 

arrangements to return to London and live again with Holtby; Brittain’s husband joined 
                                                
127 Holtby, in a letter to Jean McWilliam Jan. 24th, 1924. 
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them for half the year, and lived in America the other half. The trip was inspired by 

Holtby’s friendship with Jean McWilliam, whom she had befriended during her war 

service and who had emigrated to South Africa in 1920 to work as a school teacher (she 

was promoted to headmistress by the time of Holtby’s visit). In planning the trip quickly 

became much more than a social visit; Holtby made many engagements to speak on 

behalf of the LNU, a public British organization in support of the League of Nations, 

because she felt it opened up conversation with people and provided “a meeting ground 

for finding people” (Letters 367).  Vera Brittain writes of Holtby’s travels to South 

Africa:  

South Africa represented for her “The Land of Green Ginger,” the magic always 
lying just beyond the surface of life, yet by the strangest of ironies it became 
identified with obligations which drew her away from that magic. She went to 
preach the gospel of peace to white South Africa; she returned to plead, with 
passion and pertinacity, the cause of black South Africa to an indifferent England. 
(189) 

In her biography of Holtby, Brittain continually presents Holtby as divided between 

being “’a reformer-sort-of-person or a writer-sort-of-person,’” (129) and argues that her 

humanitarian impulse was an obstacle to her artistic achievement because of the time that 

her “causes” took from her writing. This perspective is apparent in Brittain’s contrast 

between political “obligations” and the “magic” of creativity. The “gospel of peace” 

refers to Holtby’s position as a lecturer for the LNU, which began in 1922. Speaking 

mostly for no pay in open air settings where she had to raise her own crowd, she traveled 

around England. She and Brittain attended the League of Nations several times in 

Geneva, and they went on a lecture tour of Germany and Central Europe in 1924—travels 

that along with her South African journey become fodder for The Land of Green Ginger. 

Holtby supported the LNU’s liberal politics, which relied on international cooperation to 

maintain peace. Many feminist groups turned to international organizations, such as the 
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League of Nations, as the new frontier for laws on gender equality and other human 

rights causes;128 but the institution and its supporting organizations retained many 

trappings of imperialism, despite the idealist emphasis on the cooperation and equality of 

all nations. 

Holtby appears to have struggled with her relationship to imperialism: in 

expounding her pacifist beliefs she condemns both imperialism and nationalism as a 

cause of war; elsewhere she offers a harsh critique of Britain’s and Europe’s sense of 

superiority; but elsewhere still she will rely on that very superiority in her expression of 

humanitarian compassion. In a 1922 letter to Jean McWilliam, she writes of her 

skepticism about the viability of nationalism and its connection to imperialism in the 

post-war world. Holtby argues that the “day of imperialism” as “a dynamic and 

aggressive nationalism” has passed (Letters 87).129 Imperialism is the swelled head of 

nationalism, she argues, and it led to the Great War: “What we want now is the transition 

to a still wider sphere of international co-operation, where empires don’t matter, and 

patriotism becomes parochial, and the service of mankind at large is the only 

consideration” (88). These ideas propel her dedication to the LNU because she 

“believe[s] that a co-operative institution like the League of Nations, although imperfect, 

is better than armed neutralities, or quadruple alliances or balances of power” (112). 

While the institution is often remembered only for its failures, Holtby did not live to see 

the League of Nations collapse in the face of fascist aggression.  

                                                
128 Vera Brittain is quoted as saying “the time has come to move from the national to the international 
sphere, and to endeavour to obtain by international agreement what national legislation has failed to 
accomplish.” (qtd. in Miller). For a discussion of the relationship between internationalism and feminism 
see: Miller, Carol “’Geneva, the Key to Equality’: Inter-war Feminists and the League of Nations;” and 
Stienstra, Deborah. Women’s Movements and International Organizations.  
129 29 January of 1922 
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Despite Holtby’s distrust of the potential violence inherent in national and 

imperial interests, Marion Shaw notes that Holtby referred to herself as a “passionate 

imperialist by instinct” (Clear Stream 172). Shaw argues that Holtby, like other liberals 

of the Inter-war years, did not see imperialism as entirely a dirty word and maintained a 

belief in “Britain’s paternal responsibility towards the territories she had acquired, which 

would include a programme of gradual and educative devolution of power towards equal 

citizenship and government.” Under the League of Nations's mandate system, former 

territories of the defeated countries came under the rule of the Allies, with the 

understanding that they would gradually be led towards self-government, independence, 

and eventually be extended an invitation to join the League.130  

Holtby vacillates between a critical skepticism and an unapologetic embrace of 

“Britain’s paternal responsibility” in her writings, both public and private, about the 

“colour question” in South Africa.  In 1923 before her visit to that country, Holtby writes 

to McWilliam about racial superiority: “One knows so very little about the colour 

question here, and what one does hear is generally so horribly tainted by the self-

complacency of the white race. Why are we so durnedly proud of ourselves?” (Letters 

202)  Years later in a 1934 article for Time and Tide she demonstrated a belief in the 

shared humanity of all peoples, regardless of race, and she draws direct parallels between 

racial and gender discrimination. She writes that “for General Smuts131 and his 

contemporaries, the human horizon does not yet extend to coloured races, as for Fox and 

his eighteenth-century contemporaries, it did not extend to English women” (TOG 198). 

                                                
130 Historian Daniel Gorman states that: “The Union supported the mandates system both as a new political 
arrangement which could to help preserve peace by attenuating imperial rivalries, and as a humanitarian 
endeavour to help the ‘development’ of colonial societies” (449). 
131 Jan Christiaan Smuts served as Prime Minister of the Union of South Africa from 1919-1924 and 1939-
1948.  
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She continues: “these abrupt failures of the imagination are among the most fruitful 

sources of injustice in the world. [...]The Jews to Nazi Germany, the Catholics to the Ku 

Klux Klan, Negroes to a southern states lynching party, women to eighteenth century 

liberals—they are not human; they need not be accorded human privileges” (198). 

Despite this professed belief in the humanity of all people, Holtby was also capable of 

perpetuating the commonly held belief that "native" peoples needed European guidance.  

In a set of undated personal notes entitled “Some Notes on the Present Needs of 

the South African Native” Holtby’s suggested solution to the legal system, which limited 

the kinds of work black South Africans were allowed to do, is to encourage artisans to 

form guilds to help avoid exploitation. She writes that “something to work for would be 

the salvation of the Africans.”132 Her paternalism is unapologetic: “It should not be lost 

sight of that for at least another decade, the African will require sympathetic, honest 

European guidance” (3). In the face of the unrest in South Africa her pragmatic approach 

to a solution contains the “self-complacency of the white race” that she previously 

attacked (Letters 202). According to Shaw, Holtby did not believe in an “inherent 

inferiority in the black races” but saw European superiority in “the rate of development 

and in technological achievement” and believed in educating all peoples to avoid 

exploitation (Clear Stream 173).  

While in South Africa, Holtby became involved in an attempt to promote a labor 

union for black workers. Holtby’s visit coincided with increasing black unrest “as a result 

of recent legislation consolidating the supremacy of white labour, and the intensification 

of segregationist policies that were driving black workers further into poverty and 

degradation” (Shaw, Clear Stream 169). During this time Holtby was under the guidance 

                                                
132 Holtby, Winifred “Some Notes on the Present Needs of the African Native” (not published). Hull 
archive 
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of the white liberal South African novelist Ethelreda Lewis, (whom Holtby met on an 

introduction from McWilliam when Lewis was traveling to London looking for a 

publisher). Lewis, and by extension Holtby, worried that communist influence would 

agitate the native South Africans into rebellion, and believed a more moderate system 

based on the British model of labor unions could alleviate the oppression without 

resorting to violence. As Brittain noted “she returned to plead, with passion and 

pertinacity, the cause of black South Africa to an indifferent England.”133 Throughout the 

remainder of her life Holtby raised money to provide continued financial support for a 

labor union representative to South Africa to act as a liaison between Britain and the 

black labor union. She joined the Joint Council to Promote Understanding Between 

White and Coloured People in Great Britain, and hosted numerous visiting African 

students in London (189). 

It is clear that Holtby struggled to define reasonable terms on which to base 

Britain’s involvement in South Africa, and to understand what her role should be within 

that process. The Land of Green Ginger is not the only time that Holtby focuses 

creatively on this situation, and while my discussion will focus on this earlier novel 

because of its particular confluence of sexual and imperial subject matter, it is important 

to consider how her later novel Mandoa, Mandoa! A Comedy of Irrelevance (1933) 

illuminates the complexities, contradictions, good faith, and manipulations involved in 

the imperial project as her journalism could not.134 Holtby undermines the idea of 

                                                
133 For a detailed discussion of Holtby’s activities in support of the ICU (Industrial and Commercial 
Worker’s Union (ICU) and her journalistic efforts to raise the consciousness of Europe about South Africa 
see Shaw The Clear Stream, 168-198. 
134 A comparison of these two novels would be a fruitful endeavor but is beyond the scope of this project. 
While Mandoa, Mandoa! does contain a spinster figure, who marries quickly at the end in an unconvincing 
nod to the genre convention of comedy, it is less emphatic in its defense of sexual autonomy. Tracing 
Holtby’s evolving stance would also be an interesting project, but for the moment I am concerned with 
examining Holtby’s well-known position on sexual autonomy in order to demonstrate how even this 
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development and technology as progress that she previously upheld, and in fact, in this 

scathing satire of the economic exploitation of a fictional West Africa country she 

critiques all aspects of British involvement in Africa. She avoids reducing the Africans to 

only victims of European exploitation or to backwards people in need of Western 

civilization, and further mocks the idea of a “pure” primitive civilization. Her fictional 

Africans's most pure tradition is slavery; their religion, government, and language are 

already an amalgam of tradition and earlier western influence (missionaries and stranded 

film stars). Talal, the Lord High Chancellor, is fascinated with western amenities and 

commodities and welcomes British exploitation if it comes along with airplanes bringing 

gramophones, talkie films, and automobiles. Adventure tourists who seek the 

undiscovered fuel the expansion of western traditions. The corporate travel agency does 

attempt to build a hospital and lift the area out of poverty, but ends up burning down the 

village. The British government ignores the slave trade if it means greater power; and the 

British humanitarians’ interest in ending all forms of slavery is in conflict with the 

autonomy of the African nation. Slavery is presented as a brutal and inhumane practice, 

but also as a system which is no worse than western exploitations of labor. In a 

characteristic moment of comic satire, Bill Durant, the agency's local employee, proposes 

to hang a curtain to hide the worst of the slums from the view of British tourists.  

In Mandoa Mandoa Holtby contextualizes international travel within its economic 

and political histories, which in comparison illuminates the limitations of her 

representation of travel as a romanticized feminist fantasy of women’s autonomy in The 

Land of Green Ginger. Why, when she was so struck by the racial inequality in South 

Africa, did she immediately upon her departure imagine that country as a romantic 

                                                                                                                                            
version reveals a strategic use of the rhetoric of the dominant sexual discourse, and how her version of 
sexual autonomy relies on her imperial positioning.  
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solution for her white heroine?135 That South Africa would present itself as the answer to 

Joanna’s stifling poverty and domestic limitations is reflective of more than Holtby’s visit 

to that land. There is a larger historical trend to be found in the fact that in 1924 Holtby’s 

life seemed to be filled with “people always coming from there or going there” (Letters 

236). In her study on English women’s emigration to South Africa, Cecillie Swailand 

examines the various factors that led to South Africa’s brief position as the most popular 

emigration destination for single English women in the 1920s and 30s. While some 

women emigrated in the hopes of finding husbands, Swaisland notes that the “primary 

motive for the emigration of single women to South Africa was to seek work” (47). She 

states that “[o]verseas territories seemed to offer the hope of more interesting work with 

better chances of success and promotion” (4). At the time of Holtby’s visit, and the 

subsequent writing of the novel, South Africa was still a dominion of the British Empire. 

Following the second Boer War, Britain attempted to solidify its position over the Dutch 

Boers through increased emigration, and actively advertised to women. In a letter to 

Brittain she quotes General Smuts as saying “This is an easy country for white women 

[...] they need not kill themselves by rough work as in Australia or the States. They have 

the natives to look after them” (qtd. in Brittain 212). Holtby does not share Smuts’s 

opinion that the excessive leisure provided by “natives” was good for the white women 

who seemingly benefited from it. To Brittain she writes critically of their “vulgar” values. 

Yet she is less critical of the advantages the “Colour Bar” presents for white working 

women. In her visit to South Africa Holtby would have seen many women working as 

governesses, nurses, and teachers. She was excited about the standard of living for 

teachers who “had much more freedom and dignity than most English teachers; they too 
                                                
135 There might be a partial answer to be found in Jean McWilliam’s request that Holtby not write a South 
African novel based only on her six month visit (Letters 312). Yet Holtby never promises as much, and 
does turn her narrative attention to European and African relations in her later novel, Mandoa, Mandoa!  
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drove their own cars, lunched at the country clubs of Pretoria and Johannesburg, and 

suffered no cloistered exclusion from social life” (qtd. in Brittain 206). In England, 

despite the Sex Discrimination (Removal) Act of 1919, which opened the professions to 

women, women’s employment opportunities were affected by the high rates of 

unemployment in the Inter-war years. According to historian Martin Pugh the proportion 

of women working in the lower professional ranks, as teachers and nurses, declined from 

63% to 59% in the decades after the war (92). While women did make gains in other 

fields136 the high unemployment exasperated the belief that working women took jobs 

away from male workers.137 Holtby herself discusses women losing positions they gained 

during the war in a 1924 article “Ladies First” in Time and Tide (TOG 50-53). 

The possibility of better employment was not the only factor encouraging women 

to leave England; Swailand suggests that South Africa might have been a place to escape 

social censure, and notes that “personal trauma such as seduction or the birth of an 

illegitimate child” (4) were factors in some women’s decision to emigrate. Holtby, then, 

is not the only one to imagine South Africa as an escape from the Inter-war emphasis on 

women’s return to domestic life.138 In a discussion of Mary Renault’s emigration to South 

Africa after World War II, Lisa Moore expands on the greater social acceptance afforded 

to white women in South Africa and examines how it offered greater social freedom for 

lesbians. Moore notes that in the years following World War II, while homosexuality was 

illegal, the government was more concerned to police “cross-racial sexual relationships” 

                                                
136 Women did make gains in clerical work, (21% to 44-46%) and their numbers improved a small amount 
in the higher professionals (6% to 7.5%), but also decreased in manual worker positions (30.5% to 28.8%) 
(Pugh 90).   
137 Martin Pugh discusses this pressure in Women and the Women’s Movement in Britain (90-100).  
138 See Deirdre Beddoe Back to Home and Duty: Women between the Wars 1918-1939 for a complete 
discussion of the pressures on middle-class women to leave the workforce, and working women to return to 
domestic labor. 
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(41).139 These observations date from several decades after Holtby’s visit; however, the 

economic freedoms offered to white women were already making it possible for them to 

thrive outside of marriage, which in itself would have created a more conducive 

environment for lesbian relationships, or even domestic female friendships. South Africa 

had come to hold a position as the land of plenty for single white English women, and 

therefore Joanna’s decision to return to her place of birth is not simply a fantastical end to 

a romantic novel, but reflects a popular option for women seeking greater economic and 

sexual freedom.  

Holtby does not use Africa simply as an escape for Joanna, but through Joanna’s 

daydreams, as well as through an analogy with foreign forestry workers brought into her 

small town, Holtby examines not only the “colour problem” that she witnessed in South 

Africa, but her own relationship to that country. She is a novelist looking for inspiration 

and a humanitarian wanting to alleviate inequality and oppression, but in both cases she 

is also a colonizer in a Dominion state. Arguably white women have been benefiting 

from imperial power all along, but it is only when they have escaped the domestic sphere 

that they become active agents in their own right. Therefore, before turning to how 

Holtby explores these imperial positions, I will first establish the ways that she rewrites 

romance, to shift the centrality of the love relationship to travel and adventure. In her 

representation of the female explorer in The Land of Green Ginger she offers a critique of 

modern sexual discourse through the artist’s appropriation of foreign peoples and lands 

for aesthetic pleasure.   

                                                
139 David Sweetman, a biographer of Renault notes that “a thriving homosexual community was largely 
ignored” 139 (qtd. in Moore 41). 
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“I AM OFF ROMANCE. YET DARNED IF WHEN I WRITE IT THE ROMANCE WON’T COME 
BREAKING THOUGH”140  

By providing two abbreviated marriage plots within the first forty pages—one 

ends in death, and the other in domestic drudgery—Holtby signals that The Land of 

Green Ginger, while deeply engaged with romance, is not a typical feminine romance 

novel. 141 Holtby is writing with the older, and largely masculine genre of romance in 

mind. In his survey of romance from Homer through science fiction, The Secular 

Scripture (1976), Northrop Frye focuses on the heroes of male-authored romance, 

brushing past women’s popular romance without comment, yet includes the domestic 

novels of Jane Austen. While Holtby engages with and challenges the heroine’s position 

in romance, she borrows much from the male-authored tradition. Frye argues that at the 

core of the romantic narrative lies a quest for “identity,” but states that quest can take the 

form of a plotline about a secret noble bloodline, or can be a metaphysical truth, 

“something at the core of one’s fragile being” (86). By replacing marriage with travel and 

adventure as central to the heroine’s quest for her identity, Holtby manipulates the 

traditional plot arc of romance to form a new narrative for the heroine that resembles 

more closely that of the hero. Yet she also manipulates the traditional focus on a 

heroine’s virginity to engage with contemporary sexual discourses.  

Frye reminds us that in most romances the narrative can be divided into a descent, 

in which the hero or heroine enters a lower world where they face trials and tribulations 

or imprisonment, and an ascent, which is characterized by “escape, remembrance, or 

discovery of one’s real identity, growing freedom, and the breaking of enchantment” 

(129). Frye says that for a heroine, the descent is accompanied by threats to her virginity 
                                                
140 WH to JM 31, July 1924  
141 In “Love and Marriage in the Works of Winifred Holtby” Sally Brown establishes that Holtby 
undermined “the conventional closure of the ‘happy ending,’” and “caused [her readers] to question their 
own assumptions” (155). 
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or martial fidelity, and the ascent brings “her eventual triumph, which usually includes 

both marriage and the recovery of her identity” (80). In Holtby’s romance, rather than 

signaling the ascent, marriage marks Joanna’s descent into “isolation and immobility” 

where the limitations of domesticity bind her rather than “charms or spells” (129).  

When Rachel, Joanna’s school friend, hears of her plans to marry, she is 

concerned that Joanna is giving up her dreams: “What about your travels? What about 

your ideals?” (32) Regardless of her friend’s protests, Joanna marries Teddy, and when 

he returns from the war sick with tuberculosis they and their two children, born during 

the war, move to the country to run a dairy farm. The rituals of marriage and motherhood 

strain Joanna and reduce her vitality. Joanna is always “tired” and scrambling to keep up 

with “little irritating duties” (40). To protect her children from possible infection from her 

husband’s disease she sends them to live for a while with her aunts, and their absence 

does not produce the longing she thinks she should feel: “Much as she loved them, the 

thought of their arrival, and the constant necessity for looking after them, brought her no 

joy” (144). Her affection and concern for her children is emphasized, but she is not a 

“natural mother.” 

Paul Szmeria, a former Hungarian aristocrat, who lost the woman he loved when 

he was forced from his country by Russian imperialism, enters the narrative as an 

interpreter hired by the town’s eclectic land-owning entrepreneur, Sir Wentworth 

Marshall, to oversee a group of foreign migrant forestry workers. While I will return to 

Paul and the subplot of the forestry workers in more detail in later, here I want to briefly 

touch on how Holtby writes Joanna’s refusal of the extra-marital affair not as a 

confirmation of heterosexual monogamy, but as a part of her revision of contemporary 

sexual discourse.   
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Holtby uses Teddy to exemplify the growing belief in the need for women’s 

sexual satisfaction. Teddy wonders: “should he not have known that youth must beckon 

to youth and health to health, that a normal, vital woman needs satisfaction, a strong 

vigorous lover, no puny invalid?” (135) Teddy’s tuberculosis provides the means by 

which Joanna’s refusal of her “marital duty” can be read sympathetically; while Joanna 

claims she loves her husband, she avoids physical contact out of fear of infection. Yet, 

despite her chaste marriage, Joanna feels no sexual desire for Paul. Holtby writes male 

desire as an overpowering impulse that is aroused by Joanna largely in spite of herself, 

and often in spite of the man’s own wishes. Paul does not appear to actually love or 

respect Joanna: “He came forward roughly and seized her in his arms. Before she could 

grasp his intention, he had covered her face with angry, agonized kisses. She felt no 

emotion, but surprised and sorrowful repulsion” (193). The triangle of invalid, wife, and 

rough woodsman appears to anticipate D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928); 

however, Holtby’s heroine does not discover her capacity for sexual satisfaction from the 

“strong vigorous lover,” as in Lawrence’s tale, but rather is “repulsed.”  

Holtby may be alluding to the love triangle in Lawrence’s The Fox, which would 

have been in circulation before Holtby wrote her novel, and which vilifies love between 

women, depicting it as blocking true emotional and sexual connection between the sexes. 

While in this novel Holtby is not as overt in her defense of female friendship as in her 

first novel The Crowded Street (1924),142 it floats on the edges of the narrative as a 

potentially satisfying possibility. Her novel echoes and responds to Lawrence’s 

condemnation, through the similar setting of the failing farm on which Lawrence’s March 

and Holtby’s Joanna do the heavy work while Banford and Teddy are unable to help 

                                                
142 In that novel the heroine eschews marriage and eventually finds happiness in a working partnership 
with another woman, a character modeled on Vera Brittain.  
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because of physical or emotional infirmities. The male strangers, who help with the farm 

work, fall obsessively in love with the woman who is torn between her desires and her 

commitment to her present relationship. While in Lawrence’s story March eventually 

comes to loves the young man and marries him after he accidentally kills her female 

partner, Teddy’s eventual death does not free Joanna to marry Paul, but to start a life with 

her female friend—the type of relationship Lawrence’s story condemns. The Fox argues 

for the necessity of polar sexual roles, but Holtby’s triangle denies women’s need for a 

masculine opposite.  

Holtby uses this triangle to emphasis what Joanna really desires. What Teddy 

misinterprets as desire for Paul—“Had he not seen her, like Desdemona, listening wide-

eyed to every world of Szmeria’s enchanting tales?” (135)—is actually a desire for his 

experience in the world: 

Paul Szmeria, [Joanna] considered, was not good for her. His company awoke in 
her far too many ruthless desires, as the torchlight of his experience illumined 
now an almond tree in Florida, now the tortuous street of a Chinese city, now the 
vaulted darkness of a Persian bazaar, fretted by golden wires of sunlight. (121) 

Joanna's desire is directed not at men, but at adventure, travel, and imaginative 

independence. He “is not good for her” because he awakens the desire for adventure. In 

this way Holtby is arguing for a wider field of satisfaction for women and rejecting the 

view that celibate women were primarily “frustrated” by a lack of sex, insisting rather 

that Joanna is frustrated by the limits of domesticity. Holtby returns to this idea again and 

again in her novels, beginning with The Crowded Street when Muriel rejects the most 

eligible bachelor in town in favor of a working life in the city with her friend Delia. 

Muriel tells her suitor: “The thing that matters is to take your life into your hands and live 

it, following the highest vision as you see it. If I married you I’d simply be following the 

expedient promptings of my mother and my upbringing. Do you see?” (306) Even in later 
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novels which probe the possibility of equal and companionate marriage, Holtby continues 

to emphasize women’s need for involvement outside the domestic sphere: Eleanor in 

Poor Caroline (1931) and Jean in Mandoa Mandoa (1933) both continue to work after 

getting married.  

Marriage is not such an egalitarian affair in The Land of Green Ginger. After 

rebuking Paul’s advances, Joanna faces another challenge to her chastity; this time it 

comes from her husband. Frye says that the low point of the heroine’s narrative is “when 

she is often a sacrificial victim, or near victim, threatened with rape or death, if not both” 

(80). This is usually on the path to a heroine’s ultimate triumph, marriage, or as a threat 

to the sanctity of her marriage, yet Holtby replaces this trope with marital rape. In this 

case chastity is no longer primarily associated with either virginity or marital fidelity, it 

becomes instead a women’s control over sexual access to her body, even in regards to her 

husband. Teddy places his own wife in the position of sacrificial victim, having helped 

her sew a dress to wear to a dance he insists she attend with Paul. Imagining that he has 

sent her off to consummate or continue her affair “[Teddy] drew a torturing triumph from 

this immolation of his pride. He had dressed his sacrifice for the altar” (236).  In a jealous 

rage upon her return he forces himself on her:  

Panic lit up her eyes, for she dared not struggle. She, who could have carried his 
wasted body, dared not resist him, because of his treacherous heart. She whose 
strength of nerve and will might have controlled him, became helpless through 
her own exhaustion. Her strength was at the mercy of his weakness. She shrank 
from him in futile protest. (239) 

Joanna is not physically overpowered, but she submits because her position as a good 

wife places her husband’s needs, both his physical frailty and his frail ego, before her 

own. The eugenic fear of producing children prone to tuberculosis is heightened by the 

emphasis on his illness in this moment, and helps to shift the reader’s sympathy further 
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away from Teddy.143 Holtby replaces the concept of virginity as a state of purity, with a 

concept of chastity that emphasizes women’s sexual control over her own body.  

When her husband suddenly dies, Joanna is left to deal with a failing farm in a 

community that suspects her pregnancy is proof of her infidelity rather than the result of 

her husband’s last twisted act. The novel rejects the social mores and conventions of the 

English townspeople through Joanna’s recognition that she must return to the country of 

her birth, but it does not reject motherhood. At this point the romance plot, in Frye’s 

terms, begins its ascent—a return to Joanna’s true understanding of self that Rachel has 

articulated in the beginning of the novel: Joanna “really love[s] islands and places more 

than [she’ll] ever love people” (33). After a quick telegram, in which she tells Rachel she 

plans to come and help establish a boarding house, Joanna takes her children and boards a 

boat to South Africa. To a fellow passenger concerned about the effect of her decision to 

emigrate on her children, Joanna says: “I think I can do the best by my children by doing 

best for myself” (301). In the resolution of this quest for identity, Holtby does not reject 

motherhood, but refigures its position of dominance in the construction of a woman’s 

identity. Holtby also points to the possibility of real friendship between mother and 

daughter. When her youngest child is as excited by the voyage as she, Joanna recognizes 
                                                
143 Tuberculosis is not a hereditary disease, and this fact was generally accepted in the medical community 
at the time of writing, however, in the novel Joanna actively worried over whether or not “It’s not always 
hereditary”(49). Holtby’s confusion is indicative of the slippage that occurred in eugenics between 
hereditary diseases and illness brought on by poor conditions. Tuberculosis was often thrown in with other 
degenerative diseases in eugenic discourse, and even after it was understood to not be hereditary, there 
remained a belief that a presupposition to the disease was a part of an inborn degenerative state. Her 
resistance to her husband’s physical affection is both a result of her own fear of infection and her resistance 
to bringing another child into the world under the possible threat of hereditary weakness. Therefore, most 
readers familiar with at least the general ideas of eugenics would have had even more reason to sympathize 
with Joanna’s position as a celibate wife. For a discussion of the references to tuberculosis in eugenic 
thought in the early twentieth century see: Searle, G.R., Eugenics and Politics in Britain 1900-1914; 
Lomax, Elizabeth, “Heredity or Acquired Disease? Early Nineteenth Century Debates on The Cause of 
Infantile Scrofula and Tuberculosis;” Alborn, Timothy “Insurance against Germ Theory: Commerce and 
Conservatism in Late-Victorian Medicine;” and Koch, Lene. “Eugenic Sterilisation in Scandinavia” 
European Legacy 2006 11(3): 299-309. 
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her own childhood dreams: “It seemed to Joanna impossible that she could have found so 

perfect a companion in her pilgrimage, one who could understand her delight in the 

comical and strange and splendid things” (311). Yet, even in this final moment of 

triumph for Joanna, Holtby reveals how her desires are still misunderstood by those 

around her. A young newlywed is struck by Joanna’s smile and says to her husband: “I 

believe she’s going to meet her husband. She looks like that somehow. As though she 

were expecting something splendid” (306). The irony of the statement is not subtle; it 

undermines the romantic hope of the young bride, and also shows the inability of a 

normative romance narrative to contain the truth of Joanna’s expectation. Holtby’s 

achievement is to write a story from within that narrative structure that makes Joanna’s 

longing for freedom the more attractive truth. However, when this freedom brings her 

into contact with other nations and peoples, her struggle to be recognized as more than 

the sum of her sexual drives becomes enabled by her imperial privileges as white British 

colonizer. 

“CAN’T YOU SEE HOW RED THE HIBISCUS FLOWERS ARE IN A COUNTRY WHERE THERE’S 
FORCED LABOR?”144 

As both a novelist and a humanitarian Holtby struggled with the apparent conflict 

between an aesthetic and an activist response to the world outside of England. In Mandoa 

Mandoa, Holtby writes of her heroine’s thoughts upon landing in Africa: “she was doing 

what she had always longed to do, and her sympathy for suffering Negroes could not 

drown her pleasure in the opportunity to see them—a state of mind for which she rebuked 

herself without avail” (247). Jean Stanbury is on a humanitarian mission, yet she still 

finds pleasure in the foreign experience in a way that draws censure from her companion, 

who warns, “We are humanitarian and reformers. That has nothing to do with aesthetic 
                                                
144  Joanna in The Land of Green Ginger (64). 
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pleasure” (250). While in this novel Holtby mixes the humanitarian and aesthetic 

impulses in the character of Jean, they remain divided in The Land of Green Ginger.  

In that novel, Lorna Lavine, a world traveling sculptor who attends a dinner party 

with Joanna and Teddy, debates the differences between “the artistic or the reforming 

outlook,” and suggests the latter is “always interrupted in looking by their preoccupation 

of pity” (63-4). She claims that one cannot truly see or appreciate beauty if one is looking 

for a problem to solve. She classifies Joanna as an “artist” and Joanna responds:   

Oughn’t we ever enjoy anything properly? Can’t you see how red the hibiscus 
flowers are in a country where there’s forced labor? Do sweated coolies really 
spoil the beauty of blossoming islands? Aren’t we ever free? (64) 

Her question “Aren’t we ever free?” contains the paradox the novel explores: who is 

included in the “we” that is free. For Joanna as white British woman the world at large 

presents itself as path to romantic, intellectual, physical, and artistic freedom from the 

social constraints of early twentieth century England. Travel as a trope representing 

women’s modernity arises in various Inter-war novels. In the next chapter I examine Kate 

O’Brien’s use of it in Mary Lavelle (1936), and it also appears in Elizabeth Bowen’s 

novel To The North (1932). In that novel, the heroine Emmeline Summers works as a 

travel agent, and her career offers a more secure future than her dubious love interest. As 

Wendy Parkins states in “Moving Dangerously: Mobility and the Modern Woman,” “The 

mobility of Emmeline and [her sister] Celia [...] establishes their modernity but also 

variously signifies purpose or pleasure, agency or neurosis” (82). Emmeline’s fatal affair 

is consummated after a plane ride to Paris, and ends with her speeding an automobile, 

with her lover as a passenger, into oncoming traffic. Modern rules of desire and speed of 

transportation are aligned as dangers for the modern woman. Mobility in this case may be 

an escape from traditional mores, but it costs Emmeline her life.   
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For Holtby travel is the escape from both restrictive mores and dangerous 

sexuality, and it is often figured in a specifically imperial context. In Mandoa Mandoa a 

travel agency is interested in exploiting the African state for adventure tourism. The 

company brings together British and African interests, trading western technologies to the 

Mandoans for access to their more pure native way of life. A conversation on a train 

reveals the conflicting rationales behind the various western interests in this African 

State: the artistic search for a primitive and therefore purer state of humanity; the 

economic and exploitive; the paternalistic desire to spread western civilization; and 

finally the purely voyeuristic pleasure of new experience. Each of these interests is 

satirized, but in the earlier novel Holtby’s depiction of women’s reasons for international 

travel retains a romantic coloring. 

The economic and social independence necessary for world travel was 

traditionally reserved for men, and therefore it is a victory for gender equality that 

women are taking their place as explorers, yet by doing so they are entering into an 

already determined relationship with the foreign other. They are not simply expressing a 

hard earned victory for women, but participating in the previously male privilege of 

imperial power. 

The colonial texture of Joanna’s romanticized vision of foreign travel is 

introduced early in the narrative with an adaptation of Sir Walter Raleigh’s Discovery of 

Guiana. Working as nurse before she meets her future husband, Joanna entertains herself 

by imaging a conversation between Queen Elizabeth and Sir Walter Raleigh. Speaking to 

Raleigh the Queen laments that despite her despotic powers she “cannot see your sudden-

flowering isles, your El Dorados glittering with gold, save in the treasure brought by you 

to England,” but must play the “women’s part, sister’s part, queen’s part” of worrying 

about the lives of the explorers (27). Joanna longs to move from the queen’s role to 
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Raleigh’s role, but she does not question the exploitation involved in “the treasure 

brought back [...] to England.” 

As Joanna irons the laundry or tends to the farm and the animals, she escapes her 

reality through romantically imagining the lives of her school friends Agnes and Rachel 

who have followed through on their youthful aspirations to travel the world, living in 

China and Africa respectively. Joanna writes imaginary letters to them and her mind 

wanders to their lives in faraway places: “Perhaps at this moment they rode into the 

opalescent twilight of an African evening.” Her musings express her sorrow and suggest 

a sensuality lacking in her daily life: 

Black cypresses blew across the stars. They were mourning nuns in sable weeds. 
They were reeds afloat in the clear water of twilight; they were slender fingers 
beckoning to the moon; they were swaying dancers having their feet set firmly, 
firmly on the harsh red soil. The little dark cypress fruits weighed down their 
branches, curving them outward away from the tree with compelling gesture 
‘Back to the earth,’ they said. ‘Back to the dark mortality of earth.’ (80)  

The language is rich in metaphor, color, and sensual energy, in comparison to the hectic 

baking, tending, and mending of her domestic life. Her visions of tree branches evoke 

metaphors of ritual mourning and mortality. The “beckoning” fingers suggest her 

longing, while the “swaying dancers” juxtapose the freedom and movement (that Joanna 

longs for) with the “harsh red soil” that keeps their feet “firmly” rooted (the restrictions 

of her real life). While dark imagery reflects a longing for oblivion, the “back to earth” 

echoes like a lullaby, and the language, of “beckoning,” “swaying,” “curving,” “fruits” 

and “compelling gesture” contains a suggestive sensuality. Here Africa is reduced to its 

landscape and foliage, and becomes an aesthetic medium for expressing Joanna’s sorrow 

and longing. The ethical responsibility of the artist evoked through this type of 

appropriation has already been raised by Joanna’s question: “Can’t you see how red the 
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hibiscus flowers are in a country where there’s forced labor?” but the problem is never 

fully resolved.  

In the passage following the cypress calling her ‘Back to the dark mortality of 

earth,’ Joanna’s visions of Africa take on a different tenor:  

Down the burning rocks of the great fortress kopje the aloes marched, like 
warriors with flaming spears erect. Aloes on the march, left, right, left right, 
spears uplifted, red and orange, down the jagged ironstone of the hot terraces. 
Ironstone, beloved of lighting, aloes like the forces of flame on the Hills of Mars, 
Mars' Hill, Jove’s Hill, Vulcan’s Hill... (80) 

Joanna offers mythological interpretations of the warring plant life, but it is significant 

that “kopje” is an Afrikaans word for a small rocky hill, placing this vision solidly in 

South Africa. In doing so the narrative moves beyond expressing Joanna’s own longing 

and evokes the threat of native violence Holtby perceived in contemporary South Africa. 

Brittain describes this fear of violence as the “shadow which derided for [Holtby], the 

brilliant climate, which overhung the rich blossoming gardens and cast its sinister 

presence upon idle agreeable parties at country clubs” (217). As I have noted, Holtby 

understood the agitation of the native population as a result not only of the pressures of 

the racist state structure, but also as a result of instigation by communists. She disagreed 

with the increasingly repressive control with which the white power structures responded 

to this agitation, but was also not in favor of radical political rebellion. Her efforts 

reflected her view that only through education and institutional laws, which recognized 

the shared humanity of the natives, could the current situation be ameliorated. Her 

position, while liberal, was not radical, and tells Brittain that the “situation here is quite 

terrible,” with a: 

huge mass of absolutely helpless people; a few half-educated black leaders, 
bewildered by modern industrial conditions and perplexed with an inbred 
inferiority complex when dealing with white men; a huge indifferent hostile white 
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population, worried into apprehension that may lead to extreme repressive action; 
[...] and a few really intelligent white people.  (217) 

Her prejudiced perception of the “helpless” and “bewildered” natives is clear, but this 

discussion is also important for what is missing. Nowhere in her discussions of the South 

African problem does Holtby question the right of the white population to be there in the 

first place. This reveals her pragmatic approach to politics that takes the world as it is and 

attempts to alleviate human suffering and promote equality from within the legal 

institutions available, but it also reveals the limitations of her imperialist position. In The 

Land of Green Ginger Holtby invokes the native South Africans to ethically problematise 

Joanna’s aesthetic appropriation of the landscape, but by invoking them through “flaming 

spears,” and war-like marches, she points to the white population’s fears rather than the 

realities of the natives' exploitation. She emphasizes her colonial position rather than 

providing even metaphoric subjectivity to the natives.  

Holtby continues to explore the relationship between the white and black South 

African populations through a subplot that introduces an element of national and racial 

tension into the novel. Sir Wentworth Marshall, the eccentric landowner, imports 

“foreign labour” from Finland to help replant trees which were cut down during the war 

for “pit-props and dun-out props” (63), although even his wife feels it is “most of unwise 

of him just now with all this unemployment” (61). As the narrative indicates, “Finland’s a 

Great timber country, the best in Europe,” (63) and yet the workers are not all themselves 

Finnish. They are described as “Ruthenians, Poles, Lithuanian Jews, an odd assortment of 

vagabonds, but all good foresters” (103) who “only know Finland as a place in which 

they worked”  (106). Holtby presents Joanna’s dehumanizing, aesthetic appropriation of 

foreignness alongside the townspeople’s nationalist rejection of the same, and writes both 

as contained with a gendered sexual metaphor.  
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 General Smuts of South Africa felt it was a “good country for white women” (qtd 

in Brittain 212) but Holtby has an alternative perspective. Brittain writes,  

‘This is no country for white women,’ a capable middle class mother told 
Winifred, in contradiction to General Smuts. ‘I wish my daughters could be sent 
to England. During the strike such dreadful things happened. I live in hourly 
terror of the natives.’ (213) 

The implied fear is of sexual as well as political violence. A common racist appeal to the 

vulnerability of white women underwrites the need for further oppression. Holtby 

examines and rejects an analogous slippage through her unflattering portrait of the 

townspeople in her novel. They argue that the “Finns” are a threat to the townswomen 

and are further incensed when Bessy Bottomley is impregnated during an affair with “the 

Lithuanian.” Although the townsmen see this as confirmation of their fears, Holtby 

mocks their righteous stance by representing the womanhood they want to defend as one 

they have already written off as tainted. Bessy is mother to several “illegitimate” 

children, and is the town charity case—one of the causes at which Lady Marshall directs 

her humanitarian energy.  

Holtby also aligns the xenophobic world-view of the farming community and 

their distrust of the foresters with their belief in Joanna’s infidelity. Paul and Joanna’s 

public appearance at a town dance fuels the drunken righteousness of the farmers who try 

to start a fight with Paul. The farmers' intolerance is mixed with an assumed sexual 

propriety. Feeling affronted by “that foreign ------- flaunting his mistress” they drink and 

brood “preparing themselves for battle against the alien invasion of their happy valley” 

(228). Talking and drinking they “became [more certain] of their own justification, of the 

Hungarian’s immorality and of the rights of English gentlemen to do what they like with 

low aliens in their own village” (229). While these “gentlemen” fail to do anything but 

cause a commotion at the dance, it seems others have taken “the battle” to the Finnish 
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camp and set it on fire. Holtby is entirely critical of the embattled and violent response of 

the Englishman, rejecting this response to contact with the foreign other, but she is 

ambivalent when it comes to Joanna’s own appropriation of the forestry workers into her 

aesthetic exploration of sexual agency.  

Joanna greets the foresters’ arrival with an imaginative passion: she “felt herself 

seized by tremendous excitement” (86). In her imaginative life Joanna attempts to escape 

the dull realities of her domestic existence, imagining instead a world of adventure and 

danger. The romantic language previously reserved for Joanna’s imaginings of foreign 

landscapes and travel is used to describe: 

strangers, foreigners, Finno-Tartar, queer, wild, mysterious men with hidden lives 
passed in far, foreign lands. They were Mongolian. Their language was an old 
wild language. They had known incredible loves and dark adventures and the 
twisted streets of alien cities. (86)  

Their knowledge of life beyond the limits of her small farming village evokes images of 

“loves” and “dark adventures” for Joanna. While they are elsewhere described as 

“Ruthenians, Poles, Lithuanian Jews” (103) the “Finnish” workers are here described as 

“Finno-Tartar” and “Mongolian.” “Finno-Tartar” is an ethnological term still used to 

denote a particular ethnic strand of the Tartars; however, Holtby probably uses “Finno” 

as vague reference to Finland. By designating them as “Mongolian” Holtby indicates her 

knowledge of the Tartars as the descendants of “the mingled host of Mongols, Tartars, 

Turks etc, which under the leadership of Jengis Khan overran and devastated much of 

Asia and Eastern Europe” (OED). Joanna is certainly not interested in the correct 

ethnological origins of the forestry workers, and it is unlikely Holtby meant to indicate 

they were actually Tartars,145 but rather to invoke the violent heritage of such peoples. 
                                                
145 There are peoples known as Tartars living in Finland and all over Europe. They are generally of Islamic 
faith, and there is nothing in the text to indicate that detail. We see “the Lithuanian” praying to the Virgin 
Mary, despite elsewhere the narrative discussing the “Lithuanian Jews.” On the boat to South Africa, 
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Joanna wonders “[w]hy was her head ringing with the sound of spears? Steel clashing on 

steel and wicked cries of savage pleasure?” (86) While she is repulsed by Paul’s 

aggressive advances later, and will suffer from her husband’s violent desires, here she 

finds a thrill in the “savage pleasure,” because in this imagined world she is not 

powerless. Joanna evokes the “grim dark fairyland of the ballads,” quoting lines from 

“Thomas the Rhymer” and “Tam Lin” to contain the potentially threatening sexuality of 

the historical violence she evokes. In both ballads there is a young man seduced by a 

powerful Faerie Queen and in “Tam-Lin” the man must seduce a mortal virgin and 

convince her to save him from the Queen. Sexuality in these ballads is powerful and 

mysterious, but the men are at the mercy of women. Joanna imagines a sexual agency 

that she lacks in her own life, but she only achieves this result by robbing the strangers of 

their humanity. They are “other,” and that distinction evokes violence, sexual virility, and 

magical non-humanness.146 

Despite the emphasis in her journalism on the humanity of all peoples, Holtby’s 

narrative fails to fully recognize the humanity of the foresters. These characters are 

described at various moments as foreigners, peasants, or vagabonds, and when any 

individualization is made they are referred to by their ethnic or national identity, such as 

“the Lithuanian.” Despite, or perhaps because of her own tendency to do the same, 

Holtby explores the dehumanizing potential of aesthetic pleasure in Joanna’s reaction to 

                                                                                                                                            
Holtby witnessed performances of “peasants” and “Jews” on the third class deck, which she described to 
Brittain in some detail. The foresters give a very similar performance in the novel, revealing Holtby’s 
conflation of all non-English “peasants” as her material for these men.  
146 As with many of the issues that arise in this novel, Holtby returns to this trope in Mandoa Mandoa. 
Felicity, a modern aristocratic seductress, who seems to be modeled on the “Fine Young Things” that 
Evelyn Waugh also wrote about, is attracted to Talal, the Mandoan whose interest in Western civilization 
expedited the British presence. Felicity who considered herself “irresistible to both sexes” (283) fails to 
seduce Talal, as her “type” is of little interest to him. In this scene Holtby mocks both this supposed “new 
type” of woman, through Talal’s lack of interest in her “snake-like” body and sickening perfume, but also 
in the place of Africans in the fantasy life of western sexuality.  
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the forestry workers, which is seen most clearly when she tells her husband about how 

“the Lithuanian” has been helping out on the farm:  

My dear, you haven’t a notion how easy it is to make friends with a Lithuanian. 
You just make clucking noises like this and waggle your head and show it the 
cows and give it great slabs of cheese-cake, and it eats out of your hand!” (110)  

The extent to which Joanna has reduced “a Lithuanian” to a farm animal is obvious, but it 

is only the logical extreme of the narrative’s own difficulty. This man helps Joanna out at 

the dairy farm and impregnates Bessy Bottomley, yet even though he appears several 

times in the narrative he is not named; he is only “Joanna’s Lithuanian” or “the 

Lithuanian.” By failing to offer a substantial contrast to Joanna’s characterization of “the 

Lithuanian” Holtby herself becomes implicated in this troubling passage.  

While he is still referred to quite often as “the Hungarian” or the “Hungarian 

Interpreter,” Paul Szermai is differentiated from the workers he oversees by his class 

status. He is from a landed family in Hungary, who lost their estate in the political chaos 

following the Great War. His position as a named character with a back-story in 

opposition to the undifferentiated “peasants” perpetuates both national and class 

hierarchies. By marking Joanna’s approach to Paul as naive and problematic, but not her 

discussion of “the Lithuanian,” the narrative reveals its own classist assumptions.  

Joanna wants to be in a romance with dragons, rather than one that ends with 

Prince Charming. Joanna sees Paul for the first time as “dark and picturesque and 

shabby” and decides he must be “Young Tam Lin.” She is mediating her knowledge of 

Paul through a romantic ballad lens: she imagines writing to Agnes “’I have a dragon 

guarding my house [...] His name is Young Tam Lin, and he comes from your country 

and he has seen all the world. He is fierce, but very polite as dragons go. I am afraid that 

he is only a prince in disguise” (125). Looking for sexual agency, she imagines 
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controlling male sexuality by defining Paul either as “Tam Lin” controlled by a Faerie 

Queen, or as a dragon protecting her castle. Later, however, Joanna’s thoughts reveal the 

limitations of this control: 

Paul Szermai is awfully exciting when he’s just a Hungarian, but I wish that I 
didn’t feel all the time afraid that he was going to turn into a man and want 
comforting and admiring and made to feel dominating again. (119) 

Paul’s foreignness and his tales of adventure draw in Joanna, but when he begins to 

express desire for her, it bursts the romantic bubble. While this passage critiques the 

normative heterosexual dynamic that is usually upheld in a romance novel, it also reveals 

the tension between a feminist rejection of gendered roles and a dehumanizing discourse 

of the foreign other. 

In contrast to the needy and “dominating” roles men play in the novel, Joanna 

imagines a more equal and satisfying relationship with women: “Agnes and Rachel had, 

of course, been friends of that kind. They had scolded and teased and petted and 

understood her” (119). Faced with only male companionship:  

the times would come when all that Joanna wanted to do was to sail away, either 
alone or with a real friend, whose feelings she did not have to consider at all. She 
wanted to open her port-hole one morning and see against the sky the faint outline 
of an island, iridescent as a bubble on the grey water. She wanted to lean out 
above tossing blue-green waves, and catch the end of a string thrown to her by 
dark, smiling men, and haul up from baskets bananas pulled that morning on the 
green island. She wanted to climb terraces, frothing over with purple 
bougainvillea and splashed with scarlet hibiscus, and scented with magnolia. 
(120)   

This passage is quite literally sensual, in that it evokes all the senses of sight, sound, 

touch, and contains overtly erotic imagery of opening port-holes and “frothing” “scented” 

flowers. Rather than invoking the fear of violent rebellion here the “dark” men are 

“smiling” and offering up freely the natural sustenance of the island. Joanna expresses a 

longing to be the active subject: “to open,” “to lean out,” “haul up”, and to “climb.” The 
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island’s offerings are traditionally feminine images of blossoming flowers, with the 

exception of the phallic fruit offered by the “dark, smiling men.” While it stops short of 

the masculine colonial metaphor of penetrating virgin lands, it nonetheless offers a queer, 

yet still troubling, erotic exploitation of the natural fecundity of native land. It is queer 

because the woman takes the active role, both in relationship to the feminine flowers and 

in hauling up the phallic fruit. It is also queer because the erotic relationship to flowers 

can be read as a displacement of lesbian desire. This embedding of desire in flower 

imagery appears in both Sylvia Townsend Warner’s Lolly Willowes (1926), and in Molly 

Keane’s The Rising Tide (1937). Joanna’s only “real friend[s]” in the novel are women, 

and there is inarguable connection between her sensual musings and her distant female 

friends. I do not want to read these passages simply as the sexualized daydreams of a 

frustrated, undersexed housewife, because that would miss Holtby’s point that Joanna’s 

frustration stems not only from lack of sex, but also from lack of imaginative stimulation 

or freedom of movement. However, reading this passage as either a queer erotic 

metaphor of a white British women’s imaginative, aesthetic relationship to foreign lands 

and travel, or for its relationship to the potential freedoms which white lesbians might 

experience outside England, reveals the same reliance on colonial privilege. In seeking 

greater economic, artistic and sexual freedom for women Holtby imaginatively places 

women in the traditional masculine role of colonial explorer, and reveals how their 

emancipation relies on an acceptance of racial and national hierarchies.   

The narrative also reveals Joanna’s imaginative inability to overcome the realities 

of her gendered position. After her husband forces himself on her, Joanna realizes that 

while “she had thought her mind free to create its own enchanting world [...] all the time 

reality had imprisoned her. She had been bound captive to her body, with its capacity for 

arousing desire and pain” (240-1). She continues to berate herself: “Fool, thrice fool, to 
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measure the frail integrity of imagination against the stumbling passion and craving needs 

of men” (241). The narrative has worked to separate women’s need for sexual satisfaction 

and their ability to live satisfied lives, yet it reduces men to their sexual urges. Joanna’s 

solution is not to imagine her escape, but to actually book passage on a boat to South 

Africa; the real emigration of white women to South Africa evokes the same ethical 

dilemmas that arose in relation to Joanna’s purely creative exploration.  

While the novel leaves Joanna’s arrival in South Africa to the reader’s 

imagination, Holtby offers a strong critique of Joanna’s purely aesthetic approach to the 

world by opposing her romantic vision of Paul as an enchanted creature to his “real” life 

narrative—which he tells himself in great detail.  While Joanna just wants him “to be 

inhuman and exciting” Paul tells her “all about his troubles” (147). He traces his life as a 

landed aristocrat in Hungary, his education at Oxford, his world travels, and then his 

forestry training in Finland. His life story becomes entangled with world politics; his 

inability to return home to the woman he loves is determined by Finnish nationalism and 

Russian Imperialism. As a Hungarian in Russian territory he spends time in jail, where he 

learns to speak “the peasant languages” which have qualified him for his current position 

as interpreter. His lengthy story weaves together personal romance with anti-imperialist 

and anti-communist sentiments, and traces the complicated revolutions in Russia and 

Finland as well as Austria and Hungary. Joanna’s lack of interest in the real world which 

she longs to explore is highlighted: “’All of this,’ thought Joanna, ‘would be very 

interesting if he were giving a university extension lecture. As it is, I want to know 

whether Teddy is all right’” (152). She is worried about Teddy who has gone off to 

discuss the foresters with the British Legion, and her domestic concerns are shown to 

outweigh her interest in world politics. Especially given that Holtby often earned her 

living through “university extension lectures,” Joanna’s view of the world is revealed to 
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be naive in the face of real complicated national and international politics. By placing all 

political discourse in the mouths of men and by limiting Joanna’s interests to aesthetic 

appreciation, the novel reproduces a gendered division of interest with which Holtby 

clearly disagrees. Therefore, she challenges aesthetic endeavors that do not take into 

consideration the political realities of their time.  

This view of aesthetics anticipates the argument Holtby will make in Virginia 

Woolf: A Critical Memoir (1936). Holtby clearly articulates her own philosophy of 

literature in her critique of Woolf’s attempt to remove the aesthetic from the political. 

She argues for the ethical nature of literature, and dismisses the idea of a pure aesthetics 

stating that writers continually make decisions about what experiences and characters to 

depict and “[m]orality lies behind it, and an ethical as well as an aesthetic convention” 

(Holtby, VW 46).  

“THEY JUST CAN’T ENDURE THE DISORDER OF INCOMPETENCE. IT SOOTHES THEM TO 
DO SOMETHING EVEN IF IT’S ALL QUITE HOPELESS”147  

While sympathetic to Joanna’s artistic impulse, the narrative ultimately argues for 

the limitations of purely aesthetic encounters with the foreign, yet it is even more critical 

of the often-patronizing position of the reformer. Lorna Lavine, who declares Joanna an 

artist, designates Teddy a reformer whose instinct to look for solutions to social or 

political problems is, “not altruism. It’s self-defense for the really politically minded. 

They just can’t endure the disorder of incompetence. It soothes them to do something 

even if it’s all quite hopeless” (64). If this articulation of the reforming impulse is 

particularly flippant, Holtby continues to undermine it through Teddy’s character—he is 

a self-aggrandizing elitist, whose ambition has been thwarted and twisted by his illness. 

Holtby associates his reliance on metaphorically gendered inequality (his paternalistic 
                                                
147 Lorna Lavine in The Land of Green Ginger (64) 
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view towards the farmers) to the actual traditional gendered roles (his feelings of 

ownership over his wife) that the novel rejects. 

Teddy, a “guinea subscriber to the League of Nations Union,” (50) recognizes that 

the rhetoric of internationalism is going to be a tough sell in the face of the farmer’s 

concerns about rising unemployment. When he hears Sir Wentworth Marshall plans to 

import the workers, Teddy wonders about the reaction of the “local League of Nations:” 

“It’s one thing to say ‘Dear Little Finland, of course she ought to have a seat on the 

Council,’ and quite another to watch dear little Finns snaffling your jobs” (64). In her 

work in support of organized black labor, Holtby was continually frustrated with the 

response of the white labor unions, both South African and British. She writes to Brittain 

of a “Labour Party out to preserve white labour in the immediate present, with little 

thought for the future development of the country” (qt. in Brittain 217). In The Land of 

Green Ginger, the local farmers and townspeople are not in favor of the foresters’ 

presence, and this distrust is continually linked to a fear of losing employment. 

Teddy appears to be the voice of reason in relation to the “Finns” and he plans on 

going to talk to the local British Legion to discuss the matter and calm their fears. 

However, his class bias reveals a paternalism that is damaging to his cause: “He had to 

say something to these vulgar fellows, something very important. He was their 

intellectual superior, an educated gentleman. It was right that he should instruct them in 

ethical values” (142). His drunken and impotent pomposity reveals his classiest elitism, 

despite, or perhaps because of the resonance with Holtby’s own statements about 

Africans. She is imaginatively able to question the imperial positioning of her own 

paternalistic impulses through Teddy’s character.  

The narrative further undermines Teddy’s position by aligning his failure to 

“instruct” the farmer with his reduction of his wife to her supposed physical urges. His 
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own physical fragility and his growing obsession with what he perceives as his wife’s 

infidelity lead him to drink heavily and to confuse his own jealousy of Paul with the 

farmers’ distrust of the Finns. In his drunken state, right before he passes out, he becomes 

rhetorically linked with a “vulgar” farmer’s comment, “Let’em get back to their own 

women,” with his own “We don’t want them here messing about with our wives. 

Joanna’s a good woman, a good woman, but very – stupid” (142). The failure of the 

intellectual ideal of internationalism, and the position of the “reformer” is linked to both a 

misguided class based paternalism and the belief that “our wives” are a commodity that 

must be protected from the sexual allure of foreigners. 

In Mandoa, Mandoa! Holtby will show more kindness towards the reforming or 

humanitarian impulse, although it remains deeply problematic. While some characters 

continue to project the superiority of Teddy and show a lack of aesthetic appreciation, 

Jean the leading female character has both a dedication to the causes of equality, and a 

pleasurable response to seeing the world—much like Holtby herself. In this character, as 

I have suggested, Holtby perhaps partly reconciles the divide between artist and reformer. 

CONCLUSION  

Holtby’s outspoken defense of single women and her belief in the viability of 

female friendship as a working partnership that brought satisfaction and support for 

women’s work in the world has earned her a place in most discussions of the relationship 

between sexology and feminism in the Inter-war years. Her denunciations of Freud and 

D.H. Lawrence for their “extreme veneration” of sex, has helped to strengthen our image 

of antagonism between the modern sexual discourses which emphasized women’s sexual 

desire and need for sexual satisfaction, and women’s search for independence.  Yet, most 

discussions of women and sexology are limited to taking a stance in this battle: either 
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defending the spinsters, or praising the sexologists. This chapter moves beyond this 

debate, acknowledges the way that Holtby resisted the modern sexual discourses by using 

their own terms of pleasure and satisfaction, and investigates the imperial implications of 

this wider pleasure.  

In the first two chapters then, I have demonstrated the very different techniques 

used by two women authors whose defenses of spinsters are well known, thus beginning 

to offer a nuanced picture of Inter-war images of sexual autonomy. Warner explores 

sexual desire and sensual pleasure but rejects the call to duty of motherhood or any 

substitute for it. Her narrative rejects the nationalist claims to women’s bodies, but does 

not flee the geographical boundaries of the nation. Her heroine opts out entirely while 

staying in place. Holtby is far more concerned with combating the stigma of virginity, 

eschewing physical sexual pleasure entirely in favor of aesthetic pleasures, but she 

maintains a diplomatic approach to motherhood. Holtby’s narrative identifies a 

connection between “Englishness” and a domestic image of womanhood, but is less 

critical of how even her imaginative travels outside the nation rely on the privilege 

afforded by British citizenship. In the next chapter I turn once again to this struggle 

between national and sexual concerns, this time in an Irish context. This emerging 

nation’s sexual conservatism creates a different dynamic in relation to the modern sexual 

discourses coming out of England. Yet like Holtby, O’Brien looks to foreign travel and 

aesthetic experience as a path to happiness for women. 
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Chapter Three: Aesthetic Pleasure and Modern Celibacy in Kate 
O’Brien’s Mary Lavelle 

It is not surprising that Kate O’Brien does not appear in existing social or literary 

histories that examine women’s struggle for sexual autonomy in opposition to the 

prevailing sexual discourses in the Inter-war years.148 For one, O’Brien is most often 

discussed in an exclusively Irish context rather than alongside her English 

contemporaries despite the fact that she lived in England much of her adult life. In 

addition, her depictions of women’s sexual desire, even and especially of taboo desire, 

appear to conform to the emerging sexual discourses that authors such as Sylvia 

Townsend Warner and Winifred Holtby contested. Patricia Coughlan, a literary scholar 

who reads with a self-described “feminist skepticism about doctrines of sexual 

liberation,” argues as much in an essay on O’Brien’s Mary Lavelle (1936). According to 

Coughlan, O’Brien wrote with “the new discourses of sexology, specifically [...] of 

Krafft-Ebbing and Ellis, if not explicitly of [...] Freud” in mind (71).149 Coughlan argues 

that the climatic sex scene in Mary Lavelle follows from “the recognition, after Freud, 

Havelock Ellis, D.H. Lawrence, of the central importance of sexuality in personality, and 

the determination to speak it” (70). O’Brien’s capitulation to this masculine discourse, 

Coughlin believes, should be understood as in conflict with the novel’s more overtly 

feminist themes.  

                                                
148 I am referring to the work discussed in the introduction, such as Shelia Jeffreys’s The Spinster and her 
Enemies, Margaret Jackson’s The Real Fact of Life and Lillian Faderman’s Surpassing the Love of Men. 
149 Coughlan claims this position was “hard-won in the post-1960s disillusion with what largely turned out 
to be a masculinist enthusiasm for indiscriminate sex as a panacea for social and psychological ills, a new 
form of domination rather than of freedom” (71). Thus, I would argue aligns herself with scholars such as 
Shelia Jefferies and Lillian Faderman whose readings share this skepticism about sexual liberation 
narratives.  
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Moreover, according to her biographer Eibhear Walshe, O’Brien lived after 1931 

in a “sub-Bloomsbury London lesbian community” where she embraced “an identified 

lesbian lifestyle and dress code” (“Invisible Irelands” 41). Although some women who 

loved women resisted the label and image suggested by Hall’s The Well of Loneliness, as 

Laura Doan argues, “out of the ambiguities of the 1920s a lesbian subcultural style would 

emerge!one that dovetailed with Hall’s version of inversion” (xv). Despite never 

publicly claiming the label “lesbian,” O’Brien expressed her own sexual identity through 

dress in relation to the contemporary “subcultural style” which reflected popular 

interpretations of inversion. Therefore, in Shelia Jeffreys and Lillian Faderman’s 

historical narratives, O’Brien should be considered among the dupes of the sexologists. 

Yet, by dismissing any use of the modern sexual discourses as acquiescence to a 

patriarchal narrative of “sexual liberation,” scholars miss the agency that O’Brien found 

within those discourses.150 Instead, I situate O’Brien alongside other Inter-war lesbians 

who, according to Laura Doan, used sexology as “an innovative new science offering 

modern conceptualizations of sexual relations between women that they could in turn 

accept or reject” (130). From this perspective, O’Brien’s Mary Lavelle promotes an 

understanding of women’s creative, economic, and sexual autonomy reminiscent of 

Holtby’s work.  

O’Brien’s novels are deeply colored by her struggle not only with issues of 

sexuality, but also with those of national identity. As one might expect, O’Brien’s novels 

navigate the conflict between Catholic Ireland’s moral and sexual codes and the non-

normative sexualities of individual characters. In Mary Lavelle the eponymous heroine 

                                                
150 Coughlan acknowledges that she reads O’Brien “with a feminist skepticism about doctrines of sexual 
liberation, hard-won in the post-1960s disillusion with what largely turned out to be a masculinist 
enthusiasm for indiscriminate sex as a panacea for social and psychological ills, a new form of domination 
rather than of freedom” (71). 
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travels to Spain in 1922 to act as an English language governess—a “Miss”—to the three 

Areavaga daughters. Mary leaves behind in Ireland an unkind father, a passive aunt, and 

an uninspiring fiancé. Mary, as a foreigner in Spain, believes she can be "invisible" and 

escape the restrictions of her provincial life. Pablo Areavaga, her employer, his married 

son Juanito, and her colleague Miss Agatha Conlon all fall in love with Mary, who is 

depicted as a perfect physical beauty made all the more enticing by her innocence. 

Through her embrace of the foreign, figured in large part by her attendance at a bullfight, 

Mary breaks free of the “violent terrible Irish purity” (94) which grips the other Misses. 

Despite believing it to be a mortal sin that will undo her future security in marriage, she 

consummates her affair with Juanito. Though the novel ends with her voyage back to 

Ireland, it is clear her return will be brief: she is going to collect the hundred pounds her 

god-mother left her, and set out to earn her living in the world.  

Like its heroine, the novel itself was not welcome long in Ireland. The Irish 

Censorship Board banned Mary Lavelle for "indecency," likely for the lovemaking scene 

between Mary and Juanito.151 However, as Emma Donoghue suggests: "O'Brien's 

pioneering treatment of the Agatha Conlon [lesbian] subplot must have scandalised the 

Board too" (41). Donoghue rightfully claims that Agatha's blunt articulation of her desire 

for Mary, not accompanied by self-hatred or sadism, makes her one of the more positive 

lesbian representations of that era.  

                                                
151 For a discussion of the Irish Censorship board see: Michael Adams, Censorship: The Irish Experience 
242-3. The Irish Censorship Board worked in secret and published the list of banned works under the 
category of offence, such as “indecency” or “on the grounds that they advocated the unnatural prevention 
of conception” (243). Walshe in A Writing Life writes, “the Irish Censorship Board was not obliged to give 
its reasons for banning the book and so it is difficult to know what precisely antagonized the censors” (67). 
For more on the Irish Censorship process see Donal O Disceoil, Censorship in Ireland. For example of the 
way women’s novels handled sex see Elizabeth Bowen’s The House in Paris (1936) in which the sex takes 
place in a blank space between paragraphs. (165) 
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When Mary Lavelle was published in 1936, Ireland under de Valera was still in 

the process of defining itself as an independent nation. Whereas in England and much of 

Europe pressure was being put on women to channel their sexuality into the reproduction 

of the nation, in Ireland they were also bearing the weight of representing the newly 

emerging nation, as Ireland itself was often imagined as a woman.152 The mythic image 

of the old hag granting sovereignty to the new king through sexual union became 

Kathleen ni Hoolihan, a literary figure who sent her sons out to make the blood sacrifice 

necessary for Ireland's freedom.153 These images of Ireland as woman were entangled 

with the imagery of the Virgin Mary, and the purity of Irish woman therefore represented 

the purity of the nation. In addition, the new constitution of 1937 would codify women’s 

place as in the home. Heather Ingman claims that at this time "the sexually loose woman 

was not only shocking, she was seen as anti-Irish or 'foreign'" (180). As Ireland’s 

nationalists fought for Ireland’s political sovereignty, and then as they solidified its place 

as an independent nation, they embraced a Catholic and sexually conservative identity, 

that excluded not only foreigners but also Irish women who did not fit the mold. These 

restrictive moral codes combined with limited economic opportunities led to a large 

number of single women emigrating from Ireland in the first decades of the twentieth 

century.154 

                                                
152 As Mac Cana states in “Women in Irish Mythology" one should not underestimate the "importance of 
this idea of the land and its sovereignty conceived in the form of a woman" (7). 
153 Kathleen (Cathleen) Ni Houlihan is a Irish nationalist figure, which embodies the nation as a woman. 
Most famously she is the subject of William Butler Yeats and Lady Gregory’s play Cathleen Ni Houlihan 
(1902). She is often figured as an old woman who is recruiting young Irish men to make blood sacrifice for 
her green fields.  
154 According to Janet Nolan 700,000 single Irish women emigrated from 1885-1920, a fact that she 
attributes to the limited opportunity to become wives in Ireland with no “corresponding expansion of new 
biological, economic, or social opportunities for unmarried women” (2).  
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O’Brien herself would live most of her adult life outside of Ireland, traveling to 

both America and Spain, but living and working primarily in England.155 With Irish 

nationalism leaving increasingly little room for women to be anything apart from wife 

and mother, O’Brien found in London a space to earn her living and live intimately with 

other women. It is likely that she also learned about modern sexual discourses there. 

However, her narratives do not represent a wholesale acceptance of sexological theories, 

nor do they simply overthrow Catholic moral codes in favor of sexual modernity. In fact, 

I argue that in Mary Lavelle O’Brien implicitly questions the importance which modern 

discourses place on sexual satisfaction through her representation of a modern female 

celibacy modeled on the tradition of the Catholic convents. I also argue that when read 

closely O’Brien’s appropriation of modern sexual discourses can be understood as in 

service of establishing women’s aesthetic capacities, rather than promoting the 

importance of sexual experience. Moreover, by metaphorically linking both aesthetic and 

sexual experiences to disappointment with Ireland’s nationalist cause, O’Brien shifts the 

weight from the transforming moment itself to its results. In this way the novel privileges 

the subplot of lesbian celibacy that leads to increased friendship and intimacy over the 

sexually realized heterosexual romantic plotline that results in exile and death. Thus, this 

novel and Holtby’s in The Land of Green Ginger (1927) are not as oppositional as they 

might first appear. Like Holtby, O’Brien figures aesthetic appreciation of the foreign as 

potentially just as significant in women’s lives than sexual fulfillment, if not more.  

Due to the centrality of sexual taboo and moral conflict in O’Brien’s novels, 

scholars often read her opposition to New Ireland’s conservatism, and more recent work 

                                                
155 She moved back to Ireland for a few years in the 1950s, but for financial reasons was forced to sell her 
home there, returning to England for the remainder of her life. Walshe details the literary circle she drew 
about her during her time in Ireland in A Writing Life, 113-131.  
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has begun to consider her lesbian sexuality as an important element in her writing.156 For 

example, literary scholar Emma Donoghue places Mary Lavelle in the context of other 

early twentieth century lesbian novels. Yet, O’Brien has not been read as participating in 

feminist revisions of contemporary sexology, or considered a part of the counter-

discourse of feminine sexual autonomy. 157 By situating O’Brien in the contemporary 

context of sexual discourses, I argue that she is using her own understanding of lesbian 

desire as a tool to examine and revise not only theories of lesbianism but also of 

heterosexuality. Before turning to the novel itself, however, I begin by establishing 

O’Brien’s complicated relationship to Ireland, its political rebellion, and the type of 

nation it became, as well as her continued respect for the tradition of the convent.  

THE PROMISE AND DISAPPOINTMENT OF NATIONAL REVOLUTION 

Kate O’Brien was raised in Limerick in a horse-trading family, which was as 

proud of being one generation removed from tenant farmers as they were of their current 

bourgeois status.  After her university education in Dublin, O’Brien left Ireland, but like 

other famous Irish writers, it dominated her fictional settings. She writes of Limerick’s 

hold on her perspective in My Ireland (1962), “it was there that I began to view the world 

and to develop the same passion by which to judge it. It is there indeed that I learnt the 

                                                
156 For examples of how O’Brien has been read in opposition to Ireland’s conservatism see: Heather 
Ingman "Translating between Cultures: A Kristevan Reading of the Theme of the Foreigner in Some 
Twentieth-Century Novels by Irish Women;" Gerardine Meaney "Regendering Modernism: The Woman 
Artist in Irish Women's Fiction;" Amanda Tucker "A Space Between: Transnational Feminism in Kate 
O'Brien's Mary Lavelle;" and Anne Fogarty "Other Spaces: Postcolonialism and the Politics of Truth in 
Kate O'Brien's That Lady." I am grateful for the work of Eibhear Walshe, who has written a recent 
biography of O’Brien that directly addresses her lesbianism, and who also edited the only book-length 
collection of essays about O’Brien. While many scholars discuss O’Brien’s interest in sexuality, Emma 
Donoghue argues for the necessity of reading O’Brien as a lesbian author, and situates the Agatha Conlon 
subplot of Mary Lavelle, and O’Brien’s later novel As Music and Splendor, which has a lesbian co-heroine, 
within a particularly lesbian literary history. She writes that Agatha’s "story is not just an incident, but [...] 
a 'coming out novel' within Mary's own more conventional novel of development" (47).   
157 The only article which directly addresses O’Brien’s revisions of contemporary sexology is Layne Craig, 
“Passion’s Possibilities: Kate O’Brien’s Sexological Discourse in Without My Cloak.”  
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world, and I know that wherever I am, it is still from Limerick that I make my surmises” 

(148). While her first play was set in England, in her novels O’Brien returned to the 

setting of home and created Mellick, a fictional Limerick. Even in Mary Lavelle, set 

mainly in Spain, the narrative remains in dialogue with the domestic morality of Mellick, 

the heroine’s hometown. 

Despite the omnipresence of her Irish perspective there is no direct textual 

evidence proving whether O’Brien supported the Irish republican cause before or during 

the fight for national independence.158 Walshe points to the surprising absence in her 

fiction of any reference to the “politically fraught days” during which she attended 

University College Dublin in the months after the 1916 Easter Rising (Writing Life 22)159 

Whatever her personal thoughts, she would have been keenly aware of how public 

opinion swayed in favor of the rebels after their execution.160 This surge in public support 

                                                
158 O’Brien did not enter the literary scene until the production of her first play Distinguished Villa in 
1926, and there is little evidence of her political leanings before that time. Even though her first two novels 
are set in Ireland, she avoids directly dealing with the establishment of the Free State by setting the novels 
in the 19th century. Irish political independence at that time was largely figured as debate about Home Rule, 
which would have established a separate Irish parliament without totally dissolving their dependence on 
Britain. That O’Brien and her family were generally in favor of Home Rule can be surmised by her 
disparaging representation of her Unionist relative in Presentation Parlor. Radicalized by England’s 
execution of the Rising leaders, the War of Independence began in earnest in 1919. The violence escalated 
with the introduction of the Black and Tans, who were war veterans set loose in a series of reprisals against 
the Irish population, which further solidified Irish support of the IRB. With the Treaty of 1921, the Irish 
Free State was established, however support for the Treaty was mixed because of compromise on the 
partition of Ireland, and an allegiance to the crown. The split over the Treaty led to a bloody Civil War in 
1922-1923. While De Valera was a leader in the Anti-Free-state fighters, and while they ostensibly lost, he 
was later elected president and was instrumental in pushing Ireland in an isolationist and morally 
conservative direction. 
159 “The University was central in this struggle for independence, and the political atmosphere there in 
autumn of 1916 was strongly sympathetic to the executed leaders of the Rising. University staff and 
students had been involved directly in the Rising. Indeed, during Kate’s time at UCD, fellow students 
successfully ran for parliament, for Sinn Féin, in the 1918 election. It is curious that little of the atmosphere 
of these politically fraught days finds its way into her fiction” (Walshe, Writing Life 22). 
160 Most historians mark this as the turning point in public opinion in favor of the rebels. The rising itself 
was a series of failures, but England’s decision to try the leaders in secret and execute them (strung out 
over a series of days which drew out the public’s reaction of disgust) turned them into martyrs, and shifted 
much more enthusiasm behind their cause.  
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helped spur Ireland’s War of Independence, and like most Irish Catholics of the time 

O’Brien had family members active in the war. It seems likely she was supportive of “her 

female cousins in Fermoy [who] had been on clandestine missions on behalf of the local 

IRA” because the incident appears in Mary Lavelle (Walshe, Writing Life 77). Her 

general support for the republican cause seems evident in her decision to travel to 

America in late 1921 as an assistant to her brother-in-law Stephen O’Mara on a fund 

raising campaign for the new Irish state. According to Walshe “she respected Stephen, a 

well-educated but conservative Catholic businessman, for his political acumen and his 

intellectual abilities,” but they would later clash over “matters of censorship and artistic 

freedom,” most specifically over Mary Lavelle (27).  

While I do not want to assume that we can clearly detect O’Brien’s political 

stance from the mouths of her characters, we do have in her novel Pray for the Wanderer 

(1938) an articulation of the feeling of disillusionment that was a common reaction to the 

Irish Civil War. The main character, Matt Costello, is an Irish author whose work is 

banned in Ireland, but who for personal reasons is staying with his brother’s family in his 

home nation. Prompted by the banning of Mary Lavelle, the novel is a thinly veiled 

polemic against Ireland’s censorship laws, De Valera’s move to insulate Ireland from 

Europe, and his imposition of a strict moral code on the nation. The narrative accuses De 

Valera of being a dictator and the Catholic Church of becoming “the new Calvinism” 

(40).161 While Matt vehemently criticizes the Ireland of the 1930s, earlier he had fought 

in favor of independence:  
                                                
161 Matt is thinking about the chaos of the world in 1938: “Abyssinia, China, Spain. Spain—one of 
Europe’s eternal glories—tearing herself apart, being helped to do it, not being hindered. The same doom 
awaiting every country in ever other’s country’s re-armament intentions. Man’s courageous, individual 
heart undiscoverable anywhere.  Even at last the poets in vocal flight—to absurd and terrible obedience. 
Hugging their chains. Singing the new theme of captivity. Yet here around him this pretty scene of ease and 
natural hope, this sample of continuity. In a dictator’s country too. But a more subtle dictator than most—
though he also given time, might have the minds of his people in chains. He did not bring materialism out 
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He fought the Black-and-Tans through the winter of 1920-21, and in the 
following spring went to prison. After the truce and the Treaty, believing Michael 
Collins to be right and De Valera wrong, but having no heart for civil war, no 
money and no Bachelors of Arts degree, he left Ireland, went to Paris and got a 
miserable tutoring job. (36) 

Matt was swept up enough in the rhetoric of nationalism to leave college and join the 

IRA, but this led not to a unified country that he could embrace, but a bloody civil war. It 

left him with nothing, no education, no money, and no country he believed in. Walshe 

points out that the banning of Mary Lavelle marked for O’Brien an “increas[ing] 

antagon[ism] towards the kind of Ireland that de Valera and his supporters, among others, 

were creating” (Walshe, Writing Life 77), yet the seeds of this antagonism are evident 

before.162  

While O’Brien was willing to act as secretary to a fund-raising mission, she was 

not willing to work for the new Irish government after the Treaty; writing in March of 

1922 to Harry Boland whom she befriended while in America, “she thanked him for his 

recommendation for a job in the Irish foreign ministry but demurred ‘I am not keen 

enough on the new government to wish my hand to become its servant’” (Fitzpatrick 

305). She did not, however, return to England at this point. Instead she took a position as 

a governess in Spain: “I was in a condition of hesitation and I wanted to be out of 

England and left to myself for awhile” (qtd. in Walshe Writing Life 28). O’Brien returned 

to Spain many times and used it as the setting of several of her books: Mary Lavelle, 
                                                                                                                                            
for public adoration, but materialistic justice controlled by a dangerous moral philosophy, the new 
Calvinism of the Roman Catholic. That was his rod, his particular bundle of fasces. He used it subtly, but 
the Church, having less reason than he to walk with care, did not so trouble. And now the proffered 
Constitution of the Irish Free State was before the world. Founded intelligibly enough and even as this 
house was, upon the family as social unit, and upon the controlled but inalienable rights of private 
ownership, but offering in is text curious anomalies and subtleties, alarming signposts” (Pray for the 
Wanderer 40). 
162 Even in 1934 O’Brien is critical of the insular direction that de Valera is taking the country. In an article 
for The Spectator entitled “Changing Ireland” she writes in opposition to his “economic nationalism.” She 
argues that Ireland is nation of “Catholics and Individuals” therefore “no more than national isolation can 
communism or the doctrines of mass consciousness be thrust on us” (770-1). 
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Farewell Spain (1937), That Lady (1946), and Teresa of Avila (1951). Spain, it seems, 

may have held O’Brien’s imagination because it was another Catholic country in the 

throes of nationalist rebellion with which to compare Ireland. Like many others, she was 

devastated by the Spanish Civil War and Franco’s dictatorship. 

Amanda Tucker writes that Mary Lavelle “marks a shift within O’Brien’s body of 

work, as its title character is the first of O’Brien’s heroines to seek intellectual, sexual, 

and economic freedom outside of Ireland” (86). Mary might do so in any foreign setting, 

but the political landscape of Spain offers a critique of the path of the new Irish nation.163 

While she would not write Mary Lavelle until the mid-1930s, she sets it in 1922 which 

was when she herself traveled there as a Miss. Her decision to set Mary Lavelle in this 

period not only demonstrates a desire to realistically capture the Spain with which she 

first fell in love, as the country would drastically change when political revolution led to 

civil war, but also by setting it during Ireland’s civil war, she illuminates a moment of 

disillusionment with the Irish nationalist cause. Ireland’s fight for national sovereignty 

collapsed into a civil war and the peace that followed produced a state restrictive to 

individualism. That Spain’s real political future reflects the Ireland of the novel’s setting 

lends weight, by expanding it beyond the Irish context, to an emphasis on the 

disappointment of political rebellion. This will become important in understanding how 

Mary Lavelle values the results of transformative moments over the moments themselves. 

                                                
163 While most scholars note O’Brien’s fascination with Spain, Adele M. Dalsimer offers a strong reading 
of the novel in light of O'Brien's "reverence for Spanish individualism" (33), highlighting the narrative’s 
engagement with Spanish politics, and arguing that Mary Lavelle, written on the eve of the Spanish Civil 
War is, "Kate O'Brien's elegy for an alternative to Ireland's claustrophobic society" (34). O'Brien writes in 
the preface that the thus far unnamed Irish Miss "did not know any more than anyone else that nine years 
later a revolution would practically wipe out her obsolete and ill-defined position" (xxi). She refers here to 
the Second Republic of Spain established in 1931. Setting her novel in 1922 O’Brien anticipates the 
establishment of this Republic that would dissolve the monarchy, institute social reforms and veer away 
from the control of the Church. 
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THE CATHOLIC CONVENT   

Clearly O’Brien did not approve of Ireland’s political trajectory, and she felt the 

dominance of the Church was partly to blame. Nevertheless, Catholic morality and 

struggles with sin are pervasive in her novels. She is most often read as a lapsed Catholic 

who still works to free herself from the indoctrination of her youth; but the representation 

of religion in her novels gives evidence of a more complicated relationship.164 As Walshe 

argues, the Catholicism of her novels has more in common with an English or I would 

suggest European Catholicism than with the increasingly narrow Irish branch.165  

In both The Land of Spices (1941) and in The Last of Summer (1943), a fictional 

European order, Compagnie de la Sainte Famille, offers a contrast to the nationalistic, 

and increasingly insular Irish Catholicism. O’Brien was educated at Laurel Hill boarding 

school run by the French order, The Faithful Companions of Jesus, upon which she based 

this fictional order. While still standing for traditional morality, in her novels the 

European convents are free from national interest. Helen Archer, the English Reverend 

Mother of Compagnie de la Sainte Famille has a power and grace that contrasts with the 

vicious pettiness of the Irish Mother Mary Andrew. Elizabeth Cullingford writes: 

“O’Brien’s construction of Mother Mary Andrew juxtaposes exclusivist nationalism with 

a proclivity for the abuse of children” (27) and continues that for O’Brien “sadism in the 

convent is not the inevitable consequence of an unnaturally segregated and celibate 

environment [...]. It is produced by the combination of a ‘neurotic individual personality’ 

with a hegemonic church that for historical reasons is increasingly identified with the 

                                                
164 See Walshe A Writing Life on O’Brien’s loss of belief: 2,4,14,19,50, 106-7,124. 
165 Walshe writes that authors such as Evelyn Waugh demonstrate how “the forbidden erotics of same-sex 
desire were transformed into an aesthetic by Catholic ritual” and that “this aesthetic version of English 
Catholicism influenced Kate’s own fiction. Her imagined Irish Catholic characters, particularly in novels 
like The Ante Room and The Land of Spices, owe much more to Kate’s adult experience of Catholicism in 
England than to her childhood in Laurel Hill. Thus she was able to write about believing Irish Catholics 
who managed to be both sexually dissident and spiritually independent” (50).  
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political aspirations of a nation” (29). This division between Irish and European nuns 

shifts the blame for potential cruelty away from the nun’s celibacy. Nuns have long been 

represented with the same negative stereotypes as spinsters!twisted, perverse, sadistic or 

doddering!because celibacy was understood as unnatural and would therefore lead to 

neurosis. O’Brien’s fiction depicts a very different image of the convent: she portrays the 

Catholic tradition of convents as an active and fulfilling women-centric life.166  

Walshe writes that O’Brien’s positive “holy women” figures, who include both 

nuns and nunnish characters, “are inspired, partly, by Kate’s admiration for Teresa of 

Avila, a woman who made herself powerful in a male world and supreme within female 

communities” (Writing Life 66). 167 O’Brien’s narratives of nuns, such as Helen Archer of 

The Land of Spices and Jo Kernahan of The Last of Summer, present the convent as a 

place where women can lead influential lives. Joining the convent in an attempt to run 

away from the trauma of catching her father with a male lover, Helen Archer becomes the 

Reverend Mother of a girls’ school, and it is through Helen’s influence that the young 

protagonist is able to follow her passion and continue her education.168 Set on the eve of 

the Second World War, and highly critical of Ireland’s neutrality, The Last of Summer 

tells of Jo’s desire to join the European order of the “Convent of Sainte Fontaine” in 

Bruges in order to aid “refugees or children or in air raids” (230). Her humanitarian effort 

is contrasted with those who will stay safely in Ireland in peaceful domestication. Unlike 
                                                
166 In a discussion of the resurgence of negative images of nunneries that accompanies scandals of abuse 
that came to light in the late twentieth century Elizabeth Cullingford points to O’Brien’s The Land of 
Spices as a positive reflection on nuns. Mary Peckham Magray argues that while women still talked about 
their vocation as “’quitting the world,’ the lives in the 19th century convent were active, retained connection 
to outside family and friends, and was a loving community of women” (72). See also O’Brien’s 
Presentation Parlour for a description of her two aunts who joined the Presentation Order, but remained 
active figures in O’Brien’s life.  
167 Walshe identifies “Agatha Conlon [as] the first ‘holy woman’ or secular nun in Kate’s fiction, the first 
of a linked series of independent-minded ascetic women” (66). 
168 O’Brien describes this encounter in one short sentence: “She saw Etienne and her father, in the embrace 
of love” (157). This was enough for the Irish Censorship Board to ban the novel for indecency.   
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Helen, Jo is not running away from a particular trauma, but rather: “she appreciated its 

rightness, the persistent purity and detachment of its exaction in a world of increasing 

savagery and vulgarity and personal passion” (193). By opposing the romantic heroine’s 

more worldly experience (although a still a virgin at 25) to Ireland’s quaint morality, that 

novel does seem to undermine Jo’s linking “personal passion” to “vulgarity,” yet as in 

most of O’Brien’s novels romance only leads to heartache. While sex and love are 

suspect, what is continually desirable is individualism, or personal autonomy. 

Mary Magray’s study of 19th century Irish convents asserts that women were able 

to exert significant power from within the convent. She works to undo the commonly 

held perception that women were forced into convents by their families because they 

were seen as surplus, and instead argues that many nuns chose that life because it offered 

the fulfillment of work, a loving community, and an escape from the expectation of 

heterosexual marriage.169 Likewise within O’Brien’s oeuvre heterosexual marriage is a 

greater threat to women’s autonomy than the convent. The option of the convent is 

always before her Catholic characters, and the family members in the novels are almost 

all against this calling; the women enter because of personal choice. 

Though in Mary Lavelle no one enters a convent, Agatha should be understood as 

one of O’Brien’s “holy women;” the character’s association with this institution read in 

the context of the author’s later representations of nuns and convent life works against the 

prevailing Inter-war notions of the dangers of celibacy. Furthermore, the novel valorizes 

Agatha’s celibate life over Mary’s more dramatic romance and questions the importance 

of sexual experience in favor of aesthetic pleasure. Yet to prove this I necessarily must 

                                                
169 In a New Yorker article written by the original screenwriter for Sister Act, Paul Rudnick he writes “In 
the years before feminism, a young woman was expected to get married, and her employment options were 
limited, so becoming a nun could actually be a route to independence.” (39.) Rudnick, Paul “Fun with 
Nuns: Selling Hollywood on updated convent comedy” 37-41. 
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establish that O’Brien revises not only Ireland’s view of womanhood but also the English 

sexologists’ version, before I can substantiate the claim that Agatha’s celibacy is 

sanctioned by religious tradition. 

RE-IMAGINING WOMEN’S DESIRES 

From an early age Mary expresses a desire for experiences which fall outside of 

traditional domesticity: as a child “her heart was near bursting with her desire, her 

intention, to go everywhere one day, know everything, try everything, be committed to 

nothing. She would wander always, be a free lance always, belong to no one place or 

family or person” (27). Growing up in Mellick, with her “crankily unjust” father, and her 

ineffectual aunt, Mary gradually sets aside those childish dreams and agrees to marry 

John, who is “just demobilised from the Munster Fusiliers”(28).170 While Mary feels 

kindly towards John, this is not her life’s romance. When he kisses her she “sought with 

expectancy for pleasure in his kiss. But to her chagrin, she did not find it” (31-2). John 

will not marry her until he inherits his uncle’s money; his uncle continues to linger, so the 

engagement is prolonged. When Mary hears of an opening as a Miss in Spain from her 

former history instructor, Mother Liguori, she “suffered a brief thrill of pleasure as sharp 

and strange as it was unreasonable” (34). Offering Mary a domestic future, John does not 

inspire pleasure with his kisses, but Spain’s promise of independence, a chance to earn 

her own living, and the unknown, brings a “thrill of pleasure.” Mary jumps at the chance 

for herself, and wears John down until he finally agrees to her going. In O’Brien’s 

personal travelogue, Farewell Spain, the author expresses her own relationship to travel 

as a pleasure: “idle travel as it has been cheaply and unceremoniously dispensed to my 

generation has assuredly been one of the deepest and most secret of all personal 

                                                
170 The Munster Fusiliers were an Irish unit of the British Army in WWI. 
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pleasures. Not, for me, idle travel, here there and everywhere!my heart is narrow!but 

idle travel in Spain” (13).171 O’Brien likens the joys of the freedom to travel to sexual 

satisfaction in her reference to “the deepest and most secret of all personal pleasures.” 

For Mary, like Holtby’s Joanna, travel offers fulfillment that marriage cannot. She 

believes that it will allow her “to cease being a daughter before becoming a wife” (34). 

Travel in this novel, however, is not an end itself. It merely provides Mary with the 

opportunity for growth, which itself occurs through aesthetic and sexual experience. In 

order to represent both Mary and Agatha as women who thrive in a life beyond 

domesticity, beyond the Irish nation, O’Brien manipulated the dominant sexual discourse 

to endow them with the capacity for visual sexual desire and aesthetic pleasure.   

O’Brien demonstrates her knowledge of inversion in her creation of a 

recognizable lesbian character. On Mary’s first day off from teaching her charges, she 

meets a group of Irish Misses who gossip to Mary about Agatha, painting an unflattering 

picture of a woman who is “sarcastic,” a “lunatic,” “the worst-tempered woman in 

Spain,” “a bitter pill,” and “just not like the rest of us” (84). The Misses’ gossip can be 

understood to situate Agatha alongside a long line of negative spinster characters 

prevalent in the Inter-war years. Though through Mary’s friendship with Agatha the 

narrative will counter many of those attributes. The potential slippage between Agatha’s 

status as a “bitter” spinster or a lesbian is contained in Mary’s response to the Misses’ 

description: “She sounds queer” (84). The Irish virgin Mary probably means “odd,” or 

“eccentric.” However, the term “queer” has a slippery meaning in relation to 

homosexuality: according to the OED it was first used as both a noun and an adjective to 

indicate homosexuality (usually male) in first few decades of the twentieth century, so it 

                                                
171 Taura S. Napier  argues that the “’I’ in Farewell Spain, is the possessive, ardent voice of a lover who 
falls at the feet of her femme fatale, defending and desiring even as she recognizes imperfections” (34). 
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seems likely that O’Brien has both meanings in mind. Later however, Agatha describes 

her feelings to Mary in terms the contemporary audience could not misunderstand: “I like 

you the way a man would, you see. I never can see you without—without wanting to 

touch you” (285). O’Brien uses gender inversion to explain lesbian desire, relying on the 

knowledge which The Well of Loneliness trial spread to the general public. But Agatha is 

not “the haunted, doomed ‘invert’” (Coughlan 74) of Hall’s novel. In fact, this love for 

Mary, though not reciprocated, has a positive effect on Agatha. Before discussing this in 

further detail, however, it is necessary to turn to how O’Brien’s creation of Mary also 

interacts with contemporary sexual discourse. 

Mary takes an active role in her affair with Juanito, the married son of her Spanish 

employer. She not only initiates the first kiss, but she convinces him to consummate the 

affair. Stephen O’Mara, O’Brien’s brother-in-law, deeply disapproved of Mary Lavelle, 

and wrote in a letter to O’Brien: “If anyone seduced Juanito in the wood, it was certainly 

not Mary Lavelle; it was quite a different girl!one whose chief characteristic from early 

youth was solitary brooding and secret self-education in sexual knowledge” (qtd. in 

Walshe, Writing Life 68). O’Mara expresses his disapproval by framing it as a literary 

criticism. Mary’s character is unbelievable because good Catholic virgins simply do not 

go around seducing married lovers. O’Mara not only reveals Ireland’s limited gender 

codes, but also reflects the English sexual discourse that maintains normal female 

heterosexual desire is inherently passive.  

While a few radical free love feminists articulated female desire as an active force 

on par with male desire, and while sexually aggressive woman did occasionally appear in 

Inter-war literature, most discussions of female sexuality perpetuated the idea that it was 

essentially passive or reactive; they focused on the woman’s “receptiveness,” “docility,” 
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and reproductive investment.172 Havelock Ellis defines “modesty” as a “the chief 

secondary sexual characteristic of women on the psychical side,” and asserts that “the 

woman who is lacking in this [modesty] is lacking, also, in sexual attractiveness to the 

normal and average male” (Studies in the Psychology of Sex 34).  Even if O’Brien had 

not read this theory of Ellis, Dr. Marie Stopes had already popularized his ideas in her 

best selling marriage manual Married Love (1918).173 Though Stopes attributes greater 

agency to married women in seeking pleasure in sex, she continues to depict women’s 

sexuality as a modest endeavor.174  

O’Brien’s creation of Mary’s active desire for Juanito is an important intervention 

in the popular discourse, all the more so because Mary’s heterosexuality is written 

through the lens of O’Brien’s knowledge about homosexuality. In Mary Lavelle the 

heroine’s beauty and sexual desire contain signifiers more commonly associated with 

inversion than female heterosexuality. I am not suggesting that Mary is coded as a 

lesbian, but I am suggesting that O’Brien creates her heterosexual heroine in queer terms. 

                                                
172 Stella Browne and Dora Russell are examples of “free-love” feminists. For an example of the sexually 
aggressive woman character see Storm Jameson’s “Delicate Monster” (1933) in which the narrator 
discusses her friend’s sexual proclivity: “This philosophy--which was coming into repute in 1910--might 
have been made for her. She listened carefully when the artist and his friends explained to her what she had 
already suspected, that to take a man into your bed is highly natural. They went on to say that to refrain is 
weak-minded and nasty. Victoria was delighted to find that what she enjoyed doing was better than 
pleasant” (15). Sexology Uncensored: The Documents of Sexual Science contains excerpts from the 
writing of Havelock Ellis, Otto Weininger and August Forel that substantiate the claim that sexology 
figured women’s desire as passive or reactive. 
173 It is clear that O’Brien was familiar with the well-known sexologist Havelock Ellis, as his name appears 
in the list of authors that Don Pablo kept in his room. In “Passion’s Possibilities: Kate O’Brien’s 
Sexological Discourse in Without My Cloak” Layne Craig establishes that O’Brien was not only aware of 
Stopes’s writing, but also that O’Brien directly engaged with Stopes’s birth control rhetoric (3). 
174 Uncharacteristically for the period Jean Finot in “Problems of the Sexes” (1913) points to this tendency 
in sexology to condemn women “by imperious and immutable biological laws to be and to remain in the 
future what she is at present day” (37). He asks, “are all psychological qualities of woman really in the 
ovule?” (37) Instead he suggests that “women, morally, are only the result of the conditions imposed upon 
her by life” (38). Taken from the excerpt in Sexology Uncensored. 
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O’Brien situates knowledge of inversion as providing a privileged position from which to 

describe heterosexuality, thus flipping the normative point of reference.  

She demonstrates this positioning in her first novel Without my Cloak (1931). In 

that novel Caroline has run away from her husband and is staying with her homosexual 

brother Eddy. Walshe names Eddy as “the character nearest to Kate herself,” living a 

sexually adventurous lifestyle in London which threatens his Irish family (52). Eddy 

offers his interpretation of Caroline’s problem: “here she was, at forty-two, still beautiful 

and warm, with nerves frayed to tatters from loathing of a man’s desire, from disturbance 

and frustration of her senses. A physiological commonplace—that was all Caroline’s 

trouble, drench it however the silly creature might in tears and modesty and hesitations” 

(173).175 Set in the nineteenth century, Eddy’s expression of a sexual theory that would 

become popularized decades later is slightly anachronistic; but I read it as intentionally 

signifying homosexuality as a position of greater sexual knowledge. Patricia Coughlan 

argues that it is an example of a man wielding medical discourse to explain a naive 

female. Yet, to see O’Brien’s use of the dominant sexual discourses as merely her 

absorption and transmission of a masculinist point of view misses the ways in which she 

represents a homosexual subject critiquing a heterosexual one.176 

                                                
175 In ““Passion’s Possibilities: Kate O’Brien’s Sexological Discourse in Without My Cloak” Layne Craig 
argues that this passage closely resembles a passage in Marie Stopes’s Married Love “But as things are to-
day it is scarcely an exaggeration to say that the majority of wives are left wakeful and nerve-racked [after 
intercourse] to watch with tender motherly brooding, or with bitter and jealous envy, the slumbers of the 
men who, through ignorance and carelessness, have neglected to see that they too had the necessary 
resolution of nervous tension” (Stopes 61-2) . 
176 For a discussion of the process of dissemination of scientific sexual information in the 1920s among 
lesbian artists and authors see Laura Doan’s Fashioning Sapphism. While the medical discourse on 
sexuality was meant to be restricted to those with medical credentials, Doan has argued that in the years 
following World War I lesbian authors and artists were able to obtain and circulate many different texts on 
homosexuality. 
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In Mary Lavelle, O’Brien uses inversion to gesture towards women’s sexual 

agency. For example, Mary’s employer Don Pablo recalls how she looked when he first 

saw her:  

A girl in a pale blue cotton dress and tennis shoes, a girl with very white skin and 
a faint rose-flush on her cheeks, fainter than that of the dead rose in her hand. Her 
hair, of golden brown, was curly and clung to her head like a Greek boy’s. Her 
blue eyes, boyish too, androgynous, were wide and shy, but darkened by lashes 
and by shadows of fatigue. (66-7) 177 

The reference to a Greek boy can be understood as introducing a pagan morality  that 

removes Mary’s desire for Juanito from the realm of Catholic sin, but it also can be 

understood as invoking homosexuality by alluding to classical Greek pederasty.178 In a 

text that uses cues about inversion to point towards Agatha’s lesbian sexuality, these 

mixed-gender moments (hair “like a Greek boy’s,” “boyish”, “androgynous” eyes) stand 

out.  

Mary’s ambiguously gendered nature is also evident in her interactions with 

Juanito. Twice she takes on the role typically assigned to men in romance novels. When 

she surprises Juanito by initiating their first kiss, the narrative draws specific attention to 

the gendered role reversal by describing how her "careless clothes and composed, braced 

attitude of meditation gave her for the moment the non-voluptuous introverted air of a 

boy"(248). Mary's "boyishness" precedes a heterosexual moment, which links her 

                                                
177 It is important to note that the description of Mary offers an idealized white beauty that draws strict 
racial boundaries around feminine beauty. O’Brien’s love of Spain did not extend to the “Moors” and 
Mary’s own musing about how “the white-skinned Western Christian in her could not bear the suggestion 
that Africa began beyond the Pyrenees, and all writers who, either in condescension or admiration, stressed 
Moorish Spain and made little of its Christianity, were held at arm’s length” (215) are similar to the 
prejudice evident in O’Brien’s autobiographical writings on Spain. For a discussion of O’Brien’s prejudice 
against Moorish Spain see: Bon, Margarita G. "Kate O'Brien: Fictional and Historical."  
178 The many references to Mary’s paganism might also be understood as evoking a pre-Catholic Irish 
Celticism. Gay Wachman discusses how Virginia Woolf writes Septimus Warren Smith as a homosexual 
through use of the word Greek. She writes “Woolf had learned as a young woman that ‘Greek’ could be 
code for ‘homosexual’” (129). 
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masculine attributes to an active female desire, and creates a link between Mary’s and 

Agatha's sexualities. It also leaves the traditional association of femininity with passivity 

and masculinity with activity in place. While this opens O’Brien to accusations of an 

anti-feminist appropriation of a troubling dichotomy, it also, importantly, situates her 

own lesbian perspective as a privileged position. 

Mary as a queer heterosexual heroine may demonstrate the agency O’Brien found 

in the manipulation of sexual knowledge, but in her oeuvre sex and romance are always 

dangerous and painful, and are usually destructive endeavors. Therefore it would be 

wrong to understand her exploration of active sexual desire as part of the Inter-war 

emphasis on sexual satisfaction. Instead, O’Brien endows her female characters with 

active visual desire to emphasize their capacity for aesthetic experience, something that 

has historically been linked with masculine visual sexual desire. 

The narrative describes both women’s sexual desires in distinctly visual terms. 

This is evident in Agatha’s confession to Mary: “I never can see you without—without 

wanting to touch you. I could look on your face forever” (285). She draws out the 

connection between ‘seeing’ and the desire for physical intimacy: “wanting to touch 

you.” The connection between sexual desire and aesthetic appreciation is suggested when 

she relates how before she saw Mary "[she] had never known anything about attraction to 

other people or about the sensation of pleasure that human beauty can give" (298). This 

representation of desire alludes to the appreciation of beauty as a pleasure in itself, 

gesturing towards the history of artistic appreciation of women’s beauty.  

O’Brien’s novel is explicit about the connection between male sexual desire and 

aesthetic appreciation. In long passages describing the male character’s mediations on her 

beauty, Mary is compared to paintings and statutes, which aligns their pleasure in seeing 

Mary with a history of aesthetics. The men learn all they need to about Mary through 
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looking, and make their judgments on her inner being as reflected through her outer self. 

Agatha’s confession, then, aligns her with the men in the narrative who all swoon over 

Mary’s “beauty, mythical, innocent, and shameless” (66). Agatha clearly takes pleasure 

in Mary’s beauty regardless of her inner being, but pleasure does not become explicit 

desire, or love, until she is aware of more than just the surface. Agatha tells Mary that 

when she first saw her: “if you had turned out to be a conceited mean little bore of a 

girl!you would have had to be tolerated—because of that first second. In gratitude. 

But—you were nice as well. So I fell into what my confessor calls the sin of Sodom” 

(298). In this we see a revision of men’s appreciation of Mary, one that acknowledges the 

subjectivity of its object of pleasure.179 Even so, I agree with Coughlan who argues that 

O’Brien’s appropriation of the “male gaze” is problematic from a purely feminist 

standpoint.180 Yet, it is actually through this ontological knot between sexual desire and 

visual artistic pleasure that O’Brien makes a case for women’s aesthetic capacities. I see 

                                                
179 It is also important to note how Agatha distances herself from the definition of her desire as a sin with 
“what my confessor calls.” Agatha relies on the church to tell her what is or is not a sin, but she does not 
completely internalize its definitions.  
180 In her examination of O’Brien’s complicated relationship to aesthetics and sexuality Patricia Coughlan 
invokes the term “male gaze” to describe the narrative’s focus on Mary’s physical appearance, often as 
articulated through the male characters’ point of view. Coughlan argues that because O’Brien continually 
evokes the aesthetic history of feminine beauty as art object, she is colluding with patriarchal 
objectification of women. This reproduction of the “male gaze” is in conflict, Coughlan asserts, with 
O’Brien’s feminist goals of representing her heroine’s struggle for autonomy (61). The term “male gaze,” 
popularized by Laura Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” has come to apply in general to 
the slippery connections between male sexual desire, woman as aesthetic object in art, and the systematic 
oppression of women “[e]ven though [...]Mulvey [...] never claimed to explain more than spectatorship of 
‘classic narrative cinema’” (Evans and Gammon 14). The term is useful because of its concise 
encapsulation of the slip between sexuality, aesthetics, and patriarchy; but it is also easily abused precisely 
because it appears to refer simply to “how men look at women” (14). The term is also dated in that it 
essentializes the identities of spectators into heterosexual men and women, and assumes any appreciation of 
feminine beauty is through a cross-identification with the male spectator, leaving no room for lesbian 
desire. See: Jill Dolan “The Dynamics of Desire: Sexuality and Gender in Pornography and Performance;” 
Karen Hollinger “Theorizing Mainstream Female Spectatorship: The Case of the Popular Lesbian Film;” 
Jane Garrity “Mediating the Taboo: The Straight Lesbian Gaze;” and Caroline Evans and Lorraine 
Gamman “Gaze Theory Revisited.”   
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her project as the exploration of how women can be the subject and object of both a 

sexual and aesthetic gaze. It is important then, that Mary looks back. 

Right after Juanito and Mary first meet, she stops on a staircase and looks down at 

him. He looks up and then “the evening sun, pouring in at the landing window, lighted 

each very sweetly for the other, with a fatal halo” (145). The reciprocity is emphasized in 

the “unwitting sympathy which the eyes of each unprompted sought in the aspect of the 

other.” Mary sees Juanito’s “tragically sculpted strong-set facial bones” and he her 

“sweetly springing virgin breasts” (146). Despite its affinity to a stereotypical romance 

novel, this physically descriptive passage is markedly “reciprocal.” Mary is not just the 

looked at object. She looks back. 

For Havelock Ellis women’s sexual passivity was to blame for the dearth of 

female artists in history. He writes “On the whole there can be no doubt whatever that if 

we leave out the consideration of the interpretative arts, the artistic impulse is vastly more 

spontaneous, more pronounced, and more widely spread among men than among 

women” (“Man and Woman” 23). He continues in agreement with a colleague’s assertion 

that “the small part played by women in art, and their defective sense for purely aesthetic 

beauty, [is a result of] their less keen sexual emotions” (23). O’Brien’s desire to argue for 

women’s “keen sexual emotions” and their “sense for purely aesthetic beauty” might be 

understood as making a space for herself as a female artist. What is particularly 

fascinating is that she uses sexual knowledge from the same sources that deny women’s 

artistic sensibilities, in order to argue for them. The model of inversion endows women 

with male sexual characteristics including an active sexual desire. While Ellis does not 

connect this with an increase in female inverts’ “artistic impulse,” he does note in his 

study of male inverts that they have greater artistic and intellectual abilities than the 
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general population.181 O’Brien appears to share a tactic with her literary lesbian 

contemporaries, who according to Laura Doan “transfer to their lesbian protagonists the 

artistic qualities [...] Ellis observes in inverted men” (Fashioning Sapphism 150). 182  

O’Brien goes a step further, and transfers it to her heterosexual femme heroine as well.  

In her later novel The Land of Spices O’Brien makes a moment of aesthetic 

appreciation the climatic epiphany of her young heroine’s coming of age story; she sees 

the beauty of another young girl while helping her understand “Lycidas”:  

A foolish school-girl, smiling at poetic verbiage—yet herself a symbol as 
complicated as any imaginative struggle in verse; a common piece of creation, an 
exquisite challenge to creativeness; she saw Pilar as a glimpse, as if she were a 
line from a lost immortal; she saw her ironically, delightedly, as a motive in art. 
(271-2) 

This is explicitly described as “an acutely visual moment,” and while Anna “knew little 

of pictures” her mind recalls the names “Mantegna” and “Giorgione.”183 The narrator fills 

in what Anna does not yet know, and sees Pilar as “a young girl in Goya” (272). In this 

moment Pilar is no longer just a lovely South American girl. Instead she is “something 

that life can be about, something with power to make life compose around it [...] a 

passage of beauty as revelatory and true as any verse of the great elegy” (272). This 

moment is Anna’s first experience of visual aesthetic pleasure, and it is not insignificant 

that it is inspired by feminine and foreign beauty. Unlike Mary Lavelle, this novel is not 

concerned with women’s sexual desire, and yet the ability to appreciate feminine beauty 

is still figured as key to aesthetic pleasure.  

In Mary Lavelle we see Agatha experience the pleasure of “human beauty,” but 

Mary’s introduction to aesthetic experience is the bullfight. O’Brien uses the bullfight as 

                                                
181 For his discussion on the artistic capacity of inverts see Studies in the Psychology of Sex V.II 294-98. 
182 Doan is referring specifically to Radclyffe Hall, Bryher, and Rose Laure Allatini. 
183 Both are Venetian Renaissance artists. 
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an immensely productive metaphor, one which simultaneously evokes beauty, art, sex, 

desire, danger, and violent humanity. This experience awakens Mary’s capacity not only 

for aesthetic pleasure but also for sexual desire. The plot structure places Mary’s loss of 

virginity as the climax of the action, and as a necessary step in her path to autonomy, but 

Mary has already been transformed before that moment. As is evident from Stephen 

O’Mara’s objection to Mary’s character, a Catholic virgin should know little to nothing 

of mechanics of sex, and so for O’Mara it seems wholly out of character when Mary asks 

Juanito to be her lover, and responds to his protests with: “I know you’ll hurt me, and that 

what I’m asking for will be painful and unhappy for me now. I know the risk too. I’m not 

a fool at all, Juanito. I’ve grown up very fast since meeting you” (307). Mary ascribes 

this growing up to her love for Juanito, but the narrative actually makes a case for that 

process to have begun before—at the bullfight.  

THE BULLFIGHT AND AESTHETIC PLEASURE 

Although the characters’ active sexual desire can be understood as signaling their 

ability to enjoy aesthetic pleasure, the aesthetic precedes the sexual in narrative order. 

Agatha has enjoyed the bullfight for a long time before she discovers “the pleasure that 

human beauty can give” (298). For Mary the bullfight will also come before she sees 

Juanito from the stairs. It is important to remember that Agatha takes Mary to her first 

bullfight, and is the guide to her first moment of awakening. Though Mary believes she is 

telling the truth when she agrees with her fiancé that when it comes to the bullfight "all 

things considered, she had better not distress herself by seeing one" (106), she is not in 

Spain long before she accepts Agatha’s invitation to one, "because she liked Spaniards 

and sought to understand them" (110). While most of the Irish misses working in Spain 

cling to "to their violent and terrible Irish purity" (94), Agatha Conlon offers Mary 
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another model. Agatha speaks the language, has given up on wearing hats, drinks 

chocolate instead of tea, and most importantly loves the bullfight. If Spain is the 

"alternative to claustrophobic Ireland" (Dalsimer 34) Agatha is Mary's guide into Spain.  

It is the beauty of the bullfight that is so disturbing to Mary. The description of 

the bullfight recalls Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises (1926) in its attention to detail, and 

in the appraisal of the vast differences in the artistry of the kills. After the first kill 

Conlon tells Mary “its a pity [she] saw that performance first” and goes on to explain 

“Because you couldn’t possibly appreciate it, and it’s unlikely that a bull will ever be 

killed so beautifully again in our lifetime” (117). She expected to be shocked by the 

brutality, and disgusted by the theatrical violence, but she was unprepared for it to be 

beautiful:  

There it was, she had seen it, the tawdry bullfight, and all that she had known of 
herself was shocked as she expected it to be, by its indefensibility, its utter, 
cynical cruelty. [...] But meantime another, newer self stayed musing in the 
minutes just now spent [...]. Movement, and its refusal, made absolutely beautiful 
by a formula of fantastic peril; wildness become a pretty play; innocent ferocity 
fooled by a cunning little man in a fancy suit (116).   

Mary is witnessing a beauty that arises out of a mixture of artifice and stark violent 

reality. As in men’s musings on Mary’s beauty, here we see the slip between what is 

beautiful and what is art: “Here—and Mary, to whose youth all knowledge was new, 

received this sudden piece of it as crippling pain—here was art in its least decent form, its 

least explainable or bearable. But art, unconcerned and lawless” (117). The aesthetic 

experience of appreciating the beauty, the art, of the bullfight is transformative for Mary; 

it creates a “newer self” created by the “crippling pain” of this new “knowledge.” The 

experience is described in terms of a loss of virginity, and later O’Brien even more 

directly claims “the wound of the bullfight was in fact—though she tried to forget and 

ignore it—the gateway through which Spain had entered in and taken her” (128). As in 
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The Land of Spices, this aesthetic moment is specifically about contact with the foreign: 

Pilar only gestures towards “La Vida Española” (272), but Spain is figured as a lover to 

Mary. After the bullfight Agatha is also transformed: her “blue eyes were shining” while 

her “hungry, unbalanced face looked smooth and young” (117). Having had her eyes 

opened to possibilities of life, Mary looks at Agatha and thinks "You might take her for a 

boy just now" (117). Agatha is restored to youth, albeit alluringly masculine youth, but 

Mary begins to see a more complex reality; she grows up. 

It is after the bullfight that Mary begins to acknowledge the limitations of her 

fiancé’s world-view, and to immerse herself more completely in the Spanish 

surroundings. She sees “the Spanish scene with wider and more shadowed eyes than her 

lover in Mellick, dreaming of her, recollected” (129). Mary can’t reconcile her idea of the 

bullfight or John’s warnings against going with what she saw: 

a silly shameful custom [...] Burlesque, fantastic, savage, all that John had said-- 
but more vivid with beauty and all beauty's anguish, more full of news of life's 
possible pain and senselessness and quixotry and barbarism and glory than 
anything ever before encountered by this girl; more real and exacting more 
suggestive of wild and high exactions, more symbolic, more dramatic, a more 
personal and searching arrow to the heart than ever she had dreamed of. (116-7) 

This litany of contradictions undoes the simple life that had been set out for Mary; it 

prepares her to accept the nature of her desire for Juanito. Until this moment most 

references to beauty have been about Mary, and while a majority present her as 

“innocent,” Don Pablo does recognize the danger in desiring that beauty: “He would not 

be afraid of Medusa’s face, since it was certainly not his business to play Perseus” (68). 

This danger is emphasized later in her love affair with Juanito, as desire stands to wreck 

both his marriage and her engagement. O’Brien is not trying to undo the trope that 

women’s beauty evokes dangerous passions—a troubling trope which can lead to 

justification for the controlling of women’s bodies—but to open it up, and explore how 
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human desire, not just male desire, is a dangerous force. That there is a connection 

between sexual desire and aesthetic appreciation, O’Brien concedes, but in creating an 

aesthetic experience that can be compared to sexual or romantic love, the novel valorizes 

the bullfight because it contains the “tawdry” as well as the beautiful. 

Mary’s first bullfight and her sexual encounter with Juanito are aligned by a 

similarity in the language between the two experiences, and the description of her loss of 

virginity further suggests that the purely aesthetic experience offered Mary greater 

agency: 

He took her quickly and bravely. The pain made her cry out and writhe in shock, 
but he held her hard against him and in great love compelled her to endure it. He 
felt the sweat of pain break over all the silk of her body. He looked at her face, 
flung back against the moss, saw her set teeth and quivering nostrils, beating 
eyelids, flowing, flowing tears. (308-9) 

With her “quivering nostrils” Mary is aligned with the bull, or even the more passive 

horses, which are often gored by the bulls. Coughlan points out that Mary’s march to 

autonomy climaxes in a sadomasochistic scene in which the agency she has shown 

disappears: the scene is narrated from Juanito’s point of view and his pleasure is Mary’s 

pain. This reading ignores the potential for agency within submission which proponents 

of sadomasochism argue: one can actively choose masochism, or find value in pain or 

submission. While I believe O’Brien is exploring the potential agency of Mary within this 

seemingly troubling sexual image, Coughlan’s point is valid. However, it does not reflect 

necessarily O’Brien’s absorption of the common belief in sex as the most important “rite 

of passage into adulthood” (70).  Instead, this scene endorses the aesthetic experience of 

the bullfight as a more productive moment for Mary, for in her appreciation of the 

experience of the bullfight Mary aligns herself with the active agent:  “She was—perhaps 
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this is the easiest phrase—outside herself. She was with Pronceda” (115). Mary does not 

identify with the bull, but rather with the matador.  

It is not simply through her greater agency that the narrative valorizes the 

bullfight over Mary’s sexual encounter. The intense and contradictory emotions that the 

violence of the bullfight evokes, that Mary’s sexual rebellion evokes, do so because of 

the mingling of art with violence, love with crude desire. This meditation on the 

relationship between violence, art, and desire is informed by ambivalence about the 

potential of political rebellion. Through an association with disillusionment with the 

results of violent rebellion, the narrative accentuates not just the moment of change, but 

points towards what follows.  

VIOLENCE AND REBELLION 

While her development will ultimately alienate Mary from Ireland, O'Brien's 

depiction of Mary's struggle for independence evokes Ireland's own struggle. Most of the 

novel takes place in Spain, but the brief description of Mary's home life aligns Mary and 

her brother's fight for autonomy with Ireland's War of Independence. Their father 

attempts to "dispose of [his] son" by forcing him to join the Munsters in 1917, but Jimmy 

runs away and joins the IRA instead, spending time in jail and on hunger strike. Mary is 

also active in the war: in "1919, Mary had met [her brother Jimmy] sometimes by stealth, 

cycling to villages and farms near Mellick on errands for him or his flying column" (25). 

Mary's activities in the Republican cause link her and her brother in a familial rebellion 

against their father. She considers, not without some satisfaction one would assume given 

her antagonistic relationship to her father, his reaction "were his house searched by the 

Auxiliaries and his eldest daughter put in jail" (25). The War of Independence fails, 

however, to secure freedom and autonomy for Mary and her brother after the truce: 
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Jimmy for lack of funds emmigrates to America and Mary becomes engaged to John, a 

demobilized solider from the Munster Fusiliers, and awaits her fate as a wife and mother.  

Once in Spain, both the bullfight, and Mary’s loss of virginity occur through 

contradiction and violence: she and Juanito are "grotesquely and harshly made one in the 

flesh by an urgency that wounded and overwhelmed" (309). The repulsion and attraction 

that Mary feels at the bullfight might as easily describe her first sexual encounter: 

"emotion at its most crude can by relation to a little art enchant, overwhelm, and seem 

eternal" (128-129). But the emotions only "seem" eternal. This idea of intense emotion 

creating the illusion of permanence comes again in the contemplation of love: “… 

together or apart, [they] would be lovers for ever. Illusion! Yet woe to the sunless heart 

that has never been its dupe. It is at once life's falsest promise and most true fulfillment, 

as silly as it is deific, and irresistible as fatal to the courageous" (305). These moments of 

intense love or desire, and the violent kill at the bullfight do open possibilities of change 

yet they do not keep their promise of enduring emotion.  

Moments of revolution combine a violence that disturbs with the beauty of ideals; 

but the rhetoric fades and the real future often disappoints. Ireland, independent at last, 

would recreate with even more fervor the restrictions of respectability seen in England, 

and even the Spanish Republic, with which O'Brien so clearly fell in love, would fight 

and lose a bloody civil war, ushering in decades of fascist rule. While these “moments of 

truth” open a new path, they do not determine the future, and real growth begins only 

after the "illusion," which those moments create, fades. At the end of the novel Mary on 

her way back to Ireland muses about the first kill she witnessed: 

The moment of truth, it was called. Yes, like it or not, it was that. Milagros was 
right. There were truths that were indefensible, truths that changed and broke 
things that exacted injustice and pain and savagery, truths that were sins and 
cruelties!but yet were true and had a value there was no use in defending. (344) 
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The “truths that changed and broke things” pave the path for a new life but not without a 

cost. Mary Lavelle is not a romance that ends with the woman safely married and 

therefore contained in a normative narrative, nor does it lead her down the path of "the 

fallen woman." At the end of the novel Mary's future is open to possibility; she knows 

she "was going home with a lame and hopeless story, a wicked story that would be agony 

to John, and had no explanation, no defense. And afterwards—she would take her god-

mother's hundred pounds and go away" (344). This is not a tragic ending because Mary's 

childhood dream was to “wander always, be a free lance always, belong to no one place 

or family or person” (27). Yet this path to independence is not without its victims, not 

without its “sins and cruelties.” Mary's rebellion, like Ireland's, is not without a body 

count. Juanito's father, Pablo, dies from the shock of discovering his son's affair.  Lorna 

Reynolds finds this death to be unnecessary, and understands it as O’Brien’s attempt to 

frame the action with a death as she did in her earlier novel The Ante Room (1934). 

Reynolds writes that even without this death “Mary’s fatal beauty has been sufficiently 

emphasized” (61). Yet, despite its melodramatic nature Pablo’s death brings a tangible 

loss to what is a collection of forlorn lovers.  

In contrast to this tragic result of the sexual encounter, the bullfight gives Agatha 

youth and vitality and Mary greater awareness of the complicated realities, both sexual 

and political, which surround her. Only moments before we read that “Spain entered” 

Mary through “the wound of the bullfight” the narrative provides a litany of non-tourist 

attractions that Mary begins to notice. Among these we read how she overheard a 

"Basque nationalist" mention the names "Arthur Griffiths” and “Patrick Pearse" (128). 

This first overt connection between the two nationalist causes comes at the moment when 

Mary seems to be distancing herself from Ireland in her acceptance of Spain. After the 

bullfight in Spain, she rejects John’s Ireland, which "trampled over her news and views 
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with a heavier authority than she found patience for" (138); while at the same time she 

recognizes the connection between the Spanish political landscape and the one she left 

behind. Also, importantly it is the women in her life who both bring her to the event and 

help her process the experience afterwards. Milagros, her youngest charge, helps Mary 

grow intellectually through her emotional experience at the bullfight, and frames it as a 

unique aesthetic experience:  it “ is death and horror presented theatrically and really, 

both at once [...] it is as symbolical and suggestive and heartrending as the greatest 

poetry, and it is also as brutal and shameless as the lowest human impulse. Nothing else 

can give you that in one movement” (140). It is both sex and poetry, and while love 

offers the “lowest human impulse” some recourse to poetry as well, the heterosexual 

dynamic as O’Brien represents it, is less productive for women than the “movement” of 

the bullfight. Moreover, the novel offers more than this comparison between the results 

of aesthetic and sexual experience; it also implicitly compares Agatha’s desire for Mary 

with the heterosexual romance.  

BEYOND SEXUAL SATISFACTION 

While the "coming out" plotline climaxes with a confessional moment rather than 

a sexual one, the fact that Mary hears this admission of love with sympathy rather than 

disgust is a significant literary moment for a novel published in 1936. A sexually realized 

lesbian desire was absent from most literature at this time, unless it ended in tragedy for 

the lesbian. After explaining that she likes her “the way a man would” Agatha 

acknowledges, “It’s a sin to feel like that” (285). To which Mary, with her own love for 

Juanito in mind, responds: 

“Oh, everything’s a sin!”  
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“I knew it was wrong but lately I’ve been told explicitly about it in confession. 
It’s a very ancient and terrible vice. Good God!” She laughed softly and almost 
tenderly. (285) 

While Agatha is allowing the Church to name her desire a sin, and as a devout Catholic 

she takes that declaration seriously, her “Good God!” reflects a distance between her own 

perception of her desire and the Church’s explanation of a “very ancient and terrible 

vice.” While this articulation of lesbian desire is both circumscribed by the medical 

discourse “like a man would” and the Church’s “it is a sin” it is an incredibly bold 

literary moment. As Emma Donoghue writes “Agatha Conlon comes across as a brave 

and sturdy woman” in contrast to the “guilt-ridden or masochistic” lesbians of much early 

twentieth century fiction (46). While Mary does not return Agatha’s feelings, she is not 

repulsed by the confession. Instead she identifies Agatha’s love with her own hopeless 

love for Juanito.  

Mary and Juanito’s love affair leads to Mary’s exile and her employer’s death. 

Agatha’s confession on the other hand, actually strengthens the intimacy between the two 

women:  

[Agatha’s] relationship with Mary had not suffered or been made painful. Instead, 
a certain relaxation, even an affectionate, unspoken peace had entered it. For 
Mary had not been frightened or repulsed […] So, though no more word of 
emotion was said between them, her voice and manner with Agatha had 
automatically become easier and more sisterly, not so much because Agatha 
fantastically and perversely loved her but because, like her, she was fantastically 
and perversely in love. (296) 

Whether it be an extramarital heterosexual affair or an unrequited lesbian love, taboo 

sexuality in this narrative is all one and the same when it comes to suffering and longing 

and social condemnation. They share the heartache of a doomed love: Mary’s for the 

married Juanito, and Agatha’s for Mary. Both women are left crying over the loves that 

cannot be, yet while Agatha's love remains unrequited, and unconsummated, it also 
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remains free from the taint of "sins and cruelties" that Mary's affair has evoked—with 

Juanito’s father dead, his marriage damaged, and John’s heart broken—which undermine 

the expected privileging of the heterosexual plotline. 

Agatha grows from her experience of loving Mary. When Mary enters her life she 

learns the pleasure of human beauty. Despite the pain that Mary’s departure inflicts upon 

her, she does not regret this discovery, and she shows a willingness to hang on to her love 

for Mary despite the impossibility of it being reciprocated or resulting in physical 

gratification—and despite her confessors labeling it a “ghastly crime.” After her 

confession to Mary, the two grow even closer and Agatha asks Mary for her picture, 

figuring that “It can’t be such a ghastly crime to—to think about you” (297). Emma 

Donoghue writes that while Agatha concedes sex to the realm of sin, "'Thinking about' 

Mary, on the other hand, and all the love, desire, and self-awareness as a lesbian it entails 

is allowable" (47). That she asks for a picture, also points to how Agatha’s love for Mary 

remains primarily an aesthetic experience.  

The problem with accepting her love as ultimately as, if not more, valorized than 

Mary’s is the difficulty with accepting a contented celibacy—especially in a novel that 

insists on women’s active sexual desire. Yet, rather than reflecting a stereotype of sexual 

frustration, Agatha offers a positive representation of celibacy. Although she might not 

have chosen celibacy had Mary returned her feelings, the narrative does not suggest that 

she is tormented by that lack. By using the model of Catholic nuns, O’Brien is able to 

describe an ascetic but not unfulfilled life: a modern feminist female celibacy.  

Agatha is described as more than just a devout Catholic: she is often pictured 

fingering rosary beads on her way to or from confession, and her lifestyle is overtly 

connected to the bareness of a convent. When Mary first visits Agatha’s room she looks:  
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at the picture of the Holy Family above the bedstead; at the prie-dieu and crucifix, 
the holy water font beside the door; the modest screen about the washstand. There 
were no photographs anywhere, no odds and ends from life. Above the writing 
table near the window a dozen books were stacked on a little shelf, all dressed in 
brown-paper covers, as nuns cover books. (100) 

Whether presented as a danger or as a benefit, the assumption of lesbianism in all female 

communities, particularly the convent, is well documented.184 As Elizabeth Cullingford 

writes: “Although in several of her novels O’Brien codes lesbians as ‘nunnish,’ she 

nevertheless avoids coding her nuns as lesbians” (25). The nun and the lesbian are not 

reducible in her fiction, and it is important that Agatha is only nun-like. She tells Mary 

she is “not saintly” just “religious.” Insinuating that she is not kind enough to be a nun, 

she states that she is at cross-purposes with “her evil nature” (207). Interestingly she 

surmises that she “might have sweetened a bit” if she had entered the “long pink convent 

with grilled windows.” Instead it is her love for Mary that inspires her to “be a more kind 

human being” and in essence sweetens her nature as she imagines convent life might. Her 

friendship with Mary presents a parallel to the female centric community suggested by 

the convent, and carefully eschews the necessity for sexual satisfaction, without denying 

the very real existence of homosexual desire. While her life is austere in many ways, 

Agatha indulges in the complex aesthetic experience of the bullfight, is a connoisseur of 

good matadors, is fluent in a second language, and is earning her living abroad. The novel 

suggests that ‘nunnish’ celibacy offers a steadier path to independence than Mary’s 

tumultuous love affair, and represents a positive (if austere) modern female celibacy. 

Ironically Mary Lavelle, which was banned in Ireland for indecency because of its 

overt sexuality (either heterosexual or homosexual), at its heart questions the centrality of 

sexual experience to women’s fulfillment. I have agued that this novel, which ostensibly 

                                                
184 For a discussion of lesbianism in convents see Rosemary Curb and Nancy Manahan, eds Lesbian Nuns: 
Breaking Silence. 
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accepts (while still resisting and revising) the modern sexual discourses of the Inter-war 

years, also embraces female celibacy, so often wrongly positioned in opposition to 

modern sexuality. Thus, even while critiquing the form the church took in Ireland and the 

claustrophobic definition of womanhood promoted by Irish nationalism, in figuring 

female autonomy as akin to the tradition of nuns, O’Brien avoids creating any easy 

dichotomy between sexual modernity and Catholic tradition. To accept that women might 

have sexual desire akin to what has been ascribed to men is not to suggest that 

heterosexual fulfillment is the key to happiness; nor does borrowing from the prevailing 

image of the invert necessarily erase the potential of a non-consummated love between 

women. In turning to the final chapter of this dissertation, however, the dangers of 

enforcing homophobic beliefs through a too strict dichotomy between a sexualized 

lesbianism and asexual romantic friendship become apparent.  
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Chapter Four: English Lesbians and Irish Devotion: The Manipulation 
of Sexual Discourse in Molly Keane’s The Rising Tide 

The opening paragraphs of Molly Keane’s Irish Big House novel The Rising Tide 

(1937) articulate a shift in sexuality ushered in by the First World War. The narrator 

claims that those coming of age before that “horror” had “a true romantical outlook” (5). 

The war marks the advent of sexual modernity, which is described as a matter of knowing 

and telling; as Keane’s narrator says, women before the war  

never needed to explain their emotions to themselves or to their friends. The 
indecency of knowing what it was all about would have been appalling to them; 
they didn’t want to know!the mystery and the thrill enough and most secretly 
their own.  (6)  

In these opening pages Keane suggests that the romance of not knowing has a “certain 

dignity” (6), yet she later mocks it as ignorance. The novel pits Cynthia French-

McGrath’s modernity against her mother-in-law Lady Charlotte French-McGrath’s 

traditional ways and shows how the “politeness of living” that Keane’s readers might 

“envy” can become a suffocating code that strangles with misery (6). However, the 

solution to this unhappiness, for at least Lady Charlotte’s daughter Diana, is an equally 

romantic notion of female same-sex devotion, one that is marked by a lack of knowledge. 

Thus the novel differentiates the ignorance of lesbian sexuality from a general ignorance 

about female (hetero)sexuality; it also distinguishes between the asexual possibilities of 

female-to-female desire and modern formations of sexual identity.185 This division 

demonstrates Keane’s contemporary understanding of the evolution of female sexual 

                                                
185 Keane uses the term lesbianism when referring back to her novel Devoted Ladies (1934) from the 
perspective of the 1980s. She does not use any term in the either The Rising Tide or Devoted Ladies, and 
given the proliferation of the various terms in use (invert, sapphist, female homosexual, lesbian), I have 
settled on the only one that Keane uses (even if she does so anachronistically). 
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categories in the early twentieth century—a change that continues to attract critical 

attention and is often attributed to the controversy attending the publication of Radclyffe 

Hall’s The Well of Loneliness in 1928.186  

Lillian Faderman notes that the first decades of the twentieth century changed the 

public’s earlier embrace of female romantic friendship.187 She claims that the negative 

model of lesbianism in fiction of this time was part of a more general “morbidification” 

of lesbianism occurring in both medical and popular discourse (73). Faderman’s thesis 

has been critiqued by scholars such as Lisa Moore for giving too little attention to 

sexuality in pre-twentieth century history,188 but her meticulous documentation of the 

discursive trend, which links a predatory and mentally unstable image of lesbian 

sexuality to female independence, remains an accurate account of many novels produced 

in England and America in the first decades of the century. What Keane’s novels show us 

is that this discourse was not seamless; it took a different form in Ireland than in 

metropolitan centers of literary production such as Radclyffe Hall’s London.  

Keane’s novel, Devoted Ladies (1934), clearly demonstrates her manipulation of 

the changing sexual discourse. In that novel, set contemporaneously in the 1930s, Keane 

creates Jessica as a self-aware, sexual, predatory English lesbian. A few years later in The 

Rising Tide (1937), she sets her novel back in recent history, 1904-1924, and creates 

Diana—a romantic, nonsexual, pure Irish lesbian. Keane’s move from a predatory 

English lesbian figure to a purer image of Irish female romantic friendship tempts one to 

                                                
186 See for example, Lillian Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men: Romantic Friendship 
and Love between Women from the Renaissance to the Present; and Laura L. Doan, 
Fashioning Sapphism: The Origins of a Modern English Lesbian Culture. 
187 Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men; see also Faderman, “The Morbidification of Love Between 
Women by 19th Century Sexologists”  
188 Lisa Moore, “’Something More Tender Still Than Friendship’: Romantic Friendship in Early-
Nineteenth-Century England,” 500. 
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look for a shift in Keane’s sexual sympathies between the writing of these novels in 1934 

and 1937. However the reason for these disparate representations is not found in Keane’s 

life in Ireland in the 1930s, but in the years between which the novels are set. The Rising 

Tide ends in 1924 with the Irish Diana having come of age long before the changing 

awareness of lesbianism after 1928; the earlier novel takes place in the 1930s when the 

English lesbian has already “learnt . . . to discuss [herself]” (Devoted Ladies 125). As in 

Kate O’Brien’s Mary Lavelle, Keane’s novel juxtaposes a heterosexually active woman 

with a woman whose homosexual desires are not satisfied; yet in both the asexual 

character gains strength from the devotion despite a lack of sexual gratification while the 

sexually active life is portrayed as unsustainable. Keane manipulates this general shift in 

sexual discourse in her struggle to represent a continued love of Ireland amidst the 

disintegration of the Big House way of life.  

Molly Keane’s biography has some relevance to this approach. She was born 

Mary Nesta Skrine in 1904 to an Anglo-Irish landowner father and a poet mother, and 

began writing novels in the late 1920s, supposedly to supplement her dress allowance. 

She wrote these early books under the name M. J. Farrell to protect her reputation in the 

very world that she satirizes in her novels. Polly Devlin tells us that Keane “was gentry, 

part of that small international community which was also parochial, that strange, select 

elite world called Anglo-Ireland, which hung poised between two cultures, sucking social 

sustenance and culture from the one!England!and using the other as the substructure 

for its easy edifice” (vi). While Keane’s youth was filled with hunting parties, by the time 

she began writing, the “edifice” of social elitism was no longer easy to maintain. Much of 

the gentry had left Ireland already, and those that stayed struggled to support houses 

without the income from the lands that had traditionally sustained them. As Mark Bence-

Jones describes in his largely anecdotal history the Twilight of the Ascendancy, many of 
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the Anglo-Irish gentry who remained in their country houses in the 1930s moved into 

wings of the house and cut down on the number of servants. Molly Keane was writing of 

a lifestyle that was already a thing of the past.  

This chapter reads The Rising Tide in the context of three discourses: Keane's own 

earlier lesbian novel, Devoted Ladies; 1930s sexology; and the tradition of Irish Big 

House fiction that uses “domestic plots to chart the delusions and claustrophobic 

maladjustments of twentieth-century Anglo-Irish life” (Kreilkamp, “Foreward” 8). I will 

begin with a brief discussion of Big House fiction and the Anglo-Irish gentry before I 

turn to the historical context of the popular and medical understanding of lesbianism. In 

Devoted Ladies Keane revises this negative discourse of lesbian sexuality in order to 

situate lesbianism as a “nasty” by-product of English modernity, rather than a dangerous 

result of female friendship and autonomy. By doing so she leaves open the possibility of 

imagining a productive romantic friendship between women in Ireland’s recent past and 

situates the twentieth-century Anglo-Irish gentry within a conservative Irish nationalism 

that rejects English sexual modernity. Finally, I offer a reading of The Rising Tide, 

arguing that while the novel follows convention by chronicling the political and familial 

failures of the Big House landlords, it stops short of depicting the impotence of this class 

as either inevitable or complete. Rather, by drawing on theories of inversion and on 

psychoanalytic understandings of lesbianism, Keane is able to renovate the trope of Irish 

romantic friendship (a cultural story best represented by the famous Ladies of 

Llangollen189) to create an alternative household characterized by a fertile garden where 

creativity, beauty, and love can flourish. Although it is explicitly not sexual, this space is 
                                                
189 For a discussion of the Llangollen Ladies as a cultural source for The Rising Tide see Ellen Crowell, 
“Ghosting the Llangollen Ladies: Female Intimacies, Ascendancy Exiles, and the Anglo-Irish Novel”. I 
agree that Keane’s creation of Diana quite possibly recalls the famous elopement to Wales of Lady Eleanor 
Charlotte Butler and Sarah Ponsonby in 1778. However, Crowell’s discussion of The Rising Tide omits the 
tensions arising from Keane’s modern understanding of sexuality. 
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queer because it is predicated on the absence of reproductive heterosexuality. In Diana, 

the asexual, mannish woman, Keane presents a positive parallel to the effeminate male 

heir usually found in Big House fiction, and an alternative to the cruel mothers who, in 

Keane’s novels, fill the power vacuum with domestic tyranny.190 Unlike Sylvia 

Townsend Warner whose spinster-aunt rejects all familial ties along with the national 

demands on her body while still remaining connected to the land through natural 

imagery, Keane is looking not to escape the national ideology, but rather to be included 

in it. Ultimately Keane imagines a domestic, fertile, but not reproductive future that 

circumvents the hierarchical abuses of power embodied in the Big House families, 

emphasizing a new place for the Anglo-Irish gentry within the New Ireland.191 Once 

again this narrative privileges the serenity of life-long celibacy over the turmoil of sexual 

love in a manner that demonstrates the power of women’s sexual autonomy despite an 

active engagement with dominant sexual discourses, yet in doing so, Keane relies on a 

pathologized view of a sexualized lesbianism.  

“THEN, THE DECLINE SET IN ALMOST AT ONCE.”192 

While her early novels (1928-1952) sold well, critical interest in Molly Keane 

only began after the publication of her later novels in the 1980s. With her new historical 

perspective, these later novels demonstrated a sharpened black humor used to depict the 

decaying way of life of the Big House and her critical eye towards the abuse of power 

                                                
190 For a discussion of Keane’s Anglo-Irish emasculated men and cruel women see Kreilkamp, The Anglo-
Irish Novel and the Big House, 185.  
191 In this reading I agree with Andries Wessels that “while some of Keane’s work endorses the view that 
the Anglo-Irish Protestant Ascendancy is enervated by the hold of past history, she does posit in some of 
her novels the potential for members of her class to move beyond the paralysing hand of history into an 
empowered, active present in the new Ireland” (35). This move is presented as “‘emigrat[ing]’ 
psychologically from the Old the New Ireland,” and as “embracing an unglamorous but self-determined 
present” (35). See Wessels, “Resolving History: Negotiating the Past in Molly Keane’s Big House Novels.”  
192 Elizabeth Bowen, “The Big House,” 27.  
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produced a new take on the genre. Eibhear Walshe argues that Keane wrote “[the] swan 

song for the Ascendancy novel,” but by focusing on the books Keane published in the 

1980s, this label elides the political ambivalence present in her earlier work (“Now the 

Day” 157). Despite the fact that The Rising Tide takes place from 1904-1924, the War of 

Independence and the establishment of the Free State do not appear in the narrative, and 

the civil war is given only a brief mention as leading to “the inconvenience of social life” 

(The Rising Tide 208). The avoidance of overt politics in The Rising Tide may be due to 

Keane’s lack of political awareness, but it is also captures accurately the Ascendancy’s 

own denial or ignorance of their declining economic, social, and political positions.  

The Ascendancy in Ireland officially ended when the Act of Union 1800 removed 

the parliamentary power from Ireland, folding Irish representatives into the British 

Parliament at Westminster. Nevertheless, the Ascendancy is a term frequently used in 

discussions of Big House fiction to indicate more generally the Protestant landed 

gentry!the landlords. Not all Anglo-Irish would have been a part of the Ascendancy, nor 

necessarily would the Ascendancy have been entirely Protestant Anglo-Irish. This 

chapter, in dialogue with Big House criticism, assumes the more general use of 

Ascendancy as the landowning Anglo-Irish, in so far as they function as the focus of 

Molly Keane’s novels.  

Well established by the mid-eighteenth century, the Ascendancy, as Elizabeth 

Bowen describes it, began declining “almost at once” (“The Big House” 27). Yet they 

maintained appearances for as long as possible. F.S.L. Lyons writes that: 

the actual process of decline was very gradual and the social prestige of the “Big 
House” and all it stood for lingered on long after its economic foundations and its 
administrative functions had been eroded. Right up to 1914, it is probably not too 
much to say, most of the Anglo-Irish were blissfully unaware that their day was 
ending. (91) 
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Whether acknowledged or not, their loss of position was hastened by the loss of the land 

which was already moving into the tenants’ control with the aid of parliamentary 

legislation as early as the 1890s. Then with the Wyndham Land Act of 1903, the 

government provided low interest rate loans to enable tenants to purchase their land from 

the estate, removing the source of income used to support the running of the Big Houses. 

Bowen described the Big House families “conceal[ing] their struggles with such 

nonchalance and for so long continu[ing] to throw about what did not really amount to 

much weight” (28). Similarly The Rising Tide’s French McGraths show no sign of 

financial trouble. They continue to travel around the countryside with the assumed 

dignity of their proprietorship, yet the novel is imbricated with signs of decline, including 

the break down of gendered hierarchies and non-normative sexualities.  

Critics have shown how homosexual or cross-gendered imagery in a colonial or 

postcolonial context can produce a metaphor of decline for those who had been in 

power,193 but Keane’s manipulation of the contemporary discourse on female sexuality 

allows for an interpretation beyond this metaphor. She offers a peaceful vision of an 

egalitarian relationship, still rooted in the land, but producing transitory beauty rather 

than hereditary ownership. Keane’s novels capture, with less nostalgia than Elizabeth 

Bowen’s writing,194 a deep love of Ireland and a struggle to adjust to a country that was 

rapidly changing. Many of the Anglo-Irish gentry fled from Ireland in the first decades of 
                                                
193 For a discussion how “gender and sexual transgression, including lesbianism and reversals of historical 
patterns of sexual victimization, symbolize the overthrow of the colonial order” see: Margot Gale Backus, 
The Gothic Family Romance: Heterosexuality, Child Sacrifice, and the Anglo-Irish Colonial Order, 9. See 
also Eibhear Walshe, “Introduction” Sex, Nation, and Dissent in Irish Writing, 5. 
194 Bowen in her history of the Bowen family, Bowen’s Court, reveals ambivalence about the 
disintegration of the way of life. She acknowledges their position was formed through abuse of power but 
laments the passing of certain social graces that she would like to see saved. She writes: “I recognize that a 
class, like a breed of animals, is due to lapse or become extinct should it fail to adapt to changing 
conditions!climate alters, the feeding-ground disappear. The gentry, as a class, may or may not prove able 
to make adaptations: that is one of the many things we must wait to see. To my mind they are tougher than 
they appear” (456). 
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the twentieth century!from burned out houses, from increasingly difficult finances, or 

from the changing politics that largely left them behind.195 For those that stayed, they had 

to adapt or risk obsolescence. Keane’s work demonstrates her ambivalence around this 

issue; she mocks the stagnation of the Big House, and yet struggles to reinforce the 

Irishness of the Anglo-Irish. She does so through a manipulation of the new popular 

understanding of lesbianism and, in effect, revises the antifeminist discourse surrounding 

English lesbian stereotypes.  

“IT WAS NEW. IT MADE A SUBJECT.”196 

Keane, speaking of the past from the perspective of the 1980s, recalls her reaction 

to the new knowledge about lesbianism:  

I suppose I was rather curious and shocked by coming upon all that. [. . .] Before 
then no one thought anything about two elderly ladies setting up house together. 
I'd certainly never heard a murmur, though now everyone murmurs about 
everything. I was excited by finding out about lesbians and homosexuals. It was 
new. It made a subject. (qtd. in Breen 202)197 

There is no biographical evidence that Keane’s interest was personal; her treatment of 

this "new" subject played to a fascination with lesbians among the literati and general 

public. She aligns her own innocence with the previous acceptance of “two elderly ladies 

setting up house together,” which she contrasts with the present when there are “murmurs 

about everything.” This “murmur[ing]” figures a new need to talk about sexuality that 

                                                
195 Bence-Jones cites figures that the “number of Ascendancy families in County Clare went down from 
about eighty in 1919 to a mere ten in the early 1930s. The exodus was worse in Clare than in most parts of 
Ireland; nevertheless, it went on all over the country during the years following the ending of the Civil 
War” (262). 
196 Keane qtd. in Mary Breen, "Piggies and Spoilers of Girls: The Representation of Sexuality in the 
Novels of Molly Keane," 202. 
197 Keane’s response in a 1981 interview about her decision to center Devoted Ladies on a lesbian 
relationship.  
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accompanied the rising popularity of psychoanalytic theories.198 When Keane began 

publishing in 1928, she encountered "the fringe of literary and intellectual London life," 

while spending time at "Woodroof, a great house in the Tipperary hunting country" 

(Devlin  x),  where she would likely have heard not only about Freudian ideas but also 

about the trial of The Well of Loneliness. This moment in history marked “a great divide 

between innocence and deviance, private and public, New Woman and Modern Lesbian” 

( Doan xiii). In response to the obscenity trial, Hugh Walpole commented on how pleased 

he was that the leaders of the fight against Hall's novel would realize "that their united 

efforts . . . caused certain subjects to be discussed, inquired into and pleasingly 

investigated as never before in the history of this our hypocritical country" (qtd. in 

Brittain 112). According to Doan, the trial also solidified the public’s visual image of the 

mannish woman as the image of lesbianism (xii). 

Although Hall’s image became predominant, her promotion of a “congenital” 

theory of inversion rooted in nineteenth-century sexology’s belief in physically 

determined sexuality,199 did not replace the Freudian theories of arrested development 

that had taken a firm hold in the imagination of the literati and had begun to infiltrate 

popular culture.200 In Epistemology of the Closet Eve Sedgwick shows “how issues of 

                                                
198 As argued in the introduction Freudian theories were becoming part of popular knowledge in the Inter-
war years in England. See Dean Rapp “The Reception of Freud by the British Press: General Interest and 
Literary Magazines, 1920-1925.”  
199 Krafft-Ebing whose work was already considered outdated, is mentioned directly in the narrative, but 
the novel also engages with contemporary sexological theories. Havelock Ellis wrote an endorsement of the 
novel that was printed in the front materials. While Ellis borrows from his predecessor Krafft-Ebing to a 
degree, he does not write about inversion as “degeneracy.” He removes that stigma while still arguing for a 
congenital cause of inversion. See Richard von Krafft-Ebing, Psychopathia Sexualis; and Havelock Ellis, 
Studies in the Psychology of Sex: Sexual Inversion. 
200 Robert Graves and Alan Hodge argue that in the Inter-War years Freudian theories "filtered down into 
people's minds, through translations, interpretations, glosses, popularizations, and general loose discussion" 
(103). In the introduction I discussed the examples of novels such as Naomi Royde-Smith’s The 
Tortoiseshell Cat and Compton MacKenzie’s Extraordinary Women as examples of literature that spread 
Freudian ideas of sexuality.  
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modern homo/heterosexual definition are structured, not by the super-session of one 

model and the consequent withering away of another, but instead by the relations enabled 

by the unrationalized coexistence of different models during the time they do coexist" 

(47). She is specifically dismissing the notion of a smooth transition from  "congenital" 

theories of homosexuality to psychoanalytical ones; instead she reads the presence of 

seemingly contradictory ideas within the same literary and medical works. Likewise, 

Keane’s writing displays the influence of both fields of thought, although Freudian ideas 

are more prominent.  

The link between lesbianism and feminism, which Faderman identifies as the 

catalyst in a growing distrust of female friendship, appeared on both sides of the debate 

about the origins of homosexuality in congenital inversion or as a disturbance in the 

"normal" sexual maturation process. The strict gender codes of the late nineteenth century 

allowed Krafft-Ebing to declare that "the masculine soul, heaving in the female bosom" 

felt displeasure at being "deprived of the gay college life" (335). He could not conceive 

of a "normal" woman who felt the injustice of patriarchy. Freud’s theory of "envy for the 

penis" also enables the accusation that sexual abnormality accompanies agitation for 

women's rights. He described a female homosexual case study as "a feminist; she felt it to 

be unjust that girls should not enjoy the same freedom as boys, and rebelled against the 

lot of woman in general" (Psychogenesis 169). 

The slippage between feminism and lesbianism is evident in many English novels, 

including a few that precede The Well of Loneliness. Clemence Dane’s Regiment of 

Women (1917), which set a precedent with its seductive and predatory lesbian and its 

description of female power run amok in a girl’s school, was as misogynistic as it was 

homophobic. Naomi G. Royde-Smith's The Tortoiseshell Cat (1925), in which a naive 

young woman attempting to live independently is befriended by a sadistic lesbian who 
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very nearly succeeds in seducing her, provides another negative example of the use that 

novelists made of Freud’s theories and the connection between female independence and 

the fear of lesbianism. This novel also perpetuates the fear of seduction and thus worked 

to inflate fears about the predatory lesbian.201 In Devoted Ladies Keane accepts the 

negative strains of popular discourse about lesbians and writes of a vapid, masochistic, 

wayward femme and a cruel, murderous, evil butch, with “her lips curled back from her 

teeth like a dog, saliva in their corners and hysteria in her eyes” (9).  

Keane’s use of lesbian characters in Devoted Ladies has begun to receive critical 

attention. Mary Breen argues that that the novel privileges homosexuality by placing a 

lesbian couple at the center of the narrative; and Moira Casey critiques the naivety of the 

Anglo-Irish in contrast to the metropolitan lesbian. Despite these nuanced readings, the 

novel is still a striking example of homophobic discourse, in which its wayward femme is 

saved by heterosexual marriage, and its sadistic butch is driven off a cliff. However, 

Keane does not connect lesbianism to feminism or even to female independence. Instead 

she establishes the self-aware lesbian, depicted as predatory and cruel, as an import from 

England that is not welcome in Ireland. In Devoted Ladies Keane aligns the Anglo-Irish 

with Ireland’s growing conservatism and rejects the English suspicion of female 

friendship. 

                                                
201 Freud’s theories present "normal" sexuality as something that is at most precariously achieved and is in 
its developmental stages subject to obstructions that could lead to "abnormalities" (Three Essays 108). 
Freud argued the "average uncultivated woman" has a polymorphously perverse disposition, similar to that 
of a child, which makes her susceptible to seduction: "Under ordinary conditions she may remain normal 
sexually, but if she is led on by a clever seducer she will find every sort of perversion to her taste, and will 
retain them as part of her own sexual activities" (Three Essays 69). I discuss this in greater detail in the 
Introduction. 
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“IRISH LESBIAN WAS A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS”202 

It is not difficult to imagine why Keane would associate overt lesbian sexuality 

with Englishness rather than Irishness. In “A Trackless Road: Irish Nationalism and 

Lesbian Writing,” Ann Owens Weekes traces the limited appearances of lesbian figures 

in early twentieth-century Irish literature. She attributes the dearth of lesbian imagery not 

only to the homophobic imperial stance absorbed from Britain into the Free State, and to 

the pressure of purity prompted by the nationalist imagery of Ireland as woman, but also 

to the growing legal restrictions on women’s public life enacted from 1922 to 1937.203 

Ireland would solidify its belief in the inherently domestic roles of women in the 1937 

constitution, and as “Irish woman [was] defined by the Constitution as mother or wife, 

Irish Lesbian was a contradiction in terms” (130, emphasis in original). The few Irish 

lesbians who did manage to make it into fiction in the early twentieth century, she claims, 

were “stereotypes, or hesitant and ambiguous” (130). Marda and Lois in Elizabeth 

Bowen’s The Last September (1929) are often-cited examples of lesbian desire in an Irish 

novel, yet Bowen presents an ambiguous attitude towards this desire, despite its arguably 

central role in Lois’s development. The most positive image of an “Irish Lesbian” in the 

early twentieth-century appears in Kate O’Brien’s Mary Lavelle (1936), but even her 

Agatha Conlon must live in a foreign country. Although as already discussed Agatha’s 

desire is clearly articulated, she remains an image of sexual autonomy rather than a 

sexualized lesbian because her desires are not reciprocated. Given the very few Irish 

lesbian[s] visible in the literature available to her, Keane looks to England for a model of 

overt lesbianism.  

                                                
202 Weekes 130) 
203 Weekes lists the Censorship bill of 1929 which banned discussions of birth control, abortion, 
“procurement” of miscarriage, indecency or “excess attention to crime”; a Marriage Bar that forced to leave 
jobs when they married; in 1925 restrictions from some Civil Service positions; in 1935 restrictions in 
women’s industrial employment (129-30).  
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Devoted Ladies begins in bohemian London but quickly returns to Keane's 

habitual setting of Southern Ireland. Jessica, a boyish English lesbian, has what Sylvester 

(the Anglo-Irish playwright who is the closest thing to a central consciousness the novel 

offers) defines as a dangerous, sadistic control over the feminine American, Jane. Jane's 

vapidity aligns her with Freud's "uncultivated woman,"204 susceptible to being preyed 

upon by Jessica. Jane is lured to Ireland by the romance of the hunt, described in the Irish 

novels (which include one of Keane's own earlier books) given to her by the handsome, 

but dull George Playfair. At the novel's end, Jane is freed from Jessica’s manipulative 

control so she may marry George and return to the heterosexual fold when, in a fit of 

devotion to George, Piggy, the unlovable odd woman out, destroys herself and Jessica by 

driving them both over a cliff. Although the only active violence Jessica demonstrates is 

throwing a bottle at Jane's head (afterwards mending the wound with a motherly 

tenderness), Sylvester believes Jessica capable of murder: "Jessica would undoubtedly 

kill Jane before she quarreled with her" (18). It is, however, Piggy who will murder 

Jessica in a pitiful and somewhat unbelievable moment of self-sacrifice. 

The connection between lesbian desire and murder had been well established in 

the cultural imagination by the time Keane "found out" about lesbianism. Havelock Ellis 

writes that a "considerable proportion of the number of cases in which inversion has led 

to crimes of violence [...] has been among women" (Inversion 119). Along with providing 

several examples of lesbian murders from the popular press, Ellis also praises French 

authors such as Balzac, Gautier, Diderot and A. Belot for their "remarkable insight," 

"faithful descriptions[s]" and "decorous propriety" in their treatment of the lesbian theme 

(119). Feminist literary scholar Jeanette Foster notes that the majority of their poems and 

                                                
204 She is comparable to Gillian of Royde-Smith’s Tortoiseshell Cat as discussed in the introduction.  
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novels made "lesbian affairs responsible for murder, suicide and ruin" (114). Therefore 

given the "knowledge" of murderous lesbian, when Jessica declares to Piggy that she is 

not going to allow Jane to marry George one might think Jane's life, not merely her 

reputation, is in danger from that "force, certain in its strength for evil" (302), and thus 

might side with Piggy’s decision to kill Jessica. 

In Devoted Ladies Keane makes it clear that homosexuals, at least in their "new" 

self-aware state, are invading Ireland from the outside. Sylvester, who has retreated to the 

home of his cousins, Hester and Piggy, to write a novel, feels his peace disturbed by the 

visit from Jessica and Jane and speaks of "his horror that they should have invaded 

Kilque in this unforeseen manner!an invasion which!he must face it!looked like 

being prolonged into a considerable stay" (125). If homosexuals are to be found in 

Ireland, according to Keane, it is not in the Anglo-Irish set, but rather in the lower 

classes. We learn that Albert, Jessica and Jane's homosexual English manservant, has 

been to Ireland before and possibly had an affair with an Irish boy, "but he was a 

telegraph boy" (72). Jane, who has come to think of George Playfair, and by extension all 

of Ireland, as her romantic escape from her "friendship" with Jessica, is appalled to think 

that Albert may have started another affair: 

“He can't have an affair here. He just can't be romantic here.” Jane was too upset 
by the idea. Nasty Albert. His affairs belonged to another life where they were 
faintly amusing and anyhow did not matter. But here!Jane leant out of the open 
window into the faint adventurous autumn evening, the sky was the colour of a 
young mouse and the air as soft as its skin. Here she would not have such 
rudeness.  (257) 

Keane consciously reduces the "real" Ireland to the one depicted in romance novels and 

sets the landscape of Ireland up against the corruption of "Nasty Albert." This Ireland 

will absorb Jane, the wayward American woman, who still has a chance of redemption 

(even if that redemption is a marriage based on misconceptions and doomed to boredom), 
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and will violently expel the "evil" Jessica from its borders. Like "Nasty Albert's" affairs, 

Jessica does not belong in Keane's Ireland. Hostility towards her is expressed as soon as 

Jessica sets foot on Irish soil; Piggy accidentally breaks her leg. At the end of the novel 

Piggy finishes what she started by driving Jessica over a cliff: "[Piggy] saw the way out--

a broken gap in the stone wall and the invisible drop to the sea below. [. . .] She put her 

foot down on the accelerator and the car leapt forward and dropped”(303). The sea, 

outside the boundaries of the nation, absorbs Jessica.  

 In 1930s Ireland, the identity of the Anglo-Irish gentry is increasingly insecure; 

women like Piggy and her sister Hester can barely afford to put petrol in the luxury car 

Sylvester has bought them. The gentry’s numbers are dwindling, as they flee from burnt 

houses, and from their lifestyle that has become financially unsupportable. Those that 

remain in Big Houses struggle to keep things running with insufficient funds.205 When it 

has become difficult to say exactly what one is, Keane uses a stereotypical lesbian 

identity (evil, sadistic and English) to mark specifically what one is not. The novel not 

only rejects “Irish Lesbian” as a contradiction in terms, but it also forcefully ejects the 

English lesbian from its land. By aligning the negative manifestation of lesbian sexuality 

(as predatory and cruel) with an English modernity, Keane aligns her novel with the 

increasingly conservative Irish nationalism, and yet leaves open the possibility of another 

kind of love between women in Ireland.  

In a move not unlike the one that Faderman will make fifty years later, Keane 

looks to the past, to a time before lesbianism was named as such, to find a more positive 

manifestation of female devotion. However, as critics of Faderman have argued, this 

search for an uncorrupted past that retains the possibilities of female same-sex love also 

                                                
205 See Bence-Jones 257-265. 
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enforces an assumption that sexuality is a degenerating force. In the later novel The 

Rising Tide, Keane maintains her investment in a romantic, sexually naive Anglo-Irish 

identity that rejects English modernity by containing the Ascendancy lesbian in a "pure" 

romantic friendship. Rather than presenting a completely asexual female devotion, Keane 

manipulates the discourse of the “invert” and the pre-war era’s indeterminacy of sexual 

identity to create Diana, who feels sexual desire for a woman, but does not understand its 

potentially disruptive implications. 

There are significant connections between Devoted Ladies and The Rising Tide, 

including the appearance of Sylvester in both novels. Further, Keane features a scene in 

Devoted Ladies that foreshadows her creation of Diana. Sylvester, seeking refuge from 

the modern world of the 1930s in the Edwardian themed room of his cousins' house in 

Kilgore, retreats to the past by imagining the "Edwardian rose," (125) a stiff-collared 

Irish beauty, whose picture hangs on the wall. When Jessica and Jane arrive in Kilgore 

and invade his peace, he ponders whether there could be any “Jessicas” hidden behind the 

formal facade of the Edwardian pictures. He thinks, "[n]o, there were no Jessicas in this 

room, or if there were they had not learnt yet to discuss themselves or to devour the 

Janes"(125). Sylvester accepts that before the popularizing of Freud's theories and the 

spread of sexologists’ discourse on "inversion," the "Jessicas" would not know 

themselves, and therefore not “discuss themselves.” In The Rising Tide Keane returns to 

this question of what a lesbian might be like in Edwardian Ireland. Her answer is Diana, 

Lady Charlotte’s rebellious daughter and a curiously asexual mannish woman who falls 

in love with her sister-in-law Cynthia. Cynthia first helps Diana to escape from her place 

as the daughter-at-home at Garonlea, the French McGrath’s ancestral big house; and 

Diana ultimately rescues Cynthia after her power and beauty have faded. The novel ends 

with the defeated Cynthia accepting Diana’s devotion as “love itself” (319) and agreeing 
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to live out their days at Rathglass, the more modest home Diana loves. Diana does not 

take center stage, but her slow growth into self-assurance and happiness, and her deep 

satisfaction in the land and gardening function as a counterpoint to Cynthia's rise and fall 

from power. 

“ALL WAS FINALLY SUBDUED TO THE PATTERN OF GARONLEA”206 

Before turning to my reading of Diana, it is first necessary to establish how the 

domestic focus of The Rising Tide as a Big House novel maps the history of landlord’s 

abuses onto the heterosexual family. The Rising Tide simultaneously presents the family 

as an inescapable trap perpetuating an abuse of power while marking the sterility of the 

family line. It is from within this context that Keane is able to manipulate the 

contemporary discourse on lesbianism so that female same-sex desire, arising from 

within the Anglo-Irish community, works not only to emphasize the collapse of 

hierarchical power, but also figures Diana as a positive parallel to the emasculated 

Ascendancy male, imagining a potential refuge from corrupt power in an asexual 

romantic friendship.  

The end of the Big House way of life is often dramatized by its burning, or 

through the sterility of those who remain in the house that survives. In Bowen’s The Last 

September the way of life of the Big House is threatened by the Irish demands for 

independence that result in the burning of Danielstown; in Keane’s novels the decline is 

represented as a decay from within even when the house does burn, as in Two Days in 

Aragon (1941). Unlike Keane’s later fiction where internal decay is dramatized through 

bodily abjection, in The Rising Tide it is presented through the misery-soaked house 

                                                
206 The Rising Tide, 66. 
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itself.207 The French-McGrath’s home, Garonlea, escapes burning, but its occupants 

cannot escape the misery of “unhappiness” in the house “too full of hidden grief and 

helplessness and power misused and grown weak and wicked” (The Rising Tide  94). 

When her sister Enid is forced to marry against her will (after becoming pregnant by the 

land agent’s son in a moment of sexual rebellion against her mother), Diana sees this 

unhappiness as a pattern and trap:  

Nothing lovely, nothing exciting, would ever happen here. The level of sadness 
and propriety was so secure. There would never be a break or a change in this. No 
matter what happened to the McGraths who lived at Garonlea!what sadness 
overtook them, happiness, adventure, or heart-break, all was finally subdued to 
the pattern of Garonlea. (66) 

The pattern of oppression on which the Big House built its power has turned in on itself 

and the family members become, in literary scholar Andries Wessels’s words, “the 

victims of the relentless and paralyzing hold of their own history of oppression” (27). In 

Bowen’s narrative of her own family’s big house, Bowen’s Court, which presents a 

relatively benign image of the Anglo-Irish landlord, she acknowledges that “the idea of 

power was mostly vested in property (property having been acquired by use or misuse of 

power in the first place)” (455). In Keane’s fiction this “misuse of power” is represented 

by the family structure, and the house itself.  

Keane represents the decline of the Ascendancy’s political and economic power 

through emasculated men and cruel, domineering women. The men in the novel are 

ineffectual, absent, or “queer,” therefore power becomes, in the hands of mothers, “weak 

and wicked.” This warped power suggests a disturbance to stable hierarchies and maps 

the abusive structure of landlord and tenant onto the inherent hierarchies of the 

                                                
207 See Kelly J. S. McGovern, “Fattening Out Memories: Big House Daughters and Abjection in Molly 
Keane’s Good Behavior and Loving and Giving”; and Ellen O’Brien, “Abjection and Molly Keane’s ‘Very 
Nasty’ Novels.”  
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heterosexual family.208 Diana’s father, Ambrose French-McGrath, surrenders the 

handling of the Garonlea estate to his wife Lady Charlotte and expresses aggression 

though weeding, waging “his lifelong war, spud against thistle" (15). With her husband 

acting as a tenant gardener, Lady Charlotte steps into the vacuum of power and cruelly 

dominates her children. She is compared to a “prison Governor. She was a dispenser and 

an arbitrator and behind her was unquestioned power” (42). Kreilkamp writes that 

“monstrous women” in Big House fiction 

suggest the final collapse of a male-dominated ascendancy culture in the post-
colonial era. Moving into the void created by politically and economically 
emasculated fathers and husbands, twentieth-century Big House women expend 
their voracious energies and appetites by decorating their homes, snubbing their 
social inferiors, or torturing their children.  (Anglo Irish Novel 185) 

We can read Lady Charlotte alongside these later “monstrous women” even though she 

dies in 1919, before Independence.  

When Desmond, the next heir to Garonlea, is killed in the First World War, his 

son Simon is left to carry on the French-McGrath name. Simon is described as "pale and 

uncourageous" and his masculinity is continually undermined by his choice of feminine 

activities: "playing the piano in the schoolroom or drawing one of those hideous, left-

handed pictures, so unspeakably like Susan or Diana or the sewing-maid"(135). His 

preference for reading over hunting recalls Christopher Dysart of Somerville and Ross’s 

The Real Charlotte (1894), who is repeatedly described as “not like other men” (321).  

Dysart loses the woman he loves to a man with more overt masculine qualities, signaling 

the potential end of the Dysart family line. Simon’s ability to produce an heir is 

compromised not only by his feminine qualities but also by his seemingly unnatural 

                                                
208 For a discussion of the abuses hidden in the heterosexual families in Big House fiction see Margot Gale 
Backus, The Gothic Family Romance: Heterosexuality, Child Sacrifice, and the Anglo-Irish Colonial 
Order. 
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attachment to his sister, noted obliquely by Sylvester: "I think those two have a queer 

story in front of them" (271). When he is twenty-one Simon asks his sister Susan to never 

marry and to stay with him at Garonlea, echoing a connection between incestuous desire 

and decadent aristocratic decay of the hereditary line that Big House authors have 

borrowed from Edgar Allen Poe’s Fall of the House of Usher.  

At the Edwardian costume party engineered at the end of the novel to show 

Cynthia that she is too old for sexual adventure, Simon, although he is dressed as his 

grandfather Ambrose, seems to be channeling his grandmother Lady Charlotte’s spirit. 

Diana’s sisters comment to each other: "[He] might be Mother, mightn't he [. . .] ? It's so 

odd in trousers"(300). Ashis Nandy argues that the gendering of political power in the 

British colonial project meant that "femininity-in-masculinity was now perceived as the 

final negation of a man's political identity" (8).209 The novel seemingly returns control of 

Garonlea to the male line, but Simon’s continual association with Lady Charlotte, and his 

growing dominance over Susan align him with the same “wicked and weak” power as the 

Big House mothers. 

It appears possible that Cynthia’s modern lifestyle can break the paralyzing hold 

of Lady Charlotte and Garonlea.210 With her modern passion, fashion, and drinking she 

draws power from her social and sexual charisma in opposition to Lady Charlotte’s 

“unquestioned power” of warden over prisoner. The battle of modernity against tradition 

is continued after Lady Charlotte’s death, when Cynthia, as the mother to the heir, takes 

control of Garonlea and attempts to quell the unhappiness of the house with modern 

decor and fabulous parties. She has a moment of success, and that moment is tied directly 

                                                
209 He is writing specifically about India, but there are enough parallels to warrant application to Ireland, 
and he is often used as a source in Irish criticism. 
210 See note 7. 
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to her overt sexuality; when she begins her love affair with David, “there seemed to be a 

kind of skin of ease and tranquility over Garonlea” (189). Even though a modern, 

extramarital, female heterosexuality has enough power to momentarily beat down the 

patterns of the past, it is not a sustainable alternative to the heterosexual family, because 

of its dependence on transient sexual attractiveness.  

Before her husband’s death, Cynthia’s “heat and passion” are “justified sacred 

mysteries, ennobled by marriage and suitability,” (70) alluding to the spiritualized form 

of conjugal sexuality popularized in Marie Stopes Married Love (1918). After she begins 

her affair with David (who is married and will not leave his Catholic wife), her passion 

becomes her weakness. The narrative makes it clear that by the time Cynthia embraces an 

emancipated sexuality “the tide of her beauty was too surely on the turn” (206). Outside 

of the security of marriage the modern emphasis on women as sexual creatures relies on 

their continued attractiveness, and leaves them vulnerable to the insecurities of old age. 

In “A Day Off” published in her collection Women Against Men Storm Jameson probes 

this same dilemma. Her incredibly unflattering picture of a woman who has outlived her 

capacity to live off her lovers highlights the problem of changing the sexual dynamic 

without changing the economic dependence of women on men. Cynthia does not need a 

lover for wealth, but the social and even familial power, which she derives from charisma 

and sexual charm, rely on her youthful appearance. Even Diana notices the time after 

David has left as “when Cynthia’s whole life slipped on its decline” (207). Cynthia 

misses her last chance at marriage and heterosexual respectability when she rejects rich 

American Gerald who wants nothing more than to marry her.  

Not only does emancipated heterosexuality fail to wipe out the misery of 

Garonlea, but Cynthia’s cruel behavior towards her own children mirrors that of Lady 

Charlotte: she perpetuates the “history of oppression,” despite her apparent opposition to 
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Lady Charlotte. Even Diana, who can rarely find fault with her, “could not help a 

creeping feeling of dismay and fear at the hardness of Cynthia’s ways with them” (125). 

In this way, despite her modern trappings, Cynthia is, according to Kreilkamp, a 

“monstrous” woman who has filled the vacancy of power with nothing more than vain 

cruelty toward her children (Anglo-Irish Novel 185). When her drinking and sexual affairs 

become increasingly less discreet, she becomes pitiful in her son’s eyes, and “[a]ctive 

anger stirred” in Simon when he “thought of Susan [his sister] and he thought of 

Garonlea and he was furious that she should so slight the importances of either” (222) 

with her tawdry affairs and drunken parties.  

James Cahalan offers a concise political reading of the novel: "Cynthia emerges 

as an image of the decaying Ascendancy, as the giddy excitement of her young adult life 

is gradually replaced by the futility of her self-indulgence [. . .] she realizes that she is too 

old. So is the Ascendancy" (208). His analogy erases the alternative trajectory of Diana, 

which offers a more optimistic vision of the Ascendancy’s old age. Diana and her loving 

devotion to Cynthia present a more benign, although ultimately not reproductive 

alternative to the abuse of hierarchical power.  

As indicated by Sylvester’s musings on the “Edwardian rose,” Keane cannot 

imagine a "Jessica" in Ireland's past, and therefore she does not use Jessica’s negative 

characteristics to gesture towards Diana's lesbianism. She borrows instead from the 

discourse of inversion popularized by The Well of Loneliness to suggest that Diana's 

same-sex desire is an innate attribute associated with her masculine physicality. In 

Devoted Ladies Jessica willfully imposes her “boyishness” over her “positive bosom and 

massive thighs,” but in The Rising Tide Diana’s masculine features come naturally (42). 

As Eibhear Walshe asserts, the lesbian as an "unsexed pretend man" is just as threatening 

or unsettling as the "pretend woman" in a colonial or postcolonial setting, and therefore 
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Diana’s masculinity can be read as a complement to the feminized men in the novel 

(“Introduction” 5). However, she not only represents this unsettling of hierarchies, but 

also presents an alternate future outside the Big House!one that channels the sterility of 

the family into a fertile enterprise through gardening.  

“THOSE WHO KNEW, THOSE WHO KNEW NOTHING, AND THOSE WHO WISHED THEY 
DIDN’T KNOW”211 

The overt femininity of Edwardian fashion does not suit Diana who is described 

as “[s]mall and dark and angular”(The Rising Tide 7); she comes into her own with the 

less feminine fashion of the post-war years—short hair, straight lines, flattened bosoms, 

and even trousers. By setting Diana in the past (1901-1924) Keane is able to manipulate 

the “indeterminacy” of cultural codes of dress that Laura Doan has identified in the 

decade before The Well of Loneliness trial: 

Before public exposure, for the better part of a decade, masculine-style clothing 
for women held diverse spectatorial effects, with few signifiers giving the game 
away, and readings (whether of clothing, visual images, or stories about women 
living with other women in “close companionship”) varied accordingly among 
those who knew, those who knew nothing, and those who wished they didn’t 
know. (xiv) 

Keane knows, and may assume many of her readers know, but her characters in The 

Rising Tide (set before 1928) may still accept “diverse spectatorial effects” unrelated to 

sexual orientation from the various signifiers radiating from Diana. Masculine attire suits 

her nature: "the coat had a real flick about it and looked gay with her trim dark head, its 

short bird's wings of grey brushed back across her ears" (The Rising Tide 163).  Feminine 

attire is out of place on her: Cynthia's black satin dress was "altered to fit, though hardly 

to become, Diana's solid little figure." Diana, although perhaps not a "true invert" like 

                                                
211 Doan, xiv. 
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Stephen Gordon, in the words of Havelock Ellis "feels more at home" in masculine attire 

(Inversion 140-41).  

From the beginning, the narrative identifies Diana’s difference from her sisters. 

She “was so sharp and aggressive” doing “Swedish exercise” immodestly in only “her 

black silk stockings and her chemise” (The Rising Tide 12). Diana is afraid of snuggling 

with her sisters to keep warm, “obscurely obstinate in her avoidance of such contacts” 

(13). Any ambiguity about Diana’s sexuality is dismissed when Cynthia enters the story. 

Cynthia offers Diana a sympathetic “look of such complete understanding” in the face of 

Lady Charlotte’s imposing will, that Diana’s heart “went galloping off on its pledged 

way. She was exquisitely, powerlessly committed to Cynthia. It was one of the most 

important moments in her life” (29). As Ellen Crowell rightly points out, “Keane clearly 

codes Diana’s response to Cynthia as cementing a marriage” (223). Diana is from this 

moment on utterly devoted to her sister-in-law!for Diana “[t]he thought of seeing 

Cynthia was like a hot ripple of excitement, making her feel stormy and uncertain”(67-

68)!but it will not be until the end of the novel that Cynthia’s defeat allows for a truly 

egalitarian romantic friendship. Until then she is “always keen for love” (31) from her 

husband Desmond or her subsequent male lovers. 

Most of the characters in The Rising Tide, with a few important exceptions, do not 

label Diana as a lesbian simply because the concept and word are outside their realm of 

knowledge. Keane directly indicates this discrepancy between her readers and her 

characters: "Simon helped her to dress like that. Although he was at Cambridge now, he 

scarcely realised the implications. In 1922 a great many people did not. Especially in 

Ireland"(213). Once again, knowledge of lesbian sexuality is figured as an import to 

Ireland from England. Diana has not yet learned "to discuss [herself]"; the knowledge of 

the sexologists has not made its way to her in Edwardian Ireland, and therefore Diana 
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understands her own devotion to Cynthia as "romantic" and does not question its purity. 

The isolation of the Anglo-Irish is epitomized by Cynthia’s daughter Susan, who, though 

belonging to a later generation, is far more naive than her mother. Through her eyes, 

Diana and Cynthia’s relationship is understood entirely in terms of romance. Susan 

explains that "Mamma is her romance in life" (249) without an inkling of censure or 

innuendo.  

At age twenty-eight Diana is still trapped in her suffocating life as a “daughter-at-

home” at Garonlea, and with no interest in men, she has no hope of escaping through 

marriage. When Cynthia finally invites Diana to live with her at Rathglass after Desmond 

dies, Diana “felt a constriction of happiness that almost hurt her heart before it let it go in 

pure delight” (112). Her visual transformation at Rathglass, in which she struts about in 

breeches, chops off her hair and rides astride, frees Diana from her mother's power by 

flaunting her dedication to Cynthia. It is Cynthia who buys Diana's masculine clothes and 

"was never so pleased as when, having persuaded Diana to ride astride, as her side-saddle 

was always giving sore backs, they met Lady Charlotte and Muriel" (124). Diana escapes 

the fates of her sisters!loveless marriage or lonely spinsterhood!through a relationship 

with a strong woman.  

 It is important to note that Rathglass was not passed down through the male lines 

of heredity but was occupied previously by “two elderly ladies” (qtd. in Breen 202). 

Aunts Milly and Mousie quite happily lived in Rathglass together and tended to their 

thriving garden. When Aunt Milly dies Cynthia seizes the opportunity to move Aunt 

Mousie into a smaller home in town and take over Rathglass with Desmond. Cynthia and 

Diana’s future is reflected in this past, suggesting perhaps an alternative Anglo-Irish 

history that avoids the patterns of domination of the Big House without stepping 

completely outside of the boundaries of their class. As Ellen Crowell argues, this 
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alternative history recalls memories of the Llangollen Ladies scandal but offers a more 

conservative solution. Butler and Ponsonby “by refusing their colonial roles entirely[,] [. . 

.] turned their backs on the ascendancy,” but Diana and Cynthia “flirt with, but never 

actually risk, exile from gentry life” (207). 

Diana’s escape from Garonlea is not the final solution the novel offers because 

the relationship between Diana and Cynthia is still modeled on the hierarchical and 

exploitive patterns associated with the heterosexual family. Cynthia recognizes Diana’s 

devotion but is only interested in how it might be useful to her. Even though Diana 

“worked for her because she liked working—not in romantical slavishness," Cynthia does 

not think of her as a partner, but as someone who “would be so useful and work without 

ceasing, and praise without ceasing” (124, 87). After Cynthia's husband Desmond dies, 

Diana is constantly at her side: "Diana stayed with her, trotting about silently. Holding 

this. Fetching that. She did not talk. She was like a cosy little black bitch, silent and 

loving"(111). Diana does not occupy the space left by Cynthia's husband; instead Cynthia 

slides into the dominant role, symbolically making Diana her devoted wife, suggesting to 

her: "[p]erhaps you could sleep in my bed and I'll sleep in Desmond's” (111). Cynthia 

cannot truly understand Diana’s love until her last chance at heterosexual security has 

gone.  

Although the Edwardian costume party does not bring down Cynthia in the way 

its organizers intended, she does face defeat when she sees her lover with a younger 

woman. She wants to turn to Diana for support but wonders “[c]ould she say to her, ‘I’m 

lost.’ [. . .] Could you say this to Diana who had lived so vestal a life? Cold caves of life 

with no love ever and all that it means in tears and dreams” (319). Then Cynthia finally 

recognizes the love that Diana has offered for what it is: “This was [Diana’s] only 

interpretation of Love, this warmth and care; hot-water bottles, spirit lamps, hot milk. No 
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more. But far more than that. [. . .] She was love itself. With her there was ease and 

peace”(319). It is only in defeat that Cynthia turns to the "ease and peace" of a nonsexual 

love. She is condescending in her description of "hot-water bottles," in comparison to the 

"tears and dreams" of passionate love. For Cynthia, romantic friendship can only be 

embraced once she is past her prime and the option for a (hetero)sexual love is no longer 

available. One can imagine that their return to Rathglass together will look very different 

now that she is defeated; the friendship will be on an egalitarian basis, and closely 

resemble the aunts whom Cynthia displaced. However Keane does not leave us with a 

sexually positive queer future. Diana’s desire for Cynthia is channeled into an intense 

love of gardening, which can be read as a new image of Anglo-Irish attachment to the 

land.  

“THE TOIL AND PEACE OF HAVING YOUR HANDS IN EARTH YOU LOVED.”212 

Cynthia may embrace this future reluctantly, but Diana has been waiting patiently 

for it her whole life. She does without the pleasures of the flesh “without resentment.” 

“She was curiously detached from the comforts of the flesh, enjoying them as presents, 

not as rights” (238). As the narrative progresses Diana’s passions are dedicated more 

frequently to her love of Rathglass and the garden than to Cynthia herself. Keane blurs 

the discourses available by coding Diana as an invert, who is born with masculine 

attributes and lesbian attractions, and then relying on psychoanalytic theories for a 

solution to Diana’s unexpressed desire. Like ideas about female homosexuality, basic 

Freudian theories of sublimation had by this time worked their way into popular 

understanding. Graves and Hodge write, “'Intriguing' new technicalities were bandied 

across the tea-cups or the Mah-Jong table: 'inferiority complex', 'sadism', 'masochism', 

                                                
212 The Rising Tide, 319-20. 
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'agoraphobia', ‘sublimination' (which got mixed up with 'sublimation'), 'id', 'ego', 'libido'” 

(103). Sublimation offered a solution to desires considered socially inappropriate by 

redirecting sexual impulses into productive activities. By using the popular understanding 

of sublimation to direct Diana’s sexual desire for Cynthia into a love of gardening, Keane 

can show the potential of nonphysical same-sex love for creating something beautiful.  

When Cynthia brings Diana back to Garonlea as part of an attempt to conquer the 

misery permeating the house, Diana continues to escape to Rathglass and its garden. 

Cynthia has put her to work in the garden at Garonlea, but Diana prefers to work outside 

of Cynthia’s influence:  

She had, besides her unwavering faith in Cynthia and her love for her, two other 
chief excitements and pleasures in life. Real pleasures about which she schemed 
and planned and in which her enjoyment was satisfactory, not a shadow and 
illusive enjoyment bolstered up by the imagination. One of these was her 
friendship with Simon and Susan which was a deep and true pleasure, and the 
other was her unfailing care of the garden at Rathglass. Her feeling about this was 
comparable to the thrill of making a wild garden when one is a child--an 
adventure and an excitement beyond any satisfaction to be got from the garden 
plot supervised and interfered with by kind Authority. (179) 

Despite her lack of interest in marriage, Diana, as the kind aunt, represents the only good 

mother in the book. This mothering tendency works to calm fears of her potentially 

"unnatural" affection for Cynthia. It is significant that her relationship to Cynthia’s 

children is described as “friendship” and embodies a nonhierarchical relationship in 

contrast to repeating the model of dominating mothers over children. Here also, her 

gardening takes the place of sexual "adventure and excitement," channeling the “illusive 

enjoyment bolstered up by the imagination” into an activity that produces beauty for 

herself and others. The language overtly erotizes the “thrill” of the “wild garden,” which 

provides “adventure and excitement” and “satisfaction.” Like Warner and Holtby Keane 

uses natural imagery as a location to express homo-erotic desires, but it is important to 
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note that while Holtby specifically resisted ideas of sublimation, Keane is clearly making 

use of them. Out of context, this erotic language might be read as a metaphor for Diana’s 

satisfaction in a sexual adventure outside of authority’s grasp, a hint towards a love scene 

buried in the garden description. The context of the passage, however, actually situates 

Cynthia as the “kind Authority.” Therefore it resists a reading of the “wild garden” as a 

metaphor for Diana and Cynthia’s relationship, by placing the true “wild garden” outside 

of Cynthia’s authority. Thus Diana has sublimated her sexual desire successfully and 

completely into gardening.  

Late in The Rising Tide Keane introduces Sylvester the knowledgeable Londoner, 

whom her readers will remember from Devoted Ladies. Like Keane’s readers, Sylvester 

belongs in Doan’s category of “those who knew” and therefore his knowing judgment 

confirms that Diana is not one of those devoted ladies: "he thought her devotion to 

Cynthia both natural and uncomplicated by any curious inhibitions" (255); Diana has 

become a woman who finds "contentment in things and places" (255), echoing The Land 

of Green Ginger’s Joanna who is more interested in places than people. When Cynthia is 

ready to move back to Rathglass and live out her old age with Diana, it is not visions of 

Cynthia but of her garden that bring Diana happiness:  

The thought of purple flowers and red flowers was like wine in her mouth. The 
toil and peace of having your hands in earth you loved in the place where you 
lived came back to her, fortifying in her a curious strength for age. No ends of old 
dreams to startle her into a moment’s wild regret. Each present day and hour 
complete in its own strength. (319-20)  

This image of “having your hands in earth you loved in the place where you lived” is 

particularly suggestive given accusations that the Big House landowners drained the 

country of resources rather than investing back in the land.213  
                                                
213 Maria Edgeworth takes this irresponsibility of the landed class to task for this as early as 1800 in Castle 
Rackrent.  
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This love of the land aligns Diana with the literary history of Anglo-Irish men, in 

order then to differentiate her from them. A passionate attachment to the land felt by an 

Anglo-Irish male appears in Jennifer Johnston's How Many Miles to Babylon? (written 

nearly thirty years after The Rising Tide, but set in the same time period). The father 

makes the following speech to his son about loving the land:  

In this country the land is our most important asset. [. . .] Never be unkind to it. 
Never skimp. Never treat it with contempt. [. . .] To watch your crops grow, your 
cattle fatten. [. . .] It is a simple pleasure, but the greatest one that I have ever 
known. [. . .] To love the land is more rewarding than any . . . (33) 

Given the hostility between the speaker and his wife, one can insert the missing word, 

"woman" at the end of the sentence. Like Diana he found his complete satisfaction not in 

a romantic union with a woman, but in tending to his land. Ambrose French-McGrath 

also shows this love for the land: "each morning he could scarcely wait for the post to 

come in, so anxious was he to be off into the woods to grub up elders"(The Riding 

Tide15). While Ambrose’s ineffectuality is mocked, his connection to the land is 

dramatized when he dies "grub[bing] up elders." Diana hates her ancestral home of 

Garonlea, but her joy in gardening and love of Rathglass can be read as a positive version 

of Ambrose’s impotence. Ambrose dies in a mockery of man's attempt to dominate the 

land, but Diana will age with her hands in the earth, making things grow. Her desire for 

Cynthia, which might be seen as a sterile love, is transformed into a fertile enterprise, 

which in a Big House novel marked by the sterility of the family line is a loaded image. 

The family line will still die out, but Diana’s contentment and peace with “[e]ach present 

day and hour complete in its own strength”(320) stands in stark contrast to the 

hopelessness and decay of the Big House.  
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CONCLUSION 

The Big House remains standing, but the future of the French-McGrath line is 

entrusted to sexually indeterminate Simon, and the novel hints that his growing power 

over Susan will mimic the abuses of mothers over daughters, perpetuating the misery 

associated with Garonlea. However, Cynthia and Diana can live out the remainder of 

their days at peace with each other and in harmony with the land. Keane, writing in the 

1930s, is aware of the disintegration of the Big House way of life and the economic 

difficulties faced by the houses remaining in family hands.214 In The Rising Tide she 

manipulates the contemporary discourse around female sexuality, specifically lesbianism 

and sexual autonomy, in order to create the imaginative space for a new relationship 

between individual members of the Big House families and the Irish land. The material 

future of this world will depend on intergenerational legacies located in place rather than 

in biological reproduction or even in sexual connection. She does not recuperate the Big 

House, but neither does she completely reject class distinctions. Her domestic vision of 

womanhood could be absorbed in the increasingly conservative Irish nation.  

Although Keane’s representation of Diana’s sexual autonomy should be 

understood as participating in the same resistance to the modern sexual discourses that 

Warner, Holtby and even O’Brien represented, the novel demonstrates a more 

problematic formulation of that resistance. It is tempting to read Diana’s happy ending as 

an embrace of lesbian potentialities, but an entirely queer-positive reading is undermined 

by the fact that Keane’s representation of Diana is the flipside of her earlier homophobic 

creation. By associating predatory lesbian desire with English modernity, Keane makes 

room for the creative power of a pure Irish female devotion. However, it also reifies the 

image of lesbian sexual desire as pathologic.  Moreover as Lisa Moore’s discussion of the 

                                                
 See Bowen, “The Big House”  25-30. 
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Llangollen Ladies scandal reveals, even the Irish history of romantic friendship is not free 

from the suspicion of sexual impropriety; the scandal generated rumors about the sexual 

nature of the Ladies’ relationship (Dangerous Intimacies 83). Faderman has noted that 

once we have passed into sexual modernity, it colors our vision of the past, making it 

difficult to understand a nonsexual love (16). I would argue, however, that passing into 

modernity also creates the urge to locate a more pure presexual love in the past, and to 

elide the true complexities of sexuality before the advent of our modern categorization. 

As Keane’s novels demonstrate, the ability to imagine this romantic past may rely on 

reducing modern sexual identities into evil caricatures.  
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Conclusion: The ‘Enormous Heterogeneity’ of Women’s Sexuality 

When lesbian feminist scholars such as Shelia Jeffreys and Lillian Faderman 

looked to the historical archive of the early twentieth century they saw the divisiveness of 

their own feminist moment reflected back at them, and set about constructing a historical 

narrative that celebrated one side and vilified the other. As scholars we are all vulnerable 

to our contemporary intellectual investments, and I admit that third wave feminism and 

queer theory deeply influence my own engagement with this historical literature. 

Nevertheless I have tried to refrain from applying my own definition of feminism to these 

authors, looking instead at the details of their struggle for sexual autonomy in their own 

terms as much as possible. As evidence of my attempt to avoid anachronistically 

butchering the past I can only offer that I went looking for a pro-sex celebration and 

ended up writing about celibacy.  

This sexual autonomy, however, was not always a denial of women’s desire, 

sexual or otherwise. Previously, nineteenth century feminists had seized on the supposed 

chastity of women as a strength that could free them from the abuse of male sexual 

desire. They felt women would only win financial and sexual independence if they were 

treated as equals in the workforce, which would require that men practiced sexual control 

as only women had thus far been expected to do. It was a powerful strategy that co-opted 

the weight of traditional morality and Christian values for the cause of women's equality. 

Though I agree with Jeffreys that the Inter-war years saw the end of the politically 

motivated feminist embrace of chastity that relied on women’s inherent modesty, I 

demonstrate that what emerged in its place was not a conciliation to patriarchal goals but 

a more diverse understanding of sexual autonomy.  
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In my distrust of easy identity categories and strict binaries I have noticed those 

representations that complicate the potentially oppositional relationships of 

heterosexuality and homosexuality as well as of sexology and feminism. It is undeniable 

that feminism was in a fractured and divisive state in the Inter-war years, and that sex 

psychology helped to demarcate those differences, but it is more productive at this point 

to examine the points of intersection, than to emphasize the divide. To see sexology as a 

wholly malignant or wholly beneficial discourse in regards to women misses how women 

revised that knowledge. This project assumes that men such as Havelock Ellis and 

Sigmund Freud significantly shaped Inter-war notions of sexuality, but it also recognizes 

that the ideas in general circulation were already strategically altered, often by women 

writers. Therefore the authors discussed in this dissertation continued that project of 

rewriting sexuality in order to make room for women’s economic, political and creative 

desires. While the lived experience of Winifred Holtby and Kate O’Brien in relation to 

emerging identity of lesbianism would have been oppositional, their narratives reflect the 

shared experience of women who valued creative expression and freedom of travel above 

all else. Sylvia Townsend Warner would spend her life committed to a lesbian partner, 

while Molly Keane would marry and have children, but early in their writing careers they 

both imagined single woman trapped by familial ties and sought a new relationship to 

their respective nations through natural imagery.  

 To frame the novels in their national as well as sexual contexts reveals further 

patterns. Holtby and O’Brien’s attraction to international politics is reflected in the 

position which foreign travel figures in their novels. Holtby’s commitment to the League 

of Nations offers her a version of imperialism that aligns with her belief in human 

equality, and opens the potential for women to free themselves from domestic 

nationalism. O’Brien is likewise seeking an alternative to her nation’s domestic image of 
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national womanhood, which informs her interest in European Catholicism as well as 

fueling her critique of Ireland’s growing isolationism. In contrast, Warner and Keane’s 

imaginative attempts to keep their heroines within the borders of the nation reflect their 

vastly different political frameworks. Warner’s heroine is seeking a new relationship to 

place that evades the national control on women’s bodies, and therefore embraces the 

anti-social qualities that are attributed to single women in eugenic discourses. Keane’s 

vision of non-reproductive asexuality, on the other hand, is an attempt to heal the wounds 

of colonial abuse, and therefore conforms in many ways to the domesticated version of 

womanhood embraced by the new Irish nation.  

Our understanding of our gendered and sexual selves is not formed in a vacuum, 

and this project continues the work of expanding our understanding of how the desires of 

the nation, post-colonial frameworks, and imperial privilege informs the ways that 

women represented their sexual and creative desires. This narrative then not only 

contributes to our understanding of the history of feminism and of Inter-war Middlebrow 

fiction, but also of the more subtle constructions of identity still at play today. As same 

sex-couples fight for legal recognition of their partnerships state by state, academics push 

queer theory in increasingly “anti-social” ways, not arguing to be let into the national 

ideology (as Keane did), but rather positioning their queerness as a disruption the 

foundations of that ideology (as Warner did).  

Pressure from lesbian and gay activists may have helped remove “homosexuality” 

from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), but science has 

not ceased to question the nature of sexuality. In November of 2009 The New York Times 

Magazine ran a cover story entitled “Women Who Want to Want” by Daniel Bergner, 

author of The Other Side of Desire. The article explicates the work of sexologist Lisa 

Brotto who is revising the criteria for diagnosing hypoactive sexual desire disorder in 
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women for the next edition of the D.S.M. The current criteria for this disorder applies to 

both men and women and reads: “Persistently or recurrently deficient (or absent) sexual 

fantasies and desire for sexual activity” (D.S.M. 302.71). According to Bergner, Brotto 

believes “that the criteria are much too simple and maybe much too male.” Her work 

along with that of a growing number of women sexologists have pointed to how desire 

has largely been based on a male model, and may work differently in women. Brotto’s 

colleague at the Center for Sexual Medicine, Rosemary Basson, describes female desire 

as largely reactive. Rather than a lustful feeling that drives women to seek sexual 

experience, in her model women feel desire during a sexual encounter only after arousal; 

therefore women who “want to want” may in fact be reaching after the wrong norm. 

While contradicting the idea of a “natural and powerful sexual drive” that was 

popularized by Freudian thought, Basson’s work actually harkens back to the work of 

Havelock Ellis who emphasized women’s reactive sexuality. 

The women Brotto works with come to her because they feel bad about their lack 

of desire, but the question remains whether the problem lies in them, or in the 

expectations placed on them by their partners or society at large. Brotto stresses the 

“’enormous heterogeneity’ of women’s sexuality in general and thus the extreme 

difficulty of establishing meaningful norms or outlining dysfunctions” (Bernger). And 

yet, science continually strives to define these norms even in the face of debates on 

whether human sexuality can be explained through biological, psychological, or cultural 

frameworks. Brotto is taking into consideration the fact that science not only describes 

what is, but can affect people’s expectations of what should be. She is aware that the 

criteria she constructs for the new D.S.M. may shape “the way vast numbers of women 

understand their sexual selves,” because it will trace the limits of normal sexual desire. 
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It is heartening to have more women involved in the scientific study of sex, and to 

know that at least Brotto understands how the definitions of disorders can create 

normative pressures on people. My real hope, however, is that our creative 

endeavors,!our TV-shows, our novels, our films!continue to represent the true 

“heterogeneity” of women’s lives. Science by its nature wants to label, limit, and 

categorize, but if anything has been confirmed by the intellectual journey I have taken in 

this project, it is that women and sexuality are not limitable categories. One woman’s 

sexual celebration is another woman’s stigma, and without closely reading the narratives 

of the past we are likely to miss all that lies in between.  
 
 

 

  

!
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